MARK WIWAMS C.
AN ENUGHTENING DEVELOPMENT
FOR ATARI ST USERS.

The Mark Williams C compiler
produces fast, dense code and supports the
complete Kernighan & Ritchie industry standard C. You'll have access to GEM's AES and VDI
libraries for programs using graphics, icons and the
Atari mouse. And Mark Williams C lets you take
advantage of the full 16 megabytes in Atari's 68000
Imcroprocessor.

STREAMLINE DEVELOPMENT
WITH POWER UTILITIES.
Mark Williams C is loaded with everything you'll
need for professional development. Bring the power
of the UNIX environment to your Atari ST with our

Features
Ccompiler
• Complete Kernighan &
Ritchie Cplus extensions
• Up to eight register variables
• Full access to AES and VDI
libraries for programs using
graphics, icons and mouse
• Complete UNIX-compatible
libraries allow easy portability
to and from UNIX development
environment.
• Over 300 Atari-specific
routines
• One-step compiling. linking
wi th cc command
• English error messages
• Lint-like error checking

Microshell Command Processor.
powerful UNIX style shell includes
li D red irection . pipes. command
substitutions
MicroEMACS Full Screen Editor
with commented source code
included
Make Program Building Discipline
Complete symbolic debugger
with single-step, breakpoints and
stack traceback
Assembler, linker and archiver
Powerful Utilities Package egrep
sort , diff. cmp. pro tail. uniq . wc
and more
Over 600 pages of documentation
including 120 sample Cprograms
Not copy protected

MARK WILLIAMS CFOR THE ATARI ST
$179.95
60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Mark Willian1s C for the Atari ST is part of our growing
line of C compilers. A line that includes the C compiler
chosen by DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of professional programmers. Now our Atari C compiler is
earning its own reputation:
"Finally a great C compiler that exploits the power
of the Sr--Sigmund Hartmann, President, Atari
Software Group
"The all-around best choice for serious software
development on the ST." -Douglas Weir of ANALOG
COMPUTING

GET WHAT YOUR ATARI ST HAS BEEN
WAITING FOR.
Mark Williams C is just what your Atari ST was
made for: powerful, professional
programming. So now that you
can have Mark Williams C for just
$179.95, what are you waiting for?
Ask your Atari dealer about
Mark Willian1s Cor order today by
calling 1-800-MWC-1700.*
' In illinois call: 312-472-6659

.:f'~~ms

Company

1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614
(C)
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------- -------- ------ - ------ ---- ---Welcome to the second monthly issue of ST-Log. Th at is ... we ll , it's actually our eleventh ST-Log ,
but the second separately published issue. It's co nfu si ng, I know. Th e staff is fairl y flustered , too.
We were sure that going separate with ST-Log wou ld be both fun and easy. Still , as they say, one
out of two ain't bad.
The response from our first independent issue has been excellent, and if anything, we'll be
happily surprisi ng our readers more with each issue. Many regular ANALOG Computing
readers have taken us up on our special combination subscription offer and wi ll be with us for
ST-Log as well as for ANALOG Computing . I'd like to th ank those of you who have given us
yo ur support with both publication s. Without your loyalty, th ere wou ldn't be an ST-Log . I'd also
like to welcome our new readers.
Looking at the COMDEX article in this month's pages, I'm sure you' ll agree th at the ST is now-as
it should be- co nsidered a serious computer, which wi ll be with us for a long time. Atari's ST has
a strong following in Europe, and the company is now aiming at the U.S market. Acco rd ing to an
Atari Corp. source, th e ST will be a major force in the U S. in the coming year.
For followe rs of Atari , 1987 has already gotten off to an exciting start. At the Wi nter CES, Atari
announced the Mega ST, a more compact compone nt system in 1-, 2- or 4-megabyte ve rsions. It
has a smaller footprint (meaning that it ta kes up less desk space) and a separate keyboardwhich , by the way, gives a better tactile response than the original. The Mega ST will also contain
the new blitter chip, a real -time clock and a battery backup. The smal ler footprint was
accomplished by placing the CPU, power supply and floppy drive in the monitor pedestal. Prices
for the Mega 'STs reportedly wi ll start at around $995.
And wou ld you believe an ST laser printer for under $1,500? You shou ld-Atari will have it
available in the spring, about th e same time th e Mega ST hits the shelves. So, from what I can
fi gure, yo u'll be able to get a nice desktop publishing system for around $3,000. Not too shabby.
Last, for those of you who ca n't get you r associates to think of buying anything but an IBM , you
ca n now introduce th em to the Atari Pc. Yes, the Atari PC, an Intel 8088-based PC clone that wi ll
include the computer, monitor and 51/4-inch floppy for $699. Not to bore loyal ST Atari ans in our
audience, I should also mention that th e Atari PC wi ll come with 512K expandable memory and
wi ll include the GEM desktop, plu s (and thi s is what's supposed to make it different from the other clones) a custom graphics ch ip and EGA graph ics. We' ll elaborate on this more next month.
Just remember where yo u heard it first.

~=/2:~~
Publisher
ST-Log
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Tapeless Technology'
Inspired MIDI Software from

~.......,IPi5~
Nobody knowsMIDI on the ATARllike Hybrid Arts. We have been the undisputed
experts since MIDI started, and now we've got all the bases covered.
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MIOI Recorders: With several different professional quality systems to choose from, Hybrid
Arts has a MIDI Recorder for every musician and any budget from hobblst to broadcast
professional. Starting with EZ·Track, the 20 track polyphonic recorder with editing features
like quantizing and Instant transpose. MldlTrack SThas a full range of advanced editing
features Including an auto patch Injection system and FSK, Roland and TTL sync to tape
for studio use. AndMldlTrack Professional comes complete with our SMPTEMate box.
SMPTE specs Include SMPTE read/write, drop frame, non drop frame, 24, 25, or 30 fps, Jam
sync, both reading and writing of user bit data. Resolution Is at the bit level.

Patch Librarians: A complete line of products are available for sound patch libraries.
Genpatch Is designed to work with all MIDI keyboards regardless of manufacturer.
DX·Androld, the highly acclaimed editor/librarian program for the Yamaha DX-7 and TX
series. This was the first product of Its kind to offer both graphic and numeric editing along with
the famous android functions that create new musically useful sounds Instantaneously.
CZ·Androld Is the CASIO verison that works with all of the CZ keyboard series Including the new
CZ-1 and CZ-230S.

CZ·Androld

Sampling and SMPTE hardware: The revolutionary ADAP

Sound~ack (Analog to
Digital Audio Processor) takes full advantage of the speed and memory of the ATARI
1040ST. The "ADAP" Is a hardware/software peripheral for the ST that allows music and
broadcast professionals to sample 20 seconds at 44.1 khz with 16 bit resolution. Full MIDI
compatability is Implemented. System Is upgradeable to direct to hard disk stereo digital
.. mastering and SMPTE Interlock.

AOAP Sound Rack

The MldlMate software series for the ATARI 8 bit computers: For the musician on a
limited budget but stili needing professional quality, Hybrid Arts has a complete line of studlotested software.MldlTrack III Is a 16 track MIDI recorder, synchronizer and remote controller
for the ATARI130XE. Standard features Include 10,500 note capacity, looping, copy and
paste editing, programmable tempo, track combining and uncomblnlng. MMS Is a sophisticated monophonic single step entry sequencer. The operator can enter musical notes from
either the computer keyboard or theMIDI synth keyboard. 99 tracks are available to work with.
GenPatch Is a generic patch librarian system for all MIDI keyboards. OX·Edltor is a numeric
editor and librarian for the YAMAHA DX-7 and TX. Oasis Is our low cost Visual Editing System for
the Ensonlq Mirage keyboard sampler. Features Include full MASOS Implementation, 8 levels of
magnification, redrawing of wave forms with high resolution graphlcs.MldlCom Is aMIDI telecommunications program designed for easy use.

Call or write for a free catalog and newsletter which includes a
complete listing of products and pricing.
1192'0 W. Olympic Blvd., LA, Ca. 90064
Computer BBS: (213) 826-4288 Main Office: (213) 826-3777
Telex: 4931231 (HYBRDUI)
ATARI, 5T, .5205T, 1040ST, and 130XE are trademarks of ATARI Corp.
Hybrid Arts, EZ·Track, MldlTrack, GenPatch, AOAP SoundRack, Oasis and MldlCom are trademarks of Hybrid Arts Inc.
OX-Android and CZ·Androld are products of Hybrid Arts Inc and are not affiliated In any way with LUCASFILM LTD.
OX-7 and TX tone rack are trademarks of YAMAHA Internallonallnc.
Mirage and Ensanlq are trademarks of Ensonlq Inc.
CZ-l and CZ-230S are trademarks of CASIO Computer Co.
'/
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Softstrip - any takers?
I have been examining some of Cauzin's
sales literature for their Softstrip System,
a form of data backup/exchange that is to
be stored on paper instead of on magnetic media.
According to their brochW'e, the only
computer systems be ing supported at present are the Apple lIc, Macintosh and IBM
PC or any lOO-percent IBM-compatible system . I wou ld like to see Atari included in
this list, but to my knowledge there are not
any Atari publications supporting this new
form of machine readable data . This is a
"Catch 22" situation , as Cauzin Systems,
Inc . will not support the Atari conunw,ity until the Atari community h a.s indica ted support for Cauzin ~,ystems , Inc., and
vice versa .
I believe a poll of yoW' re aders would
show interes t in the inclusion of this form
of machine readable data in yoW' publi cation . Softstrip data would offer an alternative to a disk subscription for thos e who
CatliOt afford the latter. The add ition of the
printed machine readable data should increase yoW' subscription cost by a nominal
amount, an amowlt that I wou ld be wi ll ing to pay.
A subscriber who owns a Softstrip reader could reap an additional benefit of being able to back up their own progratns at,d
data on a m edium not susceptible to acc idental erasure. According to the Softstrip
sales brochW'e, the data strip will withstand dirt, sta ins, scratches, coffee spills
and most dyes, such as those found in ballpoint p ens, mat'kers and lipsti ck , and, of
coW'se, magneti c fi elds. A user could store
up to 8K of data p er printed page using a
dot matrix printer, up to 25K using a laser
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printer-of any data that ca n be stored on
a disk . The Softstrip reader can be connected to a computer through a modem or
a serial port (read: joystick ports w ith the
proper software).
The Softstrip reader is listed at $199.95 ,
more mon ey than I can justify to back up
my programs (with software I would have
to write). but cheap compared to the cost
of one or more disk subscriptions.
As I ment ione d earlier, this situation is
a "Catch 22". The only way I can see of trying to solve it is to demons trate to Cauzin
Systems that the Atari community is interested in using their product.
I am not associated w ith Cauz in Systems, Inc. in any mallier; I am not being
compensated for writing to yo u , nor do I ,
at present, own any of their products.
Sincerely,
Loga n C. Kirmison
Columbus, NE
How about it , readers? Let us know if
yo u 're interested in the Softstrip System.
We'll pass th e word along.
-Ed .
Thanks a million!
Recent ly, I went on-line to Delphi, to try
to find a solution for a problem I was having with my Gemini lOX printer and 1st
Word. I'd been on-line to Atari Base, CompuServe and many smaller BBSs to find
the solution; many times, I thought I had ,
only to fa il aga in. I was even to ld by one
" tech hotlin e" to call Star Micron ics for a
solution-and call him back ifI found an
answer.
My problem was a printer driver for the
infamous lOX printer, which wou ld work
with 1st Word properly, w ithout in-depth

know ledge of writing or modifying printer drivers. I had downloaded three drivers
from different soW'ces, and none worked .
Then I got the idea (albeit late) to leave a
message on Delphi , as I had on other SIGs
(with no response). for a solut ion.
You know wh at? The next day, I was online to Delphi , to download the new version (1 .5) of ST-Writer, in hopes of it's workin g. When 1 logged onto the Atari Users'
Group SIG, there was a title atUl0uncement
from MATRAT to people having problems
with 1st Word and the Gemini lOX printer drivers. It said to check the ST SIG for
a driver he (I think) wrote, that worked
well. My heart rate rose in anticipation.
After this, 1 was notified of an awaiting
message in the forum at·ea. I found there
a DFSCOTT note about checking with the
Atari Base concerning drivers. Then there
was a "thread" message from MATRAT to
DFSCOTT about the driver that worked
we ll with his lOX printer. I inunediately
wen t to the ST program area, downloaded
hi s driver, went off line and gave it a try
. . . it worked as adver ti sed '
1 would like to thank MATRAT and OF
SCOTT for their quick reply to a very frustrating situation. Thanks go to you , and
to Delphi for a great service to Atari users
(both 8-bit and l6-bit).
Doyle Helms
STAR*TWO
Pensacola, FL
More ST BASIC, please.
Yes, I do use my Atari ST for professional pW'poses-but progranuning is not one
of them. 1 also use it for entertainment. I
am not a professional prograJ1U<1er and I

Zoomracks II:
an integrated productivity tool
thats fun to use.
Now with math, report formatting, improved mail merge,
Degas file displays, easier to learn.
Zoomracks is an integrated prcxluctivity tool based on a simple and familiar
concept You keep your infonnation--names and addresses, invoices, correspondence,
or whatever-- in cards in racks like those next to factory time clocks. It is easy to use,
helps you structure your problems, and it can handle an exceptionally wide variety of
applications.
Zoomracks lets you zoom back to see the first line of several cards, and several
racks next to each other--compressed for display with its Smart Zoom feature.
2.
C:ONAMES
4.
C:KEYHELP
O.
C:Disk
Mr. Joel Cairo
.... BE&-3341 ....•.. SHfFS ZornPictrnTggl C; DICT .' •....•.• 105472 ·••• ··•·.·
Mr. Mils Archer . ' AL3-784S '
'
- >
C: DISTRIBU <· .71!xF . '
Mr.Rick Blaine
CA3-1871AltN~ NexJPriOrMe~i.( '.' C:F1HELP
. 29696
'. Ca-1871 :. ..• F1O:Next Ouickcard .·. C:GRADES ..
.2048 .. ....... .•••...
Mr. Samul Spade
AL3-784S )
F9-Prior Ouickcard .< ..· C:IBM REGIS '
14336.,
Mr. Sid Wise .
LE&-1299 ' /< TAB-Next ReldscroU { ' C:INVESTOR819Z >'

Here you get an overview of three racks. Pressing one key zooms you in on one
rack; pressing another, zooms you in on one card. To go someplace on the screen or
execute a command, just click the mouse.
BE&-3341 ··.:'::',
AL3-7s4S
/'
CA3-18if /
Ca-18T1
AL3'784S
LES-12W .····

Piano Player

. · · · · · · . . ) CA3J871 <>· .•.••••.. ···· .. '
" . ............................... Rick's Place·· .. ·"

. . · . irii • • • • • • • •}.?. . ><• • • .\ .•<.• •. / • • • • • •>• • • • •. • .•.• • • • . . . .• • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • •.:• • • • • • • •.• • • • • )• .

g~:a~~~~·· ~rrO%C(j ·.· ·.·

Sam Dooley is the well kriciWii piano player alRick's Place aiidis best known for his rendition
of "As TIme Goes By;,, >
'... ' '. ...... ..' ........ .. .. ...
. ' .... ". . . ".
.'.

What the reviewers said about Zoomracks (version I)
"Zoomracks, a $79.95 wonder... from Quickview Systems"
- Newsweek
'The simplest thing in the world to use ... very much recommended
-Jerry Pournelle, Byte
'Truly innovative, ... flexible ... extremely easy to use .....
- InfoWorld
"practical and even fun ... you can always visualize your data as you want --- from a
broad overview of the whole database to a specific detail of a single field .....
- Art Leyenberger, Compute!
"99% of the database needs in home and small business computers do not require the
power and prorgranuning features of DBASE III. In fact, by the time you learn DBASE
m, you could have all your database needs filled by Zoomracks.
For those of us with two left thillTlbs .. .It is very hard to lose data with this well
thought out system... less than $100 and worth 10 times that amount"
- Don Terp, ST Business
You can be an anarchist...and this program will bring order to your chaos .. lt is useful
enough to become a standard equivalent to Lotus 1-2-3 in the industry.
- Jim Bumpus, Atari ACE
"***** ... the more I use Zoomracks, the more I like it, and the more I can see to do
with it. .. will be with us for a long time, fmding a solid niche in both home and
office."
- Richard Keller, ST Applications
Zoomracks has established a productivity standard in design, concept, originality, and
functionality."
- Alan Glick, mUG (Boston Computer Society)
Zoomracks is totally in a class of its own... I found it so useful I considered buying
another ST for my office.
- John Leon, HASTE Electronlk Letter
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Project Organizer
DataBase
Calculator
Word Processor

Power without the programming
POWERFUL: Relational data base, word
processor, mail merge, arithmetic, display Degas flies, report formatting, organizer, macros,
250 line fields, import-export data
FLEXIBLE: Modify templates and report
formats, copy between fields and racks, view
multiple racks, zoom in on a rack or card.
EASY TO USE: No field sizes to specify,
few frustrating error messages, visual interface, Doesn't require programming. Few concepts to learn: everything based on cards in
racks. You can undo commands
EASY TO LEARN: on-line tutorial, on-line
help, 180 page manual, use Commands or
menu. Works with or without mouse.
FUN: For people who hate data bases. Point
and zoom in on cards, racks. Toggle
commands let you try and untry things.

Uses are limited only by your
imagintlon: Ask some one who uses it.
OFFICE: Mailing lists, Form letters, invoicing, agendas, projects, tickler flies, pay ables,
receivables, credit records, correspondence,
schedules, appointments, office procedures,
check registers, employee records .
EDUCATION: annotated bibliographies,
lesson planning, test banks, dissertations,
organize notes for class, books, anything you
do with index cards.
HOME: Address and phone lists, insurance
catalogue, credit card records, shopping lists,
Christmas card records, videotape/records
catalogue, recipe cards, checkbook.
SALES: prospect fIles, tickler flie, call
reports, mailing lists, sales order entry.
Coming soon: Zoomracks Starter Packs
with templates and forms for the office,
home, school, collectors etc. ($19.95 each).

Availcble at your local ST retailer or mail this
to Oulckvlew Systems, Dept. A,
146 Main St., Su~e 404 Los Altos, CA 94022
California residents add 6.5% sales tax.
o Zoom racks 11* $119.95 ($149.95 after 12/25)
o Zoomracks I $79.95 (Upgraded)
1 understand by ordering direct 1
can return Zoomracks for a fuU
refund within 60 days if not
satisfred for any reason.
Name ____________________________
co~n

Address
C~y

State
o Check enclosed
Card #

Z"
0 Visa
0 MC
Exp date:

'Zoomracks II leis you save macros and create multiple
print formals. Registered Zoom racks owners can upgrade to Zoom racks I ($14.95) orZoomracks II ($79.95)

Zoom racks is not copy protected.

All' Reader comment
may n ever b e, but I do enjoy typing in programs and seeing what these typed words
will make the comp uter do. When I see an
ST BASIC program listed , no m atter what
its purpose, I type it in.
I am not in poverty, nor am I floating in
money. Frankly, though , the price and the
complexity of a Megamax C or a similar
programming language leave m e a little in
awe. Perhaps C is the only way to go if you
are a professional programmer. Personally,
1 think the computer is for everybodya nd not everybody is a programmer. Don't
get me wrong; I do hope someday to be
able to write my own programs, but I just
can't see spending the time and money on
il right now.
ST BASIC may not be the best or most
efficient langu age, but it isn'l all that bad .
II has several feat ures not found in Atari
BASIC , such as auto numbering, renumbering and a debugging feature, that make
it fun to use.
Sincerely,
R.R. Weldin
Newark, DE

Getting real.
I have been an Atari 8-bit owner for two
years, and I think that Atari computers (in
general) are grea t. As a m atter of fact , I just
bought an Atari 520ST, in spite of the experience I'm go ing to tell yo u about.
I'm a student at the Univers ity of Florida; my m ain use of computers is for word
processing. Recently, there was a computer
expo at the University; all the biggies (Apple, IBM , even Commodore) were on the
attenda nce list. Atari's n am e was not on
lhe list. Pu zz le d by this , I decided to go
undercover.
Posing as an over-enthusiastic Commodore owner, I went to the expo. Apple and
IBM had part icula rly large booths . Commodore was re presented by a local shop
(a Commodore dealer) . At their booth , I
saw the Amiga , up and running in all its
splendor. A crowd was gathered around it ,
wowe d by its graphics. I aske d one of the
guys at the booth what he thought about
lhe Atari ST. Yo u know what he said? He
sa id , "Well , maybe you should go to Toys
'R' Us. I m ean , thal's w here they sell lhe
l OYs ."

I don't know, but I think that maybe Atari
made a mistake by marketing the ST line
through these s tores. Not only does it hurt
Atari's reputation as a company ; it al so
hurts the reputation of the m achines them selves. (Please try to understand; I only
c riticize because I'm concerned ). What do
yo u think?
Sincerely,
Elfrick Mendez
Ga insville, FL
We think Atari computers had (wrongly ) a game image long before any deal was
made with Toys 'R' Us. Atari was started
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with game machin es. And th e "toy" image
certainly isn't cleared away by the line's being sold in toy stores. But the mass distribution and sal es ach ieved through th ese
marketing certa inly can't hurt Atari Corp.
-or their computers. Nor do we hear complain ts from buyers about getting th e lower prices.
Some people prefer computer specialty
s tores-everyone kn ows they offer more in
term s of knowl edge and serv ice-some of
us must opt for lower prices. We think that
people who know computers wou ld never
make th e rash s tatement you heard. And
if Toys 'R' Us sells STs and broadens the
user base, that makes Atari Corp., Atari
users and Atori maga z ines stron ger.
- Ed .

Timeworks - an ST backer.
1 started my co mputer adventure with
a Timex 1000. Although small , it was fascinating to m e. From there I went to a TS
2068, then I bought my first 800XL from
Atari. What a computer! We now use two
800XLs, one 130XE and one 520ST. They
are absolutely grea t.
Timeworks produces two products that
are very nice: the Wordwriter ST and the
Data Manager ST. They've been very helpful w ith any technical problem s and questi on s that I've had about their products.
They seem to be backing the ST, and I
just wanted to s hare it with yo W' readers.
Keep up the g rea t wo rk with your magaz ine.
A loyal sub sc rib er,
Larry Gurry
T ipton , IA
P.S. Keep th e type- in programs for my
130XE and 520ST co ming!

A comment on piracy the other side of the coin.
Piracy is wrong, both to the au thor/publish er and the end user. We w ill no t make
any headway wilh thi s problem until both
sides realize th e whole problem . I cannot
speak on piracy of gam e programs, since
I am primarily interested in productivity
soflware- but , in my area, I have seen excellent programs pirated by both end users
and publishers.
An example of this publi sher " pirating"
is my own case. When I purchase d my first
co mputer, I purchase d a word processor
at the sam e time. The computer store said
they would help me with thi s program ,
and that I had pW'c hased the latest and
best word processor for the Atari.
I received no help from th e store; technical support was poor-in fact , I registered my purchase with the software company and have never heard from them. Not
o nly did I never hear from them, but later
I found that I h ad purchased version 1.0
at $149.95 when version 3.0 was ava ilable
at less than $100.00.

Why would a reputable software company allow this to h appen to a customer?
This, too, is "piracy," and must be stopped
b efore only custom software will be availa ble. The surest way to stop piracy at the
end-user level is for publishers to become
involve d with the software's use and with
end users, offering technical assistance and
the latest revision at reason able cost .
Yours,
F. Michael Trun zo
Stuart, FL

Why should there be
any rivalry?
I would like to express my confusion
when I read in a past editorial column (the
first column I read in every issue of ANALOG Computing) about a rivalry between
8- bitters and 16-bitters. For m e, the situation is very clear: Atari 8-bit computers are
the best exponents of a technology which
re presented the computer standru-d for the
first half of this decade. Now, the ST line
marks the n ext step in the con stant evolution of this field , and it will last for three
or four years more, possibly to the end of
th e eighties.
STs are not enemies of the 8-bit models.
S imply, they ru'e their successors. I own an
8 00, a 130XE and a color 520ST (which
will be replaced with a monochrome 1040
when you read these lines). And I don't
fee l I must m ake any decision between the
models. Simply, the pleas ure co m es now
in a doubled amount.
About ANALOG Computing and STLog: I think a separate, ST-only magazine
is a must, due to the ST market's growing
so fast . But this doesn't m ea n ANALOG
Computing must be dedicated only to 8-bit
Ataris. This will simply make the fi ctitious
rivalry between 8-bit and 16-b it Ataris,
c rea ted by disori ente d Atari users, come
lo pass. I think everyone of you r readers
must realize your magazines ru'e sought by
true Atru'i fans (as they give us lots of quality every month) , ru1d that loyal users will
never lay aside any Atal'i computer. An independent ST-Log will m ea n only that ST
computers are importru1t enough to be covered with detail , not that they ru'e more important than other Ataris.
A lso, I would like to thank you for yo ur
ed itorial column , as well as for sections
like The End User, ST User a nd Panak
Strikes! Mr. Leyenberger supports the ed itorial column very well , in creating a more
direct communication b etween you and
your readers, especially beca use he writes
from user to user. And Mr. Panak h elps us
to protect our software investment. I think
he's not destructive . . .well , maybe he is a
little inclement sometimes. But, s ince Atru'i
computers are not game machines (like
"other" computers whose nan1es we know
well). it's no use to spend $30.00, $40.00,
or more on a game which will be soon put
as ide.
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From Mr. Panak's column, I move easily
to another focus: piracy. Many words have
been written about the rights of programmers and users. I think we must look at it
from a more general viewpoint.
Buying a computer is like buying a picture album. Computers have an unlimited
number of pieces of software to collect , in
order to have the "album" as up to date as
possible. And many times, the "pictures"
themselves must be changed. I think you
get the idea: if you want to have the complete collection of "pictures," you must sell
your soul to Satan to get enough money.
A forced-selection method is needed .
Maybe piracy is one undesirable form of
this m ethod. Months ago, I received an illegal copy of a game Mr. Panak reviewed.
The program (if we can call that one a program) is condensed in three steps: load it ,
test it and imm ediately erase it! Mr. Panak
said that "game" would serve better as a
blank disk; his criticism fell short.
Turkey programs like that are a strong
justifica tion for pirates (I can't believe that
hackers spend their time unprotecting such
programs). But, as we have noticed, piracy also at tacks good programs.
This is harder to analyze. Here, we find
pirates creating trouble for software companies which must survive in the market.
Fortunately, there are signs of intelligent
reaction from companies like Batteries Included (thanks for its dedication to 8-bit
and 16-bit Ataris !) and Infocom.
BI showed an original protection scheme
with PaperClip, and Infocom gives us such
delightful packaging that pirate copies bite
the dust. Some friends of mine own the entire In focom collection. I have an original
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, and I
think it's worth more than the rest of Infocom would be, pirated. I also don't regret purchasing SynCalc, The Graphics
Magician , Top-DOS, Flight Simulator II,
Diskey . .. when it comes to a valuable piece
of software, it's better to be supported by
the company.
Now, at this point, the final answer lies
with both the purchaser and the software
company. The purchaser must realize he
wi ll find some quirks with his software
and that many other users will find them ,
too. So, he must fill out the registration
card; he must do something to be more
than an illega l user. But, more important,
the software company must be very serious and meticulous with us er support. It
must prov ide reasonable back-up and update poli c ies. It must make the user feel
he has not thrown away his money, above
the qualit y of the software itself.
Russ Wetmore pointed out in On-Line
the many expenses that must be met by developers in distributing a product. When
th ese costs are raised by piracy, the company is in trouble. But I think that, rather
than try ing to eliminate pirates, software
companies must try first to chClnge th e cost

structures. I don't know about marketing,
however, I think the classical process of
product manufacture and distribution has
to change radkally to help stop piracy. Advertising is too expensive. I think the best
way to advertise is a moderate campaign
in magazines; but magazines must help,
by fully reviewing new programs and encouraging readers to send their opinions,
then publishing them.
Also, mail distribution would be best.
For the program to be sold in computer
stores, the stores must add in the shipping
cos ts. And there cou ld be some other considerations.
Yes, it sounds pretty Utopian. But it's
more expensive (and impractical) to follow
every teenager who wants to playa new
game for a while.
The piracy problem can't be viewed as
a computer-only subj ect. It implies that
manufacturers must consider the user's investment. It implies users considering development costs. It implies human be ings
acting with respect toward others. To solve
it possibly implies solving many of the other problems of modern life.
Well , I don't want to bore you any more.
The only thing I wanted to say is that piracy is a very complex problem because it's
a human problem. But, since it is a hwnan
problem, we users have the solution in our
hands. Let's not let this one sli p through
our fingers.
Sincerely,
Ivan A. Antezana Q.
Lima , Peru
Take disk!
I was extremely upset by your August issue (ANALOG Computing, issue 45). This
lime you went too far. As an ST owner, I
take extreme exception to yo ur "bonus"
feature included on the disk version only.
It took everything I had to get my ST. I
couldn't buy a pair of socks w ith my smoldering VISA card right now. But you want
me to pay almost $100.00 for a half year's
magazine with an ST disk? Forget it!
I've been with you, and Atari , from the
beginning. I have almost every issue yo u've
put out. The issues I missed were because
I relied on my subscription to supply them .
Now I rely on the neighborhood newsstand . Don't get me wrong. I don't dislike
your magazine. I just don't want to be
burned again.
I've had my ST for about six months
now, and the lack of programs and support
has really frustrated me. Now you withhold some really good code-and hold it
out like a carrot on a stick . You really have
some nerve. I hop e you can remember another publication called Softs ide. They had
a pretty good maga z ine for a while. Then
they p ut out a disk version ca lled Softside
DV. They also had the nerve to tease their
regu lar cus tomers - with good programs
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o nly ava ilable to the DV subscribers. In a
few months, Softside went belly up. Need
I say more?
Chagrined,
Tim Caldwell
Baltimore, MD
Now that we've separated the two magaz in es, you'll notice that the ST-Log-withdisk price has been lowered to $69.00 for
a half-year subscri ption . It was ex trem ely
unprofitable for us to try to fit aJJ we co uld
in one magazine, for one cover price. Now,
we can give our readers more-machinespecif ic material-and charge a bit less for
th e disks.
Sti ll , we will occasionaJJy have material fo r which the listings are too long to print
(a s was the case with the disk bonus progroms)-but which we want to make available to you. These wiJJ be published with
listings on disk (like Money and Database
Create in this issue) and available on the
Delphi Atari Users' Group. We're not holding out on our readers; we're trying to give
you as much as is possible-while making
enough profit to stay in business. -Ed .
ST independence.
In the next two or three weeks , I will be
trading my IBM-compatible Tandy 1000 in
for an Atari 1040ST. I have therefore be-

gun to look around for Atari 1040ST magazines and have been buying what I could
get my hands on. Unfortun ately, there isn't
that much out there, and I am considering
my first subscription .
Sadly, things aren't quite that easy. I've
been impressed wi th the profeSSional reviews offered by ANALOG Computing , but
the m agazi ne suffers from a severe case of
schizop hrenia, as you must surely know
-hence my feedback letter to yo u .
Yom magaz ine has been covering Atari's
8-bit m arket so far. Now that you've decided to cover the new 520 a nd 1040 computers also, you have placed yourself between the frying pan and the fire. I am cmrently looking at issue 47 of ANALOG
Computing . The editorial column begins
like this : "We've heard it al l the past few
months-how ANALOG Computing loves
the ST so much we're do ing our best to kill
the 8-bit line . . .What I'm lead ing up to is
this month's theme. Here's a hint. It's not
the ST!"
Well, of com se I am di sappointed ! I want
ST coverage, just as yo ur old 8-bit custom ers don't want to see their magazi ne
usmped by "some new fancy-pants up start ." This raises the questi on of what audience yo u're writing for. Yom readers are
confused, I believe, because yo u are confused. I practically read only ST-Log, and

am thereby buying a 45-page magazine for
$3.50. Meanwhile, the 8-bit readers don't
get a full magazine, e ither. I'm sme they
don't read ST-Log , except for the few who
consider upgrad ing. So, what's to be done?
Make up your mind!
Pick the market you want to cover. Quit
short-changing both of your reader groups.
If you want to cover both markets, do it
right: publish another magazine. As other
ST-specific magaz ines appear (STart , the
COMPUTE! Atari ST magazine ), the market will begin to drift their way, leaving
your old 8-bit readers quite incensed with
you. Meanwhile, you'll continue to straddle the fence. When the position becomes
too uncomfortable, you will have to adjust.
Ignoring the problem doesn't make it go
away (unless the 520 and 1040 computers
go away). Unt il then, I will save my subscription budget for a dedicated magaz ine.
I hope it w ill be yours.
Sincerely,
Christoph L. Herod
Colorado Springs, CO
Having climbed down from the fence, we
hope so too!
-Ed.
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by D.F. Scott
With this edition, ST-Log's Status report
becomes a fea ture on news of th e Atari ST
line of computers only. O ur continuing coverage of 8-bit-related developments will bf'
found in the pages of ANALOG Computing from time to tim e.
Our sources this month include : Michael
Katz, Atari Exec uti ve Marketing Vice President; Gershon Blumstein, Director of Software Products; and Ne il Harris, Marketing
Communications Director.
Big Grey in the Black, Rakes in Green;
Big Blue Sees Red.
On Friday, November 7,1986, fow--anda-ha lf million shares of Atari-16% of the
corporation-were offered publicly on the
American Stock Exchange, for $11.50 per
share. In the first few days of trading, the
price per share jumped to over $14.00, and
the trading volume made the Exchange's
"top five" list for several days consecutively, just as a hea lthy new stock offering
should.
Under the law, a public corporation must
report its financial dealings to the public.
So, for the first time since Tramiel Technologies "assumed" Atari on May 17,1984,
we have a graph ic picture (as seen above)
of Atari 's recovery, as compiled by none
other than the PaineWebber brokerage firm
- with the "star" of the show undoubtedly describable by the first two letters of that
word.
The prospectus organizes information in
such a way that it is difficult , though not
impossible, to determine relative sales of
the ST, XE , XL and video games . Instead ,
it distinguis hes between "pw-chased prod-
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Developments in
the Atari ST world .

ucts" from Warner Communications and
"new and redesigned products."
During the first seven-and-a-half months
under the Tramiels, the XLs sold demonstrably well. Of course, as the XL supply
dwindled down, so did sales; but those impressive 8-b i t sales figures never translated over to the XE. In fact , the 8-bit sales
seemed to decline with the announcement
of the ST - perhaps many potential buyers
put themselves on hold.
PaineWebber's figures also show that
video game sa les have const ituted a sw-prisingly small minority of overall sales.
In the pw-chased products division (which
includes the older 2600 system ) dw-ing the
period in which the last XLs were sold,
sales fell in two years to one-fifth of what
they were at the end of 1984.
There's surprising news concerning the
ST, as well. Without having given out final figw-es, Atari had reported before go ing public that it had a successful Christmas 1985 se lling season. Ye t new product
sales in the first half of 1986 were more
than double those in the latter half of 1985.
Even after having paid all but $36.1 million of the $240 million owed Warner Communications, Atari Corp. was able to report
a $12.4 million net corporate income for
the first ha lf of 1986. That's an increase in
volwne of 38 cents per share. The price per
share on Atm' i's 16% of public stock has
jwnped as much as $1 .88 in one day.
Corporation executives are pretending
that the initial s uccesses from going public don't have them grinning, not even privately. Having returned from the fall COMDEX in Las Vegas, Lhree Atari sow-ces each
said they fe lt going public has done nothing, good or bad , to affecL impressions of

the corporation evinced by either buyers
or dealers.
Marketing VP Michael Katz tells us the
real image change is internal, in the redistribution of ranks and titles (Neil Harris
calls this "musical jobs")' and the opening up of new divisions and positions (any
of you laid-off Arniga developers still out
there?) Projects Katz, "I think we'll continue to add people in important functional
areas where we've had a shortage of people; and from an organizational and planning stm1dpoint, I think we'll get a lot more
professional, a lot more sophisticated , a lot
better organized ."
"It's positive," Katz continues, "but it
isn't necessarily because we're going publi c; it's because we're successful in getting
larger. We want to have the right kind of
organization; we are going more to a direct sa les force than we have in the past.
Basically, we're looking for very experienced, good people in all the categories
that we're going into."
Atari , for the first time, is hiring salesm en to go out "in the field" and sell its
machines to prospective dealers-a tactic
which is standard procedure for most other
micro manufacturers. The theme behind
their sales pitch-and perhaps Atari's new
slogan - was premiere d at the fall COM DEX: "Atari Means Business."
To reach the business market, veterm1
Atari executive Sig Hartmann was naJTIed
as VAR (Value-Added Reseller) Sales Director. We may soon see Atari machines with
major service and support plans, sold and
advertised by some national retail computer sto res. But VARs in the past have said
they can't sell the ST, because of its low
price and consequent ly low profit margin.
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iAl~' Status report continued
So it won't be the ST the VARs will be
selling .
68000-series, lYpe 2.
We already know about the planned
68020 expansion unit-previously called
the TT -which promises the capability for
the ST to run the UNIX V operating system and related software. We've heard the
name EST floating about, referring to a
video expansion card which is to provide
much higher re solution and color capacity, enough to make the Amiga's output look
like the scoreboard at Wrigley Field in
Chicago. We've also heard the names and
descriptions of the two confused, one for
the other.
Since the publication of Atari's prospectus, and since the fall COMDEX, we've
been given a much clearer picture of Atari's
plans for the 1987 product line. For instance, in the prospectus' description of
Atari's development plans, three major
items were liste d. One is an ST expansion
card containing that new video controller
Atari has more-than-hinted about, as well
as extra RAM. The second is a "dedicated
graphics coprocessor," which is most likely
the long-awai ted blitter chip. The third has
been described this way: "a UNIX-based,

multi-user, mult i-tasking microcomputer
system." That suggests an entirely new machine with a new cabinet , not simply an
"enhancemen t."
So, realizing the cat was already out of
the bag, Atari's showpeople at COMDEX
selected a few representatives of the press
and gave them more than enough information to verify that this new machine does
exist. In other words, it was seen. Here was
evidence that Atari's marketing dilemma,
reported in November's Status report, was
being overcome. No longer will Atari be
playing David-and-Goliath with the market
- not unless it gets to play Goliath.
Hones t speculation, from what we've
been told so far by Atari , is that the new
machine should be software-compatible
with the ST to a degree. Whether or not
a graphics environment will be provided,
it's probably safe to assume that , for all the
additions made to the "old" ST's design,
there will be one important deletion (are
you reading tlus, Russ Wetmore?) , in a
word: GEM.
The system's architecture will be modular, in the manner of a workstation-or a
PC. With all of this talk about enhancement and expansion , there may be includ-
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e d such new features (for Atari) as hardware expansion slots-provided Atari can
find manufacturers for hardware expansions. The main unit will contain internal
slots for 3'h-inch floppy disk drives and
hard disk drives (an absolute necessity for
UNIX). The keyboard will be detachable
and "resculpte d," shall we say, perhaps in
the style of the durable old 800. There w ill
most likely be a choice of monitors, including one professional-quality CAD/CAM
knockout color monitor.
Atari's marketing plan will be to present
UNIX V to the business market as a
co unter-standard to MS-DOS, in an attempt to prove the adage, "If you can't join
'em, beat the pants off 'em." MS-DOS itself is being reworked toward UNIX compatibility, utilizing a MicroSoft variation
called XENIX. UNIX originator AT&T has
seen moderate success with its Olivettimanufactured UNIX PC and 6300-plus,
but a real marke t breakthrough has been
prevented by lack of publicity and the high
price.
Still, with the "state-of-the-art" stars of
the MS-DOS realm becoming the Intel
80386-based machines, the cost of keeping up with the cream of the compatibility clique will run into five figures . IBM ,
w luch has been slow to introduce a 386
PC, has ac tually been preempted , first by
Compaq wi th its Deskpro ser ies, next by
the Corvus Professional 386, and others to
come. Compaq's success may mean future
IBMs will have to be "Compaq compatible."
So Atari's timing couldn't be better; it
will be much easier competing with Compaq than wit h IBM . By choosing UNIX,
Atari has avo ided the problem it faced
with the ST -of introducing a new maclune with barely a disk that would run on
it. UNIX-based software isn't widely marketed yet , but is certainly ava ilable now;
and all future UNIX developers automatic ally become Atari developers.
Atari's Gershon Blumstein , whose Software Division is reportedly developing a
"business productivity" package for the ST,
realizes what sells a compu ter can be its
capacity to run just one piece of software :
"We recognize tb.at there are holes in our
product line, and also holes in the industry. We recogluze that few people have
made attemp ts at really strong applications, like the Lotus 1-2-3s, SuperCalcs and
Excels of the world - that there are certain
products that are not yet avai lable on the
ST. We're b.eavily inves ti gating th is."
With lit tle help from the "B ig Three"
(MicroSoft , Lotus and Ashton-Tate), Atari
has ceased searching for clones of existing packages. Instead , they're lookingin-house and elsewhere-for what Blunlstein calls "premier core applications."
"For example," he explains, "MicroSoft
Write is not an original concept. It's original to be on the ST, but it's no t original in

the industry. There are some people who
are of the feeling that they're not as hungry as they used to be, five or six years ago,
where they don't want to port their applications over to the ST. So we would find
other products that provide similar-type
capabilities. That's different from having
a 'clone.'''
To summarize the 1987 game plan: Atari
wants to market a new 68000-series machine with the UNIX V operating system
as a counter-standard , to be sold through
VARs via a new, direct sales force , with all
the available service and support programs
provided by dealers. As Blumstein pointed
out , "the UNIX boxes are geared toward
corporate America ."
The Blue and the Grey
in Las Vegas.
If COMDEX could be considered an indicator of the potential outcome of the Battle of the CPUs, all the arrows would point
to Atari. Despite the press hype over the
80386, independent sources all confirm
that the crowds were gathered around anything with a 68000 in it; and Atari Corp.'s
booth could be described as resembling a
storm center.
Surprisingly, one of the centers of attention at Atari's booth was the corporation's
formerly despised buzzword: desktop publishing. Several of the major brands of laser printers were running on STs, with Soft
Logik's Publishing Partner and Mirrorsoft's
Fleet Street Editor (a British import) . The
flurry about laser printing led Atari to announce that it is preparing to produce a laser printer for the ST (and the new "type

2" machine). with a projected price of under $1000.00.
The mood among Atari executives over
the printer is mixed, with some calling it
"just another printer." Gershon Blumstein,
however, foresees opportunities as a result
of its introduction. "What typewriters were
for the sixties, word processors for the
seventies, and personal computers for the
late-seventies and mid-eighties, desktop
publishing will be, carrying us right into
the mid-nineties."
When Electronic Arts appeared at the
Atari booth , announcing a retraction of its
agreement with Commodore to produce
68000 material primarily for the Arniga,
it showed off its ST translations of Skyfox
and Chessmaster 2000. There, EA found
itself awash in a sea of CAD/CAM applications running on huge Hewlett-Packard
plotters, laser printers galore, and enough
programming applications to bury the Pentagon. Even the Infocom division of Activision put aside its leather 3-D glasses, to
demonstrate a prototype of Cornerstone,
a relational database system once popular
for the IBM Pc. Corporate America has indeed found the ST.
It seems the usual fare of spreadsheet!
database packages has taken a back seat
to the "artistic sciences" -like micropublishing, the ever-expanding field of desktop engineering, developmental programming and logical inquiry, graphic arts, and
recreation . Atari is capturing those markets ; the compatibility world has yet to
find the capacity to appeal to them.
Still, the press reports, before and after

COMDEX, are obsessed with the 80386the 68000 is dismissed in sidebars. Is the
press blind, or is it focusing on the compatibility world to retain its advertisers?
Gershon Blumstein believes neither, admitting , however, that the objectives of the
press, in his view, were "clearly different
from what the public was interested in."
"If you look at Computer System News ,
November 10, 1986; out of all the booths
they discussed, compared to ours, you
could almost say those were inactive. They
concentrated on the 386. Clearly, at this
show, the press and the public had two
different objectives. I don't think [the press
is] blind; I just say .. . this is, to them, the
key issue. This is what turns them on."
When the great computer magazine
shakeout took its full toll in late-1984 to
early 1985, we lost several "generic" magazines that had represented the enthusiasm
of the entire computer industry. Many analysts in high positions subsequently concluded the enthusiasm folded , too. Atari
has proven-again!-at COMDEX that the
enthusiasm never died; it was merely latent, covered over, whitewashed with a solution of compatibility mixed thoroughly
with mediocrity. The wash is wearing off
now, and the old spirit is showing itself
once again. Just remember, you will , most
likely, read about it here first. //

The Atari ST's
first full-function
MIDI multi-track
recording studio

"METATRAK"

Printer Coble •
1200 I3D Modems.
. . .. . . .. $89.99
Atori Hordwore.
. .... .. . $ Call $
Authorized Service Center
Atari. Commodore. Cordata. Call for prices

CCMPlJTI:B· Clfil.l:T®
630:K Nordahl Rd. / San Marcos. CA 92069

CIRCLE #108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Fast real·time record, playback, overdub
• 16 independent tracks
• 30,000+ notes per song
• Designed for ease·of·use
No commands to memorize
Mouse, menu, graphics·oriented
Tape recorder·style controls
• Flexible region editing:
Insert, Delete, Erase. Paste
• Selectable time·signature
• Uses all MIDI signals, including pitch bend
and keystroke velocity
• Full disk·storage filing system
• Step record for note· by· note entry
• Real·time tempo change and track mixing
• Optional metronome, or pulse set by
drum machine
• Manual included
Hardware required: Atari ST and MIDI instrument(s)

METATRAK only$99
(demo disk-SlO)

30-day money back guarantee

Software / Cables add ~J for shipping & handling
Please allow 7 days for delivery
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CIRCLE #109 ON READER SERVICE CARD

P.O. Box 17518, Seattle, WA 98107
(206) 827-0750
CIRCLE #110 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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More Terrific Products
from Terrific Corp. !

The 512K Memory Upgrade
for the Atari 520ST
Featuring the PUSH.:remp
Installation System
No Soldering
Required!

Free Software
6 Month Warranty
Suggested List: $199.00

Z _T I- me
-.

Internal Clock/Calendar
Upgrade for the 520ST

Z-Time, the chip sized internal clock/calender upgrade
for your Atari ST. Simply open your 520ST, remove one of
the chips on the motherboard and piggy back it on to
the Z-Time clock/calendar. Dosen't use up your cartridge slot. A ten minute installation gives you time and
date every time you boot up with the security of a 5 year
lithium battery back-up.
Each Z.:rime upgrade kit also includes useful system
and utility software.
Suggested List: $49.95520ST $59.95 1040ST

No Soldering Required!

Z Base
•

GATEWAY
A Programmable I/O Device for the ST
Gateway, the high speed 23 channel programmable Input/Output device. It can directly access the computing
power of the ST, allowing computer management of
process control, laboratory and other external equipment and procedures. Gateway comes with a 7 function
on board clock calendar.
• 231/0 lines programmable as Input or Output in
groups of 8 bit parts. Each port can be bit programmed as input or output to provide bi-directional
handshaki ng.
• Available with a 26 pin ribbon cable connector. The PC
Board carries all 40 connections for full access allowing additional physical interfacing.
• Plugs into the ST cartridge slot. Encased in anodized
aluminum cartridge case for efficient heat dissipation
and EMR shielding.
• Gateway comes with I/O port configuration and monitoring software for creation of custom applications.
Suggested List:

$149.95

A Powerful, Easy to Use
Database for the ST

• Easy for novices, fast and powerful for experts.
• Can be used with color or mono ST system s.
• Emulates "computerized" index card file.
• Multi-criteria search capabi lities.
• Well planned , time tested user interface.

Bonus:
Z-Base Includes Actual Data Files and Application
Templates
• Nutritional Data

• Sports Statistics

• Financial Templates

• BBS Listings

Suggested List: $59.95

• User definable auto-save.
• Has context sensitive help.
• Features mouse-driven build-a-screen for easier use.

17 St. Mary's Court
Brook line, MA 02146
(617) 232-2317

• Reports support calculated fields.
• 30000 records/file, 120 fields/record, 6400
characters/field .

VISA/MC/COD Add $3.50 for shipping .

• Multi-file capabilities.
• Makes full use of all GEM features.
• Up to 100 pre-defined label and report formats per file.
• Built in dynamic disk cache for extra speed .

Z-Time, EZRAM520, PUSH'Temp, GATEWAY and Z-BASE are trademarks of Terrific Corp. Atari and Atari 520ST are registered trademarks
of Atari Corp.

© Copyright 1986, Terrific Corp.

Ask for Terrific Peripherals products at your local computer dealer or order directly from Terrific Peripherals.
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by Ian Chadwick

STnews,
information
and opinion.

Fiends! Rapscal lions! Scoundrels!
Why am I shouting? Well , you see ... I
had a column already written; a nice, mildly philosophic monologue on the concept
of GEM as a working environment, with
relevant commentaries on word processing. I wafted sonorous paragraphs on the
debate between user interface and productivity across the page, waxed polemic on
the dichotomy between casual and professional user. In short, another one of those
who-does-he-think-he-is? heavily opinionated columns that brings bmning ire to the
heart of the reader (sheesh , I just love writing stuff like that). Sorry; you'll have to
wait for that one.
Just as I was typing my last pithy points,
I was interrupted . The mailperson handed me a small box with an Illinois retmn
address and a Sub Logic logo on the label.
My hands trembled with anticipation. Was
this the fabled ST Flight Simulator I held
in my hands, or some cruel jest to entice
me into palpitating disappointment? I laid
the parcel reverently on the coffee table
and gently removed the sealing tape with
a few swift flicks of the paring knife. Snick!
Snick! Afire with expectation , I separated
the slices of cardboard and peered inside.
It was! FS2 had arrived for my ST at last.
Madly I danced around the room in consummate glee, waving the package around,
spinning like a dervish. (They also sent me
their Amiga version. Great ... What's an
Amiga?)
Now don't get the wrong idea. I didn't
rush up and cram the disk into my computer, foregoing all work in progress for
a weekend of heady delight in the rapture
only a true FS2 addict knows. No siree. I

waited at least ten minutes before I did
that, savoring every delicious second, teasing myself with nasty thoughts like, "What
if it's only the box?" or "What if the disk
is bad?" Oh , we can be cruel to omselves
at times.
Get the pictme? Probably not. Try to imagine a dishevelled man in his mid-thirties
sitting in front of a computer all weekend,
leaving only to perform the absolutely
necessary bodily functions, (and only then
when it was "perform or bmst .. ."), ignoring wife, house, cats, dog, stegosaur (still
haven't got it back to the Jurassic yet. .. ),
in order to play with this program. I gave
up showering , shaving, eating-almostin order to discover what new thrills lay
in store for me in the ST version. And I
was not disappointed. My wife thinks I'm
shy a few bricks at the present time, but
she was kind enough to bring me meals
at the keyboard, while I stared at my monitor and went "wroooom" and "neeeeeow!" and "ka-boom!" as my simulated airplane rocketed up into the simulated sky,
twirled , dived , twisted and slapped into
a simulated building ... simulated crash,
bmn, boom! Wheee!
Look, I'm not as crazy as you think. It
all began innocently enough on Tuesday.
I was sitting in my office on that drizzly
afternoon listening to the monotonous staccato of rain on my desktop and reading my
name on the glass of my office door: kciwdahc nai. On my desk was a copy of a book
cmiously titled 40 Great Flight Simulator
Adventures, by Charles Gulick, from COMPUTE! Publications.
Right up until that moment, I had played
FS2 on my Atari XE, but had never given
it more than a passing look. Nice simulation, good job, well done, but . .. so what?
The graphics were okay, nothing spectacu-
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lar. I got tired of flying around Chicago
(that is, after I learned to get airborne, and
often enough I failed at that). Basically, it
seemed pretty limited in its ability to hold
my attention. The manuals were daunting,
the instructions arcane (do I have to read
all this stuff in order to fly the thing?) They
made Linear B look veritably lucid in comparison. I simply put it among the rest of
the disks I'll take with me when I retire
to Bali and have all the time in the world
to learn about them. Right after I win the
big lottery.
I was bored-didn't want to work, just
wanted to go home and drink some beer.
I opened Culick's book and began browsing (it was a choice of that or of reading
some corporate sales nonsense that was
strictly Valium for the brain cells). I suddenly realized he was writing about places
in the FSZ universe I didn't even know existed. Sure, you get all those maps, but I
never understood how to get anywhere other than Meigs, never knew what the numbers meant, and all my efforts had lead to
serious program-and , therefore, planecrashes.
Gulick, however, was blithely guiding
the reader around the Statue of Liberty, between the World Trade Towers, and landing in Central Park. Now, New York may
not be your favorite city, but, from up here
(Toronto) , it seems the center ofthe world .
I wanted to get home and try this out. It
carefully, simply laid out how to enter the
editor and set the parameters. And there
was more-deadstick free-fall glides from
10,000 fe et; night flights into LAX; foggedin islands, dangerous turbulence, tricky
dashes beneath the George Washington
bridge. It was as if a little door opened in
my head, and a voice said, "Look at all tIus
neat stuff!" I feigned terminal illness and
left work, in order to go home and try this
out.
I probably spent 100 hours at FSZ back
then , playing with 40 GFSA and its sequel,
40 MGFSA (guess what the M stands for?)
I built scenario disks, hacked the originals
trying to discover how to build databases
of my own (I didn't ... sigh); I had a great
time. And it all sort of paled, along with
almost everything else on the XE, when I
got my ST.
Now, in spite of my apparent interest in
games, I don't really spend a lot of time
playing them. I haven't the time, to begin
with; I haven't got many (for the ST) and
I find it boring after a few minutes of basic alien-frying. How many times can you
play cosmic froggie space zapper? FSZ is
a whole other ball game, so to speak. On
the ST, it moves from the realm of a game
to a rite of passage. One day, I may have
to go to the software equivalent of AA, to
stand up and tell a group of equally besotted strangers I spend hours at the keyboard
with this game-at the expense of wife,
friends , employment ...
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So what is all this brouhaha, anyway?
What makes this version so spectacular?
Glad you asked. First, you've got control
over your view window: it can be as large
as the screen itself-the instrument panel neatly tucks down in the GEM fashion,
somewhere below the bottom of the viewing window. You can have two disparate
views, in different windows, at once -say,
one straight allead, the other from the spotter plane. Spotter plane? Yes, you can even
watch yourself from an imaginary plane located at a chosen distance, and viewpoint
from your own plane. Or from the tower.
Tower? Yup, you can see yourself come in
as an ail' traffic controller might. And you
can have a map-the old radar screenup at the same time, too.
In case you get tired of zipping abo ut
in the Cessna , you can select the Learjet .
Whhoooommmm! Travelling at the edge
of Mach 1, at 49,000 feet, beats it all. Well,
it beats most trungs. Setting environment,
time of day, clouds, winds, location ... all
easy, through GEM menus and windows.
Choose a partial panel or none at all. Turn
off crash detect. All simple clicks. Slew
mode was never so easy. And the manual
is so much easier and friendlier, I couldn't
believe it was the same company.
Did I mention the multi-player mode?
No? How's this? You can hook up two STs,
either directly or through a modem (300,
1200 or 2400 baud). and fly with a friend
-even see the other player and buzz them.
I haven't tried it , but maybe you can even
ram each other. (They don't let you shoot
them . I wanted dogfights over Kankakee,
but cooler heads prevailed at SubLogic .)
No, they didn't allow for any multi-player
World War I Ace, either, but the solo game
is still intact.
What about the forty additional airports?
There are San Francisco and the central
California env irons, San Rafael. Monterey,
Lake Tahoe, Fresno, Mendicino .. . places,
for the most part , I've never been to, but
have now flown to in my simulate d world .
San Francisco itself has lots more detail:
more buildings, mountains, Alcatraz, the
Bay. There are even four prerecorded situations at which to begin , rather than just
Meigs. Heaven, I'm in heaven ...
Okay, there are drawbacks . You have to
get flying to se t an inflight situation (else
you find you're 3,000 feet up, at full throttle, and no forward momentum; the resulting plunge is not amusing). instead of simply setting an airspeed indicator. The VOR
dials require laborious, time-consuming
mouse clicking (the description of how to
set them in the manual is incorrect). You
can only save twelve situations in a single
file . (And it must be on the disk in drive
A and is olways called "F7," so you can't
even save more than one on a disk . What
a waste of GEM potential! Who came up
with that one?) That seems like a serious
restriction for a l-meg macrune. Of course,

there's the 01' bugbear: I can't load it onto
or from my hard disk, or even use drive
B. No one at sub Logic seems to think we
may have more tha n one disk drive in use
in our lifetimes.
Still, these are really small complaints,
in comparison to the very large pleasure
I get from trus program. My only real (and
currently unquenchable) uni1appiness lies
in the lack of a local database to discover.
I doubt Toronto is high on the list of locales
for them to turn into a scenery disk. Flying LA is okay, but I'd like to fly around
neal' home once in a wrule.
I should add that I wrote Bruce Artwick
a polite letter, almost begging lum to release the information concerning the database file structure and the compilers for
same (or at least sell them) , so those of us
on the outside could create our own scen ery disks. I'm willing to spend some spare
hours doing it; I'm sure many others would
be, too. He hasn't replied yet. Who knows?
Maybe he'll agree. Maybe if everyone who
felt the same way wrote rum and asked,
it would work. Are you listening to me?
Is Mr. Artwick?
I love this program. It delights me, entertains, relaxes and challenges me, all at
once. It's my own little fantasy world to explore. I fly free; I shed the troubles, the
traffic, the trauma of everyday cares when
I load Flight Simulator. Flying is a lot like
dreaming, and in your dreams, they say,
you are truly free.
Oh, why was I shouting? Because now
I'm behind on deadlines, I'm late with articles, my personal writing is suffering .. .
all because they catered to my addiction.
Fiends, rapscallions ... and I do love 'em
for it! H

Ian Chadwick writes, edits, plays blues
guitar, casts the I Ching, walks tl18 dog,
feeds the cats, washes the dishes, makes
hom emade beer, plays wargames, and
enjoys romantic dinners with his wife,
when he's not playing Flight Simulator.
According to his wife, he is currently involved only in the latter activity.

MIDI
for the
Atari
Should you,
shouldn't you ...
and, if you do, what
should you look for?
by Chris Many
The Atari ST came out over a year and
a half ago. Much to the surprise of a number of users, the computer included two
seemingly specialized ports for MIDI information. Back then, quite a few people
thought this might just be a nice marketing move on Jack Trarniel's part; they didn't
see it as anything more than' "bells and
whistles." There were some who considered Atari's MIDI commitment worth
little more than a yawn, and were content to rave about the rest of the ST's
remarkable features, saying ".. . and
it has MIDI ports, too!"
This was understandable. At the
time, few people not directly involved with music knew much
about MIDI. This fact made it
all the more puzzling that
MIDI ports were included
on the latest 16-bit computer to hit the market .
It is to Atari's creditfor even now, no other
computer maker has
integrated MIDI in
their latest product. Since then ,
a good deal of
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MIDI

continued

music software has come out to make use
of these two ports. Still, unless you're a
professional musician (or you know one).
you may find it a little rough to enter the
world of MIDI.
It's not so much a world as it is a marriage, of music and computers. Musicians
must now have a good understanding of
computer basics, since much of today's music is produced through the use of computers. MIDI and computers are firmly entrenched in the day-to-day production of
musical scores for commercials, television ,
film, industrial shows and records. But, as
musicians have had to learn bits, bytes, error messages and disk drives, the computer
user also has a new vocabulary to learn ,
to expand his own musical ability. As the
fledgling keyboard artist has had to determine which computer offers the best value for the money, by comparing memory
size to speed, to availability of good software, so computer users (novice or skilled)
have to learn which synthesizer to buy, by
weighing the positive and negative points
of any particular instrument.
So what is this MIDI? As you probably
know, MIDI is an acronym for Musical Instrument Digital Interface. Unlike computer manufacturers, the makers of musical
synthesizers realized that it was in their
own interest to standardize the interfacing
of their instruments. Prior to December of
1982 , synthesizers were being produced in
much the way computers are: each had its
own operating system; none could communicate with another directly; and each of
the manufacturers had unique ideas about
how to implement certain basic elements
of the equipment . Discussions among the
American companies soon expanded to include top Japanese synthesizer makers, and
the groundwork was laid for a data transmission protocol between musical instruments. The combination of American and
Japanese proposals produced a standard
interface adopted by the top synthesizer
manufacturers in the world: MIDI.
If you can imagine IBM, Apple, Atari
and Commodore agreeing to a standard ized DOS for all computers and specifications that would enable software to run on
any brand of computer, then you can imagine what happened to the music industry once MIDI appeared in December of
1982.
In the last three and a half years, there
has been a virtual revolution in the development and expansion of musical instruments . New advances in sound reproduction have made some earlier breakthroughs
obsolete in a matter of months. Prices for
some instruments have dropped drastically in less than a year. Synthesizers with
features available on only high-end equipment (with high price tags) only a year ago,
are now regularly released at prices much
lower than that of a fully-configured Atari
system , 8- or 16-bit.
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It's important to realize that MIDI is a
digital code representing the music you're
playing-not the music itself. For example,
when you playa middle C on a keyboard,
this is transmitted down your MIDI cable
as a note on , followed by a number indicating which note is being played (60 in the
case of middle C) . Other information, such
as hard you hit the note (velocity, in synthesizer terminology) , how hard you press
the key after you hit the note (aftertouch),
when you lift your hand off the note (note
off), etc. are also transmitted.
The various fundamentals of music performance have been broken down into series of Os and Is, which can be transmitted
from one synthesizer to another instantly.
Well . . . almost . The current baud rate for
MIDI data transmission is 31.25 kBaud.
Now you can begin to see how the computer has become a useful tool in the work
of a musician-professional or amateur.
Computer programs (also called sequencers) can store (record) MIDI data in RAM
and, on command, play that information
back out to your synthesizer. The information can be stored on disk , and uploaded
or downloaded via a modem , as with any
data file. There are a number of these programs available-some good, some not so
good, some easy and some complex. Some
are geared for the home user and require
little effort to learn and use. Others are for
the profeSSional and demand a much greater effort - but provide an amazing array of
fea tures and flex ibility.
Just as word processors have some common characteristics (such as word wrap or
cut and paste functions). sequencers also
have certain basic features. Without these
basic features, you won't fully realize the
potential of your ST (or an 8-bit Atari) as
a musical tool.
(1) Multiple tracks.
A sequencer is much like a tape recorder, in the sense that it stores musi cal information. I remember, years ago, buying my
first reel-to-reel tape recorder with "sound
on sound" capability. I could record a piano on one track, then play it back while
overdubbing a vocal part on another.
A sequencer does much the same thing.
You can playa melody on one track, play
it back and record a bass part on another,
play it back again , this time adding chords,
and so on. Don't bother with a music program that has less than eight tracks. There
are plenty with at least sixteen, and lately
they've been adding up to twenty-fouror more. Most multiple-track programs allow you to bounce down , or combine the
information from several tracks onto one,
so if you must settle for a program with
less than eight available tracks, you ought
to at least make sure this function is available. It's far easier when parts are instantly available on separate tracks. I strongly
advise you: steer clear of single- or doubletrack MIDI recorder programs.

(2) Transposition and tempo settings.
Many novice musicians find it difficult
to play in a key like F' Major, or another
key with a lot of flats or sharps. Yet , if you
always play in C (no flats or sharps). you
may find, when you try to sing along, that
it becomes too high or too low. Or let's say
you wanted to play the same line you 've
just spent an hour perfecting ... up a third
so you can create an exquisite harmony. A
transposition feature can move the key up
or down, as far as you want.
Some interesting effects can be created
by playing a single line, transposing that
line to other tracks, then playing them all
at once. You also have the same amount
of flexibility with tempo. Not everyone can
play "The Flight of the Bumblebee" at full
speed on a keyboard instrument. But you
could slow down the tempo, play yoW" music in at a speed that's comfortable for you,
then speed it back up.
Unlike conventional tape recorders, you
don't get that "chipmunk effect" when you
speed up the playback rate. That's because
yoW" computer is just transmitting nwnbers
to yoW" synthesizer, not actual sound waveforms. So your synthesizer receives and
plays the same notes -faster. If you run
across a music program that doesn't transpose or allow you to vary the tempo, please
walk away.
(3) Auto correction (in syntheSizer jargon, quantizing).
This feature , borrowed from drum machines, enables you to correct your timing.
You can select the timing you want (quarter, eighth , sixteenth, etc.) The track you
played is scanned through , with each note
averaged to the nearest time value. This
can make your music sound very "tight"
with the tempo (you hear a lot of this on
the radio today) . The drawback is that it
can make your music sound too perfect ,
so be sure the sequencer you buy has this
as an option , not a mandatory featW"e.
(4) Copying and combining tro cks.
I mentioned this earlier for a good reason . If, somehow, you use up all the available tracks, you're going to want to be able
to combine some of them, to free them up.
Otherwise, you're going to be stuck-just
when you don't want to be.
(5) Multiple MIDI channel access.
This becomes more important as you expand your synthesizer system. In certain
cases, you may want to have a synthesizer play two or more different sounds at the
same time. Included in the MIDI specs are
sixteen separate channels on which MIDI
information can be sent and/or received.
As in a phone system, different streams of
MIDI data can be sent to different instruments along the same cable, allowing you
to carryon up to sixteen different conversations simultaneously. There's no reason
for the omission of sixteen-channel capability in any sequencing program , but I've
seen several that allow you access to only
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four or eight channels. While it may not
seem important to you at the outset, you
shouldn't bother with accessibility of less
than sixteen MIDI channels.
There are many other features available,
and I'm sure the author of each software
program would argue that his features are
vital and that I've overlooked them, but the
above five items cover what you should be
looking for in a good sequencer-for any
system.
The only other feature I should mention ,
for those who plan to do any recording to
a multi-track tape recorder, is some method of synchronizing your computer with
tape. This is mandatory if you plan to re cord music in a more conventional method and are using a small four-track cassette
recorder, or are going to a recording studio
to use your computer and synthesizers .
But software is only one side of the story; the other is the selection of one or more
synthesizers to which you can hook up an
8- or 16-bit Atari. There are hundreds of
different synthesizers being manufactured ,
hyped and sold today, at prices ranging
from $200.00 to $200,000.00-and up. Obviously, most of us aren't in the high-end
market, and more and more manufacturers
of synthesizers (especially the Japanes e)
recognize a broad market in home users.
We're now seeing more scaled -down versions of high-end synthesizers being put
out for the casual musician or home enthusiast. These instruments contain features
that, a few years ago, astonished the music industry and caused a revolution in the
way music was crea ted .
Perhaps the best known of these inexpensive but powerful synthesizers is the
Casio CZ-lOl. This was the first to offer a
number of advanced progranuning features
at an incredibly low price. Released in late
1984 for less than $500.00 retail, they're
now available for $200.00-300.00 just about
anywhere. Despite the toy-sized keyboard,
the sound is impressive. The CZ-101 quickly found a place in many recording studios
and syn thesizer labs-right next to the expensive instrufnents. For anyone just starting out , this is a good first synthesizer. It's
inexpensive, it sounds good, it lets you
easi ly learn to program sounds, it allows
access to more than one voice at a time,
and it's MIDIed . You really do get a lot of
sound for your money with the CZ-lOl. For
most computer users who want to get into
MIDI , the main concerns are cost and ease
of use.
Add itionally, ed iting programs are available for the CZ-lOl , which will assist you
in creat ing your own sounds for the Casio.
A new ST program , CZ Oroid from Hybrid
Arts, not only helps you in editing sounds,
but will actually create new sounds by itself.
Another popular introductory synthesizer is the Yamaha OXlOO. Yamaha manufactures the OX7 (probably the most widely

used professional synthesizer on the market today). The OXlOO includes many of
the features found on its big brother- but
without the larger price tag (list price is
$445.00; it can be picked up for about the
same amount as the CZ). It's a differentsounding instrument and lends itself more
to electric pianos, flutes, and things of that
nature.
Learning to program a OX is more difficult than most synthesizers, since the documentation has left a lot to be desired. But
the OXlOO comes with 192 ROM patches
(sounds) on board. This number is significantly more than the CZ's 16, and most of
them are useful. I haven't seen any editing
programs for this fairly new instrument ,
but that doesn't mean you can't design your
own sounds. As with the CZ, you can edit
any and all sounds without the use of a
computer, but it is so much easier when
you're able to deal with sound elements
graphically.
There are other synthesizers competing
for the low-end music market; Seiko, Technics, Siel and Korg all sell models for under $500.00, each with its own strengths
and weaknesses. I'd recommend starting
with the CZ or OX series, and expanding
from there.
One of the nice things about MIDI is that
expansion is planned for, from the beginning. If you start your MIDI setup with an
ST, a music seque ncer like EZ Track ST
(from Hybrid Arts) and a CZ-101, you 'll be
pretty well set for a few months. If you'd
like to add a second synthesizer, go out
and get one. Most synthesizers have a MIDI "thru" port , which lets you chain more
than two synthesizers together. If your system doesn't have one, you can get an inexpensive thru box , an accessory which
accomplishes this feat. If you want to add
a drum machine (a specific kind of synthesizer which duplicates drum sounds and
rhythms), that too is MIDIed . And, when
you're ready to graduate to the OX7's and
Emulators, you probably won't want to get
rid of your first synthesizer, anyway.
Crea ting music has never been easier or
more fun than it is right now. If you don't
own an ST, you can still interface your 800,
XL or XE to a synthesizer with MIDI Mate,
a hardware interface for the 8-bit fTOm Hybrid Arts. If yo u already have an ST, it 's
as easy as plugging in your MIDI cables.
Using MIDI isn' t all that expensive to start
out , and it opens up all kinds of musical
frontiers for those willing to invest the time
and energy to learn. H

Chris Many is a professional composer, who scores for film, TV, commercials
and indu strial shows. He has had three
albums published, and a fourth is in the
works. He's also a computer programmer
for businesses specializ ing in 1-2-3 and
Symphony applications.
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- ---------------- - ---Other news

New books from Abacus
Introduction to MIDI Programming exam ines the
musical capabi lities of the ST coupled with the
MIDI environment. The 256-page book starts out
with a look at MIDI, the MIDI standard and the
MIDI language. Other chapters cover buying a
synthesi zer and programming it, how to
purchase MIDI software, and using the
extended BIOS. In addition , C source code
fo r a number of programs and functions is
included , as well as the source code from
XLent Software's ST Music Box auto-player
program.
ST Disk Drives-Inside and Ou t includes
chapters on files, file structures and data
management. The floppy disk, hard disk and
RAM disk are also discussed , from both a
programming and a techn ical aspect.
Several complete uti lities and programm ing
tools are provided, too.
Each book retails for $24.95. Also just
re leased: Atari ST for Beginners , an
introductory gu ide for newcomers, at
$16.95.
All are available from Abacus Software,
PO Box 7219, Grand Rapids, MI
49510 - (616) 241-5510.
Reader Service #140.

ComputerEyes

Metatrack

This popular video digitizing system for the
Atari 8-bit line is now available for the ST,
boasting many features. The slow-scan
system connects to any standard video
sou rce. Color or monochrome images can be
captured under software control and
displayed in any ST graph ic mode. Add itional
features consist of automatic calibrat ion of
brightness, contrast and color balance, or
manual adjustment after image capture using
easy slider controls. Of cou rse, images can
be saved and retrieved via disk, in formats
compatible with DEGAS, Neo-Chrome an d
other popular graphics software.
Video inputs allow for VCR or LaserDisc
imaging, or any other NTSC or non-interlaced
composite video signal. Scanning time is said
to be 6 seconds in low resolution, 12
seconds for medium resolution, and 24
seconds for high resolution. The
ComputerEyes interface hardware and
software package lists for $249.95. For
additional information, contact Digital Vision,
Inc, 14 Oak Street, Suite 2, Needham, MA
02192 - (617) 444-9040 or (617) 449-7160.
Reader Servic e #141.

Midisoft calls their new Metatrack a
"32-track software recording studio: ' which
connects any and all MIDI musical
instruments with an ST.
Raymond Billy, President of Midisoft , has
let it be known in his statements that "early
users of the product have found it to be a
very elegant and comprehensive tool for
enhancing MIDI keyboards with the power of
the Atari ST."
Metatrack offers fast, real-time reco rd,
playback, overdub, rewind and fast-forward .
You use the mouse to select menus and
graphics, to control 32 polyphonic tracks and
more than 30,000 notes per song-or 70,000
on a 1040ST.
The product's full-track editing capabi lity
lets you Combine, Copy, Move and Erase any
combination of the 32 tracks. Insert, Delete,
Erase and Paste are additional options.
If you would like to know more about
Metatrack, contact the manufacturer. The
suggested retail is $99.00, from Midisoft
Corporation, PO Box 1000, Bellevue, WA
98009 - (206) 827-0750.
Reader Service #135.
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B The Monitor Box permits an ST to be
used with a standard composite monitor or
TV set. Other applications: projection TVs,
VCRs, or the ability to take your ST anywhere
and run it through a hotel TV, for instance. At
$59.95, from JNL Technologies, 3460 Harold
Street, Oceanside, NY 11572 - (516)
536-3969. Reader Service #142.
B The LDW BASIC Compiler, version 1.1 ,
is shipping, with new features and packaging ,
and an enhanced/updated manual. Among
the new features: faster screen output,
arithmetic functions which run four times
faster than 1.0, enhanced GEM environment,
hooks to BIOS and mUlti-line statements.
You 'll get better run-time error handling, plus
comp ile times up to 70% faster. It's $69.95;
registered 1 0 users can upgrade for $25.00.
Logical Design Works, Inc. , 780 Montague
Expwy., Ste. 205, San Jose, CA 95131 (408) 435 -1445. Reader Service #143.

B WGBH, the well-known public broadcasting station in Boston , Massachusetts
(producers of "Nova" and other high-quality
shows), is holding an On-Line Computer
Auction in conjunction with Delphi/Boston .
Planned for February 11-14, 1987, its more
than 400 compute r-related items (software,
hardware, peripherals, furnishings, office
supplies and services) will be offered and
accessed via modem . Those wishing to
participate can obtain a complimentary
Delphi/Boston account. They'll receive a
comp lete list of available items, an index of
donors and a list of public access locations.
For information, contact Edythe C. Baker,
Channel 2 On-Line Computer Auction ,
WGB H, 125 Western Ave. , Boston , MA 02134
- (617) 492-2777
B " Infocom goes to Hollywood " is what
they're saying about that company 's latest
interactive software. Hollywood Hijinx,
according to author Dave Anderson , "is
loaded with puzzles that recall the pure log ic
problems of Zork ." You play the starring role
in one of Holl ywood's zaniest " B" movies.
With Hijinx is a copy of Tinselworld
magazine, an autographed photo of Uncle
Buddy (the epic's producer) , a letter from
Aunt Hildegarde and a lucky palm-tree
swizzle stick. Hollywood Hijinx goes for
$39.95. Next issue, you'll learn where palmtree swizzle sticks come from, as we visit the
magic offices of Infocom , Inc , at 125
CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140
- (617) 492-6000. Reader Service #144.

Gfa BASIC overview
Ever since the release of the less-thansu itable ST BASIC, many developers have
jumped on the bandwagon, putting out their
idea of the perfect BASIC. The latest entry in
this long line of hopefuls is MichTron's Gfa

BASIC.
Gfa BASIC claims to not only improve
greatly upon the lack of flexibility in ST BASIC, but to move the concept behind the BASIC language itself into realms of higher
elegance, including a close attention to
structured technique (something that's always
been one of BASIC 's weakest points) . How
successful MichTron has been in this attempt
will be more apparent when the product has
gone through further testing.
Among the advantages of Gfa BASIC is its
compact interpreter, which takes on ly

55K of memory. This BAS IC also claims a
high processing speed. An empty
FOR .. . NEXT loop can complete 10,000
iterations in less than half a second .
There are several differences between Gfa
BASIC and its more traditional cousins. First,
there are no line numbers (one of the ways a
structured approach to programming is
encouraged) ; sections of the code that must
be referenced are given labels. Also, in an
eifort to keep program code more readable,
only one command per li ne is allowed. As
further incentive to structu red program
design , Gfa offers several looping structures,
including DO ... LOOP, WHI LE . .wEND and
REPEAT. .. U NTIL, as wel l as the abi lity to
set off modules of code as PROCEDU REs
with their own local variables.

Latest from Sierra

Torpedoes away!

The talented personnel of Sierra On-Line and
Walt Disney have worked together to bring
you Donald Duck's Playground. In this
program , detailed, colorful graphics (on a
co lor monitor) are combined with cute
characters and fascinating activities, to
provide 7- to 11-year-olds with several
scenarios.
Log ical thinking , matching ski lls and
change-making are the educational goals,
while children assist Donald in planning and
const ructing a playground for nephews Huey,
Dewey and Louie.
Donald Duck's Playground can be
played on either monochrome or color ST
screens. The game lists for $24.95, from
Sierra On-Line, Inc., Sierra On-Line Building ,
Coarsegold , CA 93614 - (209) 683 -6858.
Reader Service #146.

I
High Adventure on the High Seas has long
been obtainable on other popular computers,
and now it can be found on your ST. Joining
the ranks of submarine simulations, GATO
gives you command of a World War \I GATOclass combat sub. Detailed graphics, plus
various realistic operations and strategies,
provide many chal lenging scenarios. Yo u
begin each mission with a radio message
assigning you an objective, then head out
into the open Pacific.
Up to thirty mission assignments from
COMSUBPAC include seek-and-destroy
missions, rescue, or mining runs. Your
subma rine's power, heading, speed , depth,
periscope and torpedoes are all under you r
control. Other function s cover crew reports,
radar, maps, bridge sightings and using the
periscope to track enemy craft. An on-disk
" warbook " assists in target identification , and
day or night missions may be selected.

The editor does away with the clumsy
window-based system used in ST BASIC.
Instead, it incorporates two screens, between
which you can flip - in several ways. The first
of these is the editing screen. which contains
a menu bar at the top (not the usual GEM
bar, but something unique to Gfa). The
second screen is a display showing the
results of entered commands.
The editor also allows you to select
between two different text sizes, and offers
fu ll text manipulation , including find and
search commands, and complete block
functions (copy, move, delete, print, etc.)
A comp lete review wi ll appear in a future
ST-Log . From MichTron , 576 S. Te legraph ,
Pontiac, M I 48093 - (313) 334-5700. Reader
Service #145.

GATO runs for $39.95, playable on color
ST systems. Spectrum Holobyte Inc. , 1050
Walnut , Suite 325, Boulder, CO 80302 (303) 443-0191. Reader Service #147

Account for yourself.
Dac Easy Accounting combines seven
integrated packages into one powerful
program-general ledger. purchase order,
accounts receivable, accounts payable,
billing, fo recasting and inventory. Menu
driven , the system was designed for ease of
use. Password protection keeps unwanted
eyes off your work , and file capacity is limited
only by disk space. Over three hundred
different reports can be generated, with

ninety-plus routines at your disposal. Double
entry, an unlimited number of accounts and
departments, three-year account history for
CRT inquiry and budgeting capability are
some of the functions at your fingertips.
Cost is $69.95. For further data on this
package, contact Dac Software Inc. , 4801
Spring Valley Road , Building 110-B, Dallas,
TX 75244-9990 (214) 458-0038. Reader
Service #148.
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ATARISZO
SYSTEM PACKAGE*

';1'-

ATARI 1040 ST
SYSTEM PACKAGE*

· 'ncluding RGB or Monochrome Monitor, Mouse, Double-sided
Disk Drive, Basic, Logo, ros on ROM, and
Built-in Power Supply

· 'ncluding RGB or Monochrome Monitor, Mouse, Disk Drive, Basic,
Logo, ros on ROM, and RF Modulator

CALL
MONOCHROME SYSTEM

ILITY

~

CALL
RGBjCOLOR SYSTEM

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICE

-e.ompU.tcflhLll'l,!F.90 day warranty.

*AII ST System Packages are sold with a
SUPRA
20 MEG
3.5 INCH
HARD DRIVE

ATARI SF 314
DISK DRIVE

only

Double sided/
1 Megabyte
storage

'679

Sl99

ABACUS
Tcxtpro .
Dar(lrrieve.
Fonh MT .

. ..... 34 .95
. ..... 34 95
. ... 34 95

Pillntpro

.... 34 .95

Text Designer .......... 34.95
Assempro ............. 34 .95
PC Board DesIgner ..... 169,95

Powerptan ............ 34.95
Abacus Books ........... Call

ST GRAPI:IICS
Degas.
. . 27 .95
Degas Elite ............ 52 .95
Easy Draw.
.5 4.95
Paintworks
.... ..... 49.95
Super GrClpt1ics ......... 33.95
New Tech ColOl Book .... 16.95
Graphic Artist ........ . 149.95
ReClI CClad ............. CAll
Aegi5 Animator ST.
. .49 .95

INFOCOMST
Forever Voyaging.
. ... 29.95
Bally Hoo ............. 25.95
CurhroatS ..... ........ 25.95
Deadline.
. .... 3 1.95
Enchanter .
.25.95
Hi[chiker .............. 25 .95
Infidel.
.. 2B.95
l eather Goddess
. _25.95
Moonmist .
. ..... 25.95
Planetfalt ............ 25 .95
Seastalker
.25.95
Sorcerer
.......... 28 .95
Spellbreaker .
. ... 31.95
StarCIOSS.
.3 1.95
Suspect.
. ... 28.95
Suspended
.3 1.95
Trinity.
. .......... 25 .95
Wishbringer .
. .25 .95
Witness .
. ... 25 .95
Zork I _ ............... 25.95
Zork " or III .
. .... 28.95

STWORD
PROCESSORS
FjnalWord .
Papercl ip Elite .
Habawriter .
Regent Word" .
Wordwriter ST

MICHTRON
Air.
.20.95
BBS 2.0.
...... 49.95
Business Tools.
.34 .95
Ca lendar .............. 20.95
Cornerman ............ 34.95
DOS Shell
.27.95
Echo.
.27 .95
Flipside
.. 20.95
Kissed.
. .... 34 .95
M-Copy .
. .... 54.95
M·Disk ............... 27 .95
Major Motion.
.27.95
Mi-Term.
. ... 34.95
Michtron Utiliries ....... 39.95
Mudpies .
. . 16.9 5
Softspoo l
....... 20.95
Cards.
.27 .95
The Animator.
. ... 27.95
Time Bandits.
. ...... 27.95
Mighty Mall ........... 34 .95
Easy Record.
. ..... 54 .95
Imro to logo.
.20.95
Persona l Money Mgr. .... 34.95
Pin ball Factor. . ....... 27 .95
Football Wizard .
. ... 27 .95
Financial FUlUre .
. ... 27 .95
Eighr Ball ............. 20.95
Dot Driver ...... _ ..... 34.95
laser Driver
.34 .95
Super Conduaor ....... 49 .95
Hard Disk Backup.
.27 .95

ST LANGUAGES
Persona l Pascal.
.49.95
Fast Basic .
. .89 .95
Fast C Compiler
.. 99 .95
Fast Fortran
..... 199 .95
Mark William's C .
. 129.95
Metacomco Pasc(ll
.. 74 .95
Macro AS5embler .
.59.95
lauiceC
.. 99 .95
Fast Cobol
... 199.95
Met(lcom(Q BCPl .
. 109.95
Cambridge lisp.
. . 139.95
Mod ula II .
.54 .95
Meracommco Make . . . . 49.95
Menu + .
. ... 23 .95
BCPl .
. .... 99 .95
Modul(lll/Developer Vers 104 .95

HIPPOPOTAMUS

PRINT ERS
N X- IO . .. . . .. . . . . . 209
NL-IO/Para llel . . . . . . 279
NP-IO . . . .. .. . . ... I B9
N X-15 . .
... 359
NO-I S .. . . . . . .. . .. 449
N R-I
. ...... S59

N B-2411 5 ..... . . .. . Ca ll
Powertype . ..... . . 229
Pan asonic 1080i .... 205
Pan asonic 109 1i
.. 279
Panasonic 1092 i ... . Ca ll
Citizen 1200 ...... . Ca ll

OKIMATE 20 COLOR PRINTER &
ATARI ST PLUG N' PRICE
' 199

ST BUSINESS

VIP Pro fessional
169.95
VIP We . ............ 99.95
Swiftco:fIC ST. .
. .... 52.95
Isgur Portfolio.
129.95
Synsofl General Ledger 44 .95
SBM Point of Sales
_. B4.95
Sierra One Write fea.)
69.95
Financia l CookbOOk ... 34.95
OAC Payroll .
. . .. 34 .95
DAC EasyAccounting
49.95
Maxiplan.
. Ca ll
Sylvia Porter Vol. I ..... 52.95
Dollars and Sense ..... 69.95
Home Accountant . . .. 44 .95
STS Spreadsheet .
. , 44 .95

CASIO KEYBOARDS

CZ-101
CZ-230S .

279
369

ST EDUCATIONAL
Decimal Dungeon.
FrClction Action.

27.95
27.95

Kinderama

··$t.MQP~Mf~~4~~
NEW AVATEX 1200HC
MODEM
1200 Baud-Hayes Compatible

+
ST MODEM CABLE
+
ST TALK
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE

FUJI DISKETTES

SS/OO 3.5 in. 110 Pk) .
15.95
OS/DO 3.5 in. 11 0 Pkl .. 24.95
NOTE Buy FUJI DIskettes at
these low prICes when added (Q
any other o ldel

ST ACCESSORIES

Flip n' File II-Micro.
19.95
Dustcovers
....... Call
3.5 Disk Orive Clean Kit
Car r
Mouse Pad
...... 8.95
Mouse House
...... 6.95
RCA 6 Way
Noise/Surge Prot. ... 34.95
Anti-G lare Screen. .
19.95

ST UTILITIES
Music Studio.
. .. 39.95
Time Link ........... . 34 .95
Middiplay .
. ... 34 .95
Micro-Cookbook .
. .. 32.95
CZ Droid .............. 74 .95
EZ TraCk ............. 49.95
Right 90 .
. ... 19.95
Macro ·Manager .
. . 49.95
Fast .
. .. 34.95
labelmaster .
....... 27 .95

. 27.95
Read & Rhyme ....... 27.95
Animal Kingdom.
. . 27.95
Teddy Bear/Rainy Day 24 .95
Spe ller Bee ......... . 33.95
Kid Talk.
. ..... 33.95
Math Talk.
. . 33.95

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

First Shapes .......... 33.95

Drawrite .............. 99.95

-eo;;p':ttdfliLlt;:~
P.O . Bax 17882, M il waukee, WI 532 17
O RDER LINES O PEN
Ma n- Fri. 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. CST · Sat. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m. CST

To Order Call Toll Free

800-558-0003
For Technical Info, Order
Inquiries, or for Wisc. Orders

414-351-2007

No surcharge I'ar lWIilliser'-ilrd •

ST ADVENTURES
Hacker
.. 29 .95
Hacker II .............. 33 .95
9 Prince5/Amber ........ 33 .95
Sundog.
. .. 24 .95
Winnie The Pooh ....... 19.95
Black Cauldron.
. .27 .95
Apshai Trilogy
... 27 .95
Universe II .
. . 47 .95
TIle Pawn .
. .29 .95
Alternate Reality
.. 33 .95
Coveted Mirror ........ 16 .95
Golden Pass.
. .29 .95
Guild of T/lieves
.29 .95
Dungeon Master.
.27 .95
Tass Times ............. 33.95
Me rcenCl ry ............ 27..95
Autoduel
.... 34.95
Ogre
........... 27 .95
Gateway .. , ........... 33 .95
Defender of Crown ..... 33 .95
Sinbad the Sailor ........ 33 .95
Balance of Power. .
.33 .95
Ki n g of Chicago ........ 33 .95
S.D.J .
. ............. 33 .95
Ultima" or III .......... 39 95
King's Ouest JI or IJI
.33.95
Portal.
. .... 33.95
Space Ouest.
. ... 33.95
Phantasie II .
.27.95

ST PRINT UTILITIES
Typesetter.
.24.95
Rubber Stamp.
.24.95
Printm aste r .
.24.95
Fomwriter
........ 27 .95
Megafont ST
.... 24.95
Art Gallery I or " ........ 19 .95
Typesette r Elite
.32.95

STTELECOMM
PC Intercom ........... 79 .95
STTalk.
.17.95
1.5. Talk ............... 39.9 5
Home Pak _. . ......... 33.95

ST DATABASES
DaMan
Regem Base
Data Manager ST
DB Master One.

or Visa

ST ARCADE GAMES
Bridge 4.0 ............. 2095
Winter Games ........ 27 95
Rogue.
.2795
Super Huey. .
. .. 27 95
Phantasle ..
. . 27 95
Mean 18 . .
. ..... 2995
leader Board .. . ...... 27 95
Brattacus.
. ..... 33 95
Donald Duck
....... 2095
Silent Service
........ 27 95
Flight Simulator IJ
.3 4 95
Champ. Wrestling ....... 27 95
World Games.
. .. 27 95
Video Vegas
...... 24 95
Blazing Paddles ........ 24 .95
Strip Poker
.27 95
Starglider .
.29.95
Alternate Rea lity ....... 33 95
little Camp. People.
.33 .95
Smoothtalker ............ Call
Gato
.... 3395
Joust ................ 20.95
Chessmaster 2000 ...... 32.95
Jet.
........ 34.95
Tenth Frame .. ......... 27 95
Shanghai ..
. ...... 2995
3-0 He licopter ..
. .33 95
Micro league Baseball ... 39.95
WWF Micro Wrestling . .39 95
Skyfox.
. . 32 95
Breach
... 27 95
Star Raiders.
. ..... 20 .95
Super Cycle ..... ....... 27 95
ST Pool.
. ......... 24 .95
Indoor Sports.
. . Ca ll
F-15 Strike Eagle .
. ... 27 95
High Roller Simulator .... (all
Two/Two Basketball ..... 29 .95
Mastertype .
. ...... 27 .95
Hex.
.2495
love Ouest
.......... 39 95
Deep Space.
. .... 29 95
Arena.
. ... 2495
ST KClrate .
. .24 95
ST Protector
.. 23 95
Space Station ..
. .. 24 95
Psion Chess
.39 95
Imracourse .
. .. 69.95
Championship Baseball '86. Ca ll
GFA Championship FootballCal1
ATARI IS a
I. I

==

ORDERING INFORMATION : Please specify system. For fasl delivcry send cashier's ch~ck or money order. Personal and (omp~ny cllecks aI/ow 14 busmess days 10 clear. School P.O.'s welcome. C.O.D. charges are B.OO. In Continental U.s.A. Include
SlOO for software orders. 4% Shipping for Ilardwa.re. Minimum 51.00. MasterCard and Visa orders please include card #. exp~ rall on date and signalllle. WI residents p lease Include 5% sa les tax. HI. AK. FPO. APO. Puerto Rico and Canadian ordcrs. please
add 5% shlpplrlg. minimum S5.00. All Qlhel foreign orders add 15% Shipping. minimum SI0.00. All orders shipped outSide the (onllnental U.S.A. are shipped fllst class Insured U.s. mall. If foreign Shipping charges exceed the mll1imum amount. you
Will be charged the add itional amount IOget your package toyou quiCkly and safely. All goods are new and mclude factOlywarranty. Due to our low prices all sa les are final. All defective returns must have a return authorization number. Please call
(4 14 ) 351-2007 10 obtain an R.A. # 01 your relUrn will nor be accepled. Prices and availability subjeCiIO change without notice.
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ST·Check

A checksum program
for the ST BASIC listings in these pages.
by Clayton Walnum

Those of you who spend a good deal of your free time
typing in the listings from our magazines have surely
grown accustomed to seeing (and, we hope, using) the
checksum data that follows each BASIC listing. One of the
first projects I undertook when ST BASIC made its appearance was to make sure that this tradition continued. The
result was ST-Check-a typing validator for the ST computers. It was first published in ST-Log's issue 1 (in ANALOG Computing) of April 1986. Now that ST-Log has become a separate magazine, we thought it appropriate to
reprint this handy checker.
What good is it?
Typing in a program listing can be a frustrating and
time-consuming task. Just one mistyped character will frequently render a program completely unusable. To insure
that your program will run correctly, the entire listing must
be checked character by character against the original. This
can take many hours. To make matters worse, you can't
trust your own eyes. Do you know how easy it is to overlook an 0 where a a is supposed to be?
Typing checkers like this one take over the arduous task
of proofreading your program files. Using these programs
can cut down your debugging time by a huge factor. When
the checker's output matches that published with the listing , you can be sure your typing is accurate.

Getting started.
Load your copy of ST BASIC, then type in the listing
that accompanies this article. When you've finished, save
a copy to your disk.
Now, the bad news. There's no foolproof way ST-Check
can find typos within itself. An error in the program will
make all data suspect. So why have I included the checksum data with the program listing? Because, though you
can't get much help finding your errors, you can be sure
when none exist.
Introspection.
When you run ST-Check against itself, you will get one
of several results. The program may just give up and crash .
In that case, go through the listing character by character
until you find your mistake.
A second possibility is that the program will run okay,
but will create all bad data. This may indicate an error
somewhere between Lines 80 and 420. Find the typo and
correct it. A last possibility is that the checksum data will
have only a few bad values. In this case, use the normal
method detailed below to locate your errors.
Warning: until you get your checksum data for ST-Check
to match the data following the listing, you can't trust it
to proofread other programs.
Using ST-Check.
When you finish typing an ST BASIC program listing
from the magazine, save a copy to your disk, then run
ST-Check.
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ST-Check continued

The program w ill first ask for a filename. Type in the
name for the program you wish checked (the one you just
saved to the disk), then press RETURN. You'll b e asked
for a "bug" name. Enter a name for the checksum file (this
can be any name not already on the disk), followed by RETURN. Hint: if you include a . BAS extension on your bug
fi lename, you'll be able to view the generated data without leaving BASIC.
ST-Check will now proofread the program. When the
checking process is complete, you'll have a file on your
disk (save d under your bug name) which contains the
checksum data for the program checked.
If you added the .BAS extension , you may now load this
file and view it. If you didn't use the .BAS extension, you
must return to the desktop, double-click the bug file, then
click the "show" command.
Check the last value of each line. If it match es the value
in the published checksum data, then go on to the next.
If it doesn't match , you've got a typo.
To find the error, look at the line number of the data
statement in which the bad value occurred. This number

is equivalent to the first program line the data evaluates.
Let's call this "Line X." Count the entries in the data line
until yo u get to the bad value. We'll call this count "Y."
Now look at the program you typ ed in. Starting with , and
including, Line X , count down Y lines. The line you end
up on will be the on e containing the typo.
Correct the error, then rerun ST-Check. When you get
all the ch ecksum data to match that in the magazine, your
new program is ready to run.
Passing the buck.
Okay, friends. Here's where the truth comes to the fore.
I can take only minimal credit for ST-Check, as it's virtually a direct translation from D:CHECK2 (ANALOG Computing issue 16) by Istvan Mohos and Tom Hudson. All
accolades and tribute should be directed to those two fine
gentlemen . I'm sure they'll divvy it up fairly, and perhaps
p ass a sm all share on to m e. Thanks, guys!
You m ay now type in this month's ST BASIC program ,
secure in the knowledge that the searching eye of ST-Check
is primed and ready. H
Listing 1.
ST BASIC listing .

HA RD
DIS K

ACCELERATOR

Makes your ST's
disk up to 3 times
faster.
$39.95
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10 '5T CHECK t~ping validator b~ Cla~t
on WalnuM
20 'based on a prograM b~ Istvan Hohos
and TOM Hudson
30 if peekCs~stab)=l then cl=17 else c
1=32
40 fullw 2:clearw 2:gotox~ cl,O:? "5T
CHECK":ex=O:sp=O:x=O
50 input "Enter filenaMe: ",fS:input "
Enter BUG naMe: ",flS
60 on error goto 5~0:open "O",IU,flS:0
pen "I",U2,fS:close U2
70 open "I",U2,fS:on x goto 140,220
80 color 2:?:? "Counting lines":lineco
unt=O:color 1
~o on error goto 570
100 line inputU2,iS:linecount=linecoun
t+l
110? ",";:goto 100
120 close U2:q=intClinecount/l0):diM c
Clinecount),rCq)
130 x=l:goto 70
140 range=O:I~ne=O:color 2:?:?:? "Fill
ing arra~":color 1
150? ",";:count=O
160 line inputU2,iS:count=count+l
170 l~ne=vaICiS):rcrange)=I~ne:range=r
ange+l
180 on error goto 580
1~0 line inputU2,iS:count=count+l:if c
ount=10 then 150
200 goto 1~0
210 close U2:x=2:goto 70
220 color 2:?:?:? "Calculating checksu
MS": color 1
240 for i=l to linecount:checksuM=O:li
ne input U2,iS
250 for z=l to lenCiS):nuMber=ascCMidS
CiS,z,l»
260 if nUMber=asc(" II) and ex=O and sp
=1 then goto 320
270 if nUMber <> asc C" II) then sp=O else
sp=l
280 if nUMber{>34 then 300
2~0 if ex=l then ex=O else ex=l

300 if ex=O and nUMber)=aSc("a") and n
uMber<=asc("z") then nUMber=nuMber-32
310 product=x*nUMber:checksuM=checksuM
+product:x=x+l:if x=4 then x=l
320 next z:? ","i
330 checksUM=checksUM-I000*int(Checksu
M/I000):c(i)=checksuM:x=2:next i
340 close n2:I~ne=r(0):iteM=0
350 color 2:?:?:? "Creating BUG file":
color 1
360 count=10:total=0:if l i necount<10 t
hen count=linecount
370 is=strS Cl~ne) : is=iS+'' data"
380 for i=l to count:datuM=c(10*iteM+i
)

390 i s=iS+strS(datuM):iS=iS+'','':total=
total+datuM:next i
400 is=iS+strS (total) : pri nt nl, is:? ",

,

II,

410 iteM=iteM+l:linecount=linecount-l0
:if linecount<l then 430
420 l~ne=r(iteM):goto 360
430 close nl:clearw 2:?:gotox~ 0,1
440 ? "To check BUG data against the c
hecksuM data found in the Magazine,"
450 ? "return to the GEM desktop and d
ouble click ~our BUG file,
You Ma~"
460 ? "then SHOW the data on ~our scre
en or PRINT the data to ~our printer, "
:1

470 ? "The line nUMber of each data st
ateMent coincides with the first line"
480 ? "of the user prograM the data st
ateMent evaluates,
NUMbers within"
490 ? "each data stateMent represent c
onse c utive lines of the use r prograM,"
500? "The last nUMber is the total,":
?

510 ? "Check the last nUMber of each s
tateMent against the version in the"
520 ? "Magazine, Onl~ when there's a
discrepanc~ need ~ou check each nUMber

"

530 ? "in the data stateMent,":?
540 ? "Take note of the lines containi
ng t~pos, then Make corrections,
When

"

550 ? "all corrections have been Made,
rerun this prograM to double check,"
560? "Press <RETURN)":input i$:close
U1:close U2:end
570 if err=62 then reSUMe 120
580 if err=62 then reSUMe 210
590 if err=53 then? ChrS(7)i"FILE NOT
FOUND'":close:resuMe 50
600? "ERROR n"ierri" at LINE "ierl:en
d

•

IiET RIBOIIT!
Constantly using the FlO key to reformat your document in
other word processors can be annoying and time consuming, so
why use it l We say, " Get Rid of It I "
Regent Word II is the only word processor that
automatically reformats the entire document
as you type. As tex t is typed, Regent Word II
instantly changes theappearance of the document on the screen to show exactly how the
document will be printed. Change the margins
and the results appear instantly. Add a sentence or paragraph and the results appear
instantly as you type.
Regent Word II is much more than a home word
processor. Regent Word II makes full use of the
GEM system, so editing is fast and easy! Use
the mouse to point and click, avoiding complicated keystroke commands. Cut.
Copy, and Paste moves paragraphs and sentences instantly. Bold, Superscripted, Subscripted, Italic and Underline text are displayed while editing.
A 30,000 word Spelling Checker is built in. You can add up to 100,000 words
directly into Regent Word II' s spelling dictionary with the click of a mouse button. So those hard to spell words like Triakaidekaphobia or Electroencephalograph
are a " snap" to spell.
Press the Help key for On- Une Help. No more fussing with printer drivers, Regent
Word II has over fifteen printer drivers built in or create your own.
Form letters and personalized letters are easily created with Regent Word II.
Regent Word II " mail merges" with Regent Base, our relational GEM database, for
mail lists, labels, envelopes, and professional business needs.
And now there's good news for owners of First Word '•. Trade in that old annoying disk toward a copy of Regent Word II. Contact us about a special offer.
First WOfd

IS

a trademark 01Alan Corp. arK! GST

REGENT SOFTWARE
7 13 1 Owe n smo uth , Suite 45A
C a no g a Park , CA 9 13 0 3
(8 18) 882 -2800
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VIP PROFESSIONAL
$94.95
(complete version)

520ST or 1040ST
CALL

130XE or
1050 Drive
$129.95

-ST DISK DRIVESSF314 dIs $199.95
SF354 sIs $129.95
RECENT AND SOON TO BE RELEASED
ST PROCRAMS
ALTERNATE REALITY-CITY ... . ... 32.95
MERCENARY ........... . . . ... 27.95
DUNGEON MASTER ............ 27.95
KING 'S QUEST . ........ . . .. ... 32.95
KING 'S QUEST III
. 32.95
SPACE QUEST
......... 32.95
AUTODUEL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.95
OGRE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.95
SKYFOX . . . . . . . . .
. 32.95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II
... 37.95
STAR GLIDER . .
. ... .. . . ... 29.95
MOONMIST .. .
. .... 27.95
GATO .......... . ..
. . 32.95
STAR RAIDERS . . . . . . . . .
. . 24.95
10TH FRAME ... . ............. 27.95
SUPER HUEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.95
CHESSMASTER 2000 . . . . . . . .... 29.95
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING ..... 27.95
CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL .... 29.95
WORLD GAMES ... . . . . .. . . . . .. 27.95
SUPER CYCLE . . . . . . .......... . 27.95
DEJA VU .... . . .. . ..
. . . 32.95
TASS TIMES IN TONETOWN ..... 34.95
COMPUTER BASEBALL ......... 27.95
DRAGON WORLD . . ..... . . . . ... 34.95
HACKER . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 29.95
HACKER II . .. . .. . . . .
. 32.95
SHANGHAI . ...... .. . . ........ 29.95
BAKER ST DETECTIVE .. . .. .. ... 12.95
BREAKERS .. .. .... . .... • . • ... 29.95
VIDEO VEGAS . . .... . . ... . .. . . . 22.95
RPV . ...... . . ... . . . . ..•.•... 27.95
WORD WRITER ST ...... . . . . . . . 59.95
DATA MANAGER ST ... . . . ... . . 59.95
SWIFT CALC ST . . ... . .. . .... . . 59.95
DEGAS ELITE . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. 49.95
LATIlCE C . . . . . .
. . . ... . .. 99.95
OTHER OUTSTANDINC ST PROCRAMS
SILENT SERVICE . . .. . . . . ....... 24.95
STAR FLEET I ... . ...... . . . . . .. 34.95
HEX .... . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 27.95
LEADER BOARD . .. . .. . . . . ..... 24.95
TOURNAMENT DISK .. . ....... 14.95

N-VISION (Paintworks) ......... 34.95
UNIVERSE II .............. . ... 44.95
BRIDGE 4.0 ...... . ..
. . 19.95
COMPUBRIDGE .... . . . . . . ..... 19.95
JOUST ....... . . . . . .
. . 24.95
MAJOR MOTION
.. 27.95
WINTER GAMES . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 27.95
TIME BANDIT .
. ......... 27.95
BRATACCUS . . . . . . . . .
. 32.95
SUNDOG ..... . . . . . . . .. .. . ... 24.95
ULTIMA II . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 39.95
ULTIMA III
.. 39.95
PAWN ............... .. . . . . 2 7.95
BORROWED TIME ........ .. ... 32.95
MINDSHADOW ............ . ... 32.95
KINGS QUEST II ............... 32.95
BLACK CAULDRON ... . . . . .. ... 27.95
SPIDERMAN . . .
9.95
MUSIC STUDIO .
. ..... . . ... 37.95
PRINT MASTER ... . .... . . . . ... 24.95
ART GALLERY
........... 19.95
TYPING TUTOR
.. 24.95
FINAL WORD . .. .. .. . . ... . . . .. 84.95
THUNDER .............•..... 27.95
TIME LINK
.. 34.95
PERSONAL PASCAL ... .. .. .. ... 47.95
ST TALK .
. . 12.95

XE/XL SOFTWARE

-~~~~NTEED LDWEST PRICES : CALL-

DISK DRIVES
INDUS GT .
. .... 178.95
THE ONE . . . . . . . . . .
. .... 249.95
2001
........
. .... CALL
BIG 0 .
. .......... 449.95

PRINTER INTERFACES

STAR FLEET I ............. . . .. 34.95
STAR RAIDERS II .
. ..... 17.95
ALTERNATE REALITY-CITY .... . . . 24.95
ALTERNATE REALITY-DUNGEON .. 24.95
GUNSLINGER . . . .. . ........... 22.95
221 BAKER ST .......... .. .... 22.95
BAKER ST LIBRARY ..... . .... 12.95
NEVER ENDING STORY
... 22.95
MERCENARY .. . .... .. ....... . 22.95
VIDEO TITLE SHOP . ... . .. ... . 22.95
THEATRE EUROPE .
. 24.95
LEADER BOARD . . .
. ...... 27.95
SILENT SERVICE . . . .. . ........ 22.95
F-15 STRIKE EAGLE . . .
. . 22.95
KENNEDY APPROACH .
. . 22.95
UNIVERSE ........ . ........ . . 58.95
MICROLEAGUE BASEBALL ....... 24.95

TOLL
FREE ORDER LINE
Information, Inquiries or

GENERAL MANAGER .
. .... 24.95
STAT COMPILER . .
. . 24.95
ULTIMA I . . . . . . . . .
. ..... 29.95
ULTIMA II . ..
. . . . . . .. .
. . 39.95
ULTIMA III ..... .. . . . . .. .. .... 39.95
ULTIMA IV ........... . ...... 39.95
PARTY QUIZ .
. ... 14.95
ENJOYSTICK (Orig $35) .
9.95
HARDBALL ... . ............... 19.95
FIGHT NIGHT . . . . .
. .... 19.95
ATARI WRITER PLUS .. . . ... . ... 39.95
BASIC XE . . .
. ..... 46.95
BASIC XL
....... . ....... 36.95
BASIC XL TOOL KIT ... . .. . . . .. . 18.95
ACTION ........... . . . . . . . ... 46.95
ACTION TOOL KIT
..... . 18.95
MAC 65 . . .. ...
. ...... 46.95
MAC 65 TOOL KIT ... .. . .. ..... 18.95
DOS XL . . . . . . . . .
. ..... 18.95
WRITER'S TOOL . . . . . .
. ..... 38.95
SYNFILE OR SYNCALC . ..
. .... 32.95

MICROPRINT ........... . . . ... 29.95
MPP-1150 . ......
. . . .... 39.95
MICROSTUFFER . ........ . ..... 69.95
UPRINT A·16 ... . ..... . .. ..... 69.9S
ST PRINTER CABLE . . .
. .... 14.95
STAR NX-10 PRINTER
... 259.95

MODEMS

ATARI XM301 ........ . ..
. . 39.95
MPp·1000 . .
. .. . 34.95
AVATEX 1200 . . .
. ... 79.95
SUPRA 1200 AT or ST
.. 139.95
ANCHOR VM520 . . . .
. .. 139.95
MPP 300ST . . . . . . . . . .
. 57.95

ST STATION ... . .. .. . ... ... 79.95
ST 20MEC HARD DISK . ..... 649.95
ST 1MEC UPCRADE KIT .. . ... 109.95

1 800 443 8189
-

-

-

Calif. orders 714·639·8189

•

SHIPPING: Software - free shipping on U.S. orders over S1oo, otherwise $2.50 U.S.,
$6.50 outside U.S. Hardware· depends on weight, call for quote.
Charge cards + 3%. C.O.D. orders are welcome, add $1 .90 for UPS + 3%.

~
VISA"

COMPUTER GAMES + • Box 6144 • ORANGE CA 92667 • (714) 639-8189
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Fall 1986

COMDEX
Take a deep breath;
there was plenty to see this fall,
with about 400 new ST titles.
by Arthur Leyenberger
Atari has done it again! For the third or
fourth consec utive time, the Atari Corp.
booth has been the most crowded section
at a Cons umer Electronics Show or COMDEX. Yes, the 1986 fall Computer Dealers
Exposition in Las Vegas last November was
a major success for the ST and for the software that supports it.
The trade papers had billed this year's
fall COMDEX as the show that would restore new life to an ailing computer industry. Why? The claim was: the Intel 80386
microprocessor (the processor used for the
next-generation IBM PCs and their clones)
was so exciting that it was bound to work
wonders for the industry. The 90,000 or so
attendees were supposed to be excited by
still more IBM PC clones. Yawn!
What has really been happening-and ,
alas, largely ignored by the industry's insiders- is that the new 68000 machines
(the Atari ST, Commodore Amiga and Apple Macintosh Plus) have rekindled interest in lnicrocomputers. Of the three, Atari's
ST is the one showing the most promise,
excitement and accessibility. No question
abo ut it , the Atari ST is the computer for
most of the rest of us. And the incredible
amoun t of new ST software is, in part , responsible.
The Atari exhib it looked as if someone
was giving away money, all week . As has
become the custom , Atari divided up their
space, to allow dozens of software publishers to strut their stuff. Atari provided the
hardware, a nd the third-party developers
provided the software. There were so many
software ex hibitors, in fact , that they had
to work in sh ifts. It was almost an all-ST
show.

Atari hardware.
Atari itself displayed very little in the
way of new hardware. They showed a new
1200-baud Hayes-compatible modem, expected to go for under $100.00. The SH212
is a 300/1200-baud modem with internal
speaker, pulse or tone auto-dialing as well
as auto-answer capabilities. It's tentatively
scheduled for first-quarter 1987 release.
There were plenty of 520 and 1040STs,
Atari hard disks and printers and monitors
around the main exhibit. Several manufacturers of laser printers (Hewlett-Packard,
Canon and QMS) loaned their printers to
the mini-booths.
However, the real Atari hardware news
was to be seen in a hotel suite far from the
main exposition. Atari was showing-not
all that secretly-a new ST, with an improved, detachable keyboard. In addition ,
the long talked about MS-DOS box with
slots for peripheral cards was on hand. A
nonworking model of an Atari laser printer was seen, as were graphic examples of
the blitter chip. Atari sa id that their blitter
chip will be standard in the new ST 2- and
4-megabyte separate-keyboard computers.
Fur ther, it will be ava ilable as an upgrade
for all earlier STs. Look for the blitter chip,
plus new ROMs supporting fonts , output
to laser printers, and much more, at some
point in 1987.
Other hardware.
One of the more interes ting booths was
that of the Video Touch Corporation. They
were using an ST with a touch-sensitive
monitor screen for a point-of-sale cash register system. With their modified ST RGB
monitor, 1040ST, hard disk , custom software and the cutest little printer you ever
saw, Video Touch demonstrated a $5000.00
food and beverage order-entry system, that

can double as a single-entry full inventory
and accounting system.
The system provides a fast, efficient ordering method and could work like this ...
Orders for foods and beverages are placed
by pressing appropriate menu boxes on the
touch screen. When an order is taken and
paid for, a receipt for the customer is printed at the counter. The kitchen's printer lists
items requested, and a printer in the bar
does the same for beverages desired.
Other us es of the touch screen system
could include e ducation , medical, inventory and home applications. We were impressed with Video Touch's use of the ST
in a vertical market application product.
A number of video digitizers for the ST
were at the show. Digital Vision, makers
of ComputerEyes for the 8-bits, unveiled
their color digitizer for the ST. For about
$250.00, it will support all graphic modes
and will take NEO-Chrome and DEGAS
files. Interestingly, ComputerEyes Sf automatically adjusts the input signal's brightness, contrast and color.
Another new digitizer was being shown
by MichTron. This device also offers NEOChrome and DEGAS compatibility, while
providing resolution of up to 128 gray levels. Like all video digitizers, the input signal can come from cassette recorder, laser
disk or camera . Also, the length of time require d for the video capture is dependent
on the resolution desired. The more resolution or definition you want , the longer
it usually takes to perform.
O&R International, Inc. was showing an
interesting product called the Last Stand .
This smoke gray, high-impact acrylic computer center sells for $44.95. It allows you
to place your ST, two disk drives and monitor all in one convenient location .
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PUT EZ CALCTMTO WO
FOR YOU AND BENEFI
FROM THE RESUL TS

NLY $69.95
FEATURES
v'

EZ CALC ™is a fully implemented GEM ™

v'

based spreadsheet for home and business I-ll-"....L..."...-~
use. This is by far the most powerful
spreadsheet available for the price. Better
yet, all commands are mouse controlled Hf;l::::::'-'-~_~"I'.t::;;
for speed and ease of use. EZ CALC ™
also uses less memory than other spreadsheets for the ST, leaving more room for
your data and formulas. If .you've never
used a spreadsheet before, you'll be
amazed how easy EZ CALCTM is to learn
and use. The experienced user will love
the speed of a mouse controlled spreadsheet. •
DEMO AVAILABLE FOR $5.

He p

C O n l y 24.95
• 11 preprogrammed templat es f or use
withEZ CALC™or VIP Professional™
• load-and-go and the se templ at es will
take the work out of tedi o us
spreadsheet setup.

Templates include:
· Check Register

· Dep reciation schedules
- Investmen t Port folio Analysis
· Name & Address directory
· Home Inventory
· Loan Amor tiza tion Sched u les
· Pe rsonal Fi nance St a t ement
· and more VtP PROFESSIONAL

v'

v'

v'
v'
v'

v'
v'

GEM is a Trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH , INC.
EZ CALC is a Trademark of ROYAL SOFTWARE.

EZ SPELL
Only $39.95
For the Atari ST
• Over t30.000 word diclionary. with over 1 million
words multilingual.
• Real·lime spell checker and sland alone program
• Postfix and prefix spell checking.
• User diclionary limited only by disk space.
EZ SPELL is areal·time GEM based spelling checker Ihat works with
any GEM based word processor. data base. language. etc. Use Ihe sland
alone program to check any non·GEM based file. Misspelled word are

is

a

Trademark of

VfP TECHN OLOGIES.

300 columns by 999 rows
Extensive use of GEM™ windows
All commands are under mouse
control
Built in 10 keypad calculator
On-line help windows (No commands
to memorize)
Built in sort routine
Developed exclusively for the Atari ST
10 macros controlled by the function
keys
Split-screen capabilities
Note Pad

highlighted within sentences lor easy recognition. and can be added
to user dictionary. The multi-window display eases error correction by
allowing the user to scroll through the text. while the possible correct

words and oplions are conlinually displayed.

Four desk accessories: Calculator, Notepad, Teleph one/Address book and Alarm Clock. Takes up less
memory then most acce ssori es. Will work with any
GEM based program. Of special interest, the Alarm
clock will flash a window up in any GEM base d program to remind you of an appointm ent or whatever.
Helpmate is always read y within GEM to help with
organi zing your desk.

EZ THESAURUS ..... Only $39.95
This real -time or stand-alone program is a window based Thesaurus.

Helping the user find iust that word that will spruce up an otherwise
tedious document. The utility gives the user a list. from a selection of

Ihousands of words. thai mean Ihe samelhing as you have highlighled.
I
iUSI drawn ablank and can'l think of aword. let EZ Thesaurus
hnd it.

INVOICE MASTER G SOON
Only $99.95
COM\N
• Create your own invoices
• Use in combination with inventory Master or by itself

INVENTORY MASTER is an easy to use Gem based invenlory pro gram that will do everything from keeping
track of inventory to generating detailed printed reports.
With GEM pull down menus you can execute fast and
easy searches, sorts and printouts. It is so easy you
ca n do it almost without looking at th e manual. Additionally the program is written to be easily integrated
with Invoice Master, giving you a powe rful automatic
inve ntory control system .

• Print your own invoices on
any printel

• SID res more Ihan 200
records per SSIDO disk

Master. It is a full GEM implementation, with menus, windows and mouse
control. Whicll makes it much easier to use. You will be amazed at the
power and ease with which invoices can be made up with Invoice Master.

Graph everything from yo ur fin ances through stock
market quotes. Th e program will operate within EZ
CALC spreadsheet pro gram or as a stand alone professional graphing pro gram.
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• Prinls Employee Checks· Address Labels· W·2
Forms· Employee List· End oj Quarter/Year
Reporls . PLUS MUCHMOREr
• Ram resident for lightning fast access.

Invoice Master allows you to print out custom invoices to your printer

then sublract Ihe ilems purChased from inventory through Inventory

THE SCHEDULE Only $29.95 EZ GRAPH
An Employee Weekly Work Scheduler
SOON ONLY $69.95
• Print a weekly schedule
\'" G
• Easy 10 use GEM based program
COtJ\ ,..
A professional graphics and statistical analysis package.
• Employees names, hours, and dates
Schedule your employees and then print a weekly schedule showing
- employee names. working hours. and dales. See at a glance who
will be working. It is GEMbased for easy access to weekly schedule
information Ihrough drop down menus. windows. and mouse conlrol.

• Stores up to 400 employee records per disk.
• State tax information for multiple states

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD & CALL

Toll Free 1-800-452-8013

* ORDERS ONLY, PLEASE *

There's nevera penally lorusmg yourcredllcardl
For Information, Call (503) 683-5361

Prices subject to change without notice
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Payroll Masler is aGEM basedpayroll program Ihal will give Ihe average
user Ihepower to perform any payroll task large or small. Alilhe infor·
mation is available at a cl ick of a button. so it is fast and easy to operate.

No need to buy extramodules because Ihe program has everylhing you
need for completing tasks Irom printing checks to detailed reports.

GREAT BATTLES, 1789-1865
,11111
ONLY $34.95 ...... NE'4'1··
Reli ve som e of the greatest battles in history, such as
Waterloo, Austerlitz, Shiloh and Gettys burg . You make
leadership decisions just as General Grant and Emperor
Napoleon did . Great sound s of battl e and colorfully
detailed maps aid in leading you to th e fin al victory.
SHIPPING INFO: MII1rmum $2 90 Ground S4 75 A" Actual
COSI depends on Weight Call 1503) 683 ·5361 lor In formahon
WARRANTY INFO: Everything that we seil IS warranlled by
the manu facturer II any rtem purchasec1lrom us lalls 10 per·
form property when you receive It call:..ls at (503) 683·5361
so that we can assist you No returned merchandise accf'pted
'oVlthout au thomatlOn De fective software Will be replaced
Wit h anot her copy of the same program otherWise no soft·
ware IS returnable

. 2 Day Air S111P P1 1 1~ AVAILABLE '

A~~ir COMDEX continued
Word processing software.
Atari was showing MicroSoft Write. said
to be a port of the word processor created
by MicroSoft . Macintosh Word. The program is supposed to support multiple type
fonts and has other features that put it in
the "desktop publishing" category. Atari
says it will sell for $129.00. shipping by the
end of the year. Judging from the completeness of the version shown. a more realislic date would be some time next year.
Atari was also demonstrating 1st Word
Plus. an improvement on the original included with STs. Now that bundled software is no longer to be provided with the
ST (ST BASIC is to be the only software
boxed with eit her model). Atari Corp. has
up graded the word processor. It now has
built-in outline processing. as well as the
ab ility to pull in a DEGAS Elite graphics
fil e. When a DEGAS image is brought in .
text automatically reformats around it. Provided also are multiple fonts. conversions
for other word processor files and an integral spelling checker (like Thunder!).
PaperClip Elite from Batteries Included
offers multiple headers/footers. full macro
support. date/time insertion. and quite a
few other features-too numero us to mention here. PaperClip Elite will be out in the
first quarter of 1987. for under $100.00.
Regent Software was showing their rece ntly released Regent Word II for the ST.
You may recall Regent Word I as. for some
time. the most stable and usable ST word
processor. Now. Regent Word II adds a full
GEM interface and more features to an already well executed program. Additions
include: a built-in spelling checker; a multiple margin corrunand that lets you easily create indents and "outdents ;" rulers;
word count; a nd much more. Owners of
Regent Word I can send in their original
disk and $52.00 to receive Regent Word II.
Otherwise. the retail price of Regent Word
II is $99.95.
Timeworks was demonstrating their new
Word Writer. One of five new ST products
introduced by this company in the previous month . Word Writer is a full -featured
GEM-based word processor. It includes an
integrated outline processor. three spelling checkers. extensive help screens and
a built-in print spooler. as well as an onscreen display of text attributes (underlining. bold. italics and super/subscripts).
In addition to being a stand-alone word
processor. Word Writer will interface with
other Timeworks products. like their Data
Manager database program and SwiftCalc
spreadsheet software. 1st Word text files
can be imported. and printer drivers are
provided for a variety of printer models.
Word Writer is available now and retails
for $80.00.
Desktop publishing software.
Judging by the number of laser printers
seen and the amount of new desktop publishing software on hand . a primary theme

of this fall's COMDEX seemed to be "Desktop Publishing." The Atari exhibit microcosm was not substantially different. A
number of these programs were demonstrated.
Desktop publishing is a combination of
word processing. page layout and artwork.
By melding these three elements into one
program. you can easily design . compose
and paste up contents of a printed page.
for forms. newsletters. charts. etc. You typically see exactly what you' ll get-on the
screen. before it·s printed. One of the most
exci ting examples of the genre shown at
the Atari booth was Publishing Partner
(see our overview on page 57) from Soft
Logik Corp.
With Publishing Partner. you can create
up to a 99-page document on a 1040ST. or
about 27 pages on a 520ST. Type fonts can
be as small as 6 points (1 point = '1,2 inch)
or as large as 144 points. in half-point increments. Multiple columns can easily be
created . and text can be entered directly
or imported from an ASCII file. Copy can
be routed from column to colwnn or page
to page. and a large variety of text attrib-

" . .. one of the
themes of this fall 's
COMDEX seemed
to be 'Desktop
Publishing.' "
utes can be used. Output can go to your
Epson . Apple Laserwriter. Postscript or a
GDOS-supported printer.
Publishing Partner is a full GEM application. with drop-down menus that make
learning and using the program simple. But
its power is far from simple. It retails for
$150.00 and is very impressive.
Another desktop publisher was being offered by Mirrorsoft. Ltd .. an English software publisher. Fleet Street Publisher is
billed as an easy to use. yet professional
product. This program combines the advantages of a what-you-see-is-what-you-get
word processor with its advanced features.
like picture cropping. sizing and a library
of ready-made graphics. Text can be typed
directly into it. or imported from ASCII
files created by other word processors.
DEGAS and NEO-Chrome files ca n be
pulled into the page composition process
and easily manipulated . One of the more
remarkable features here is the ability to
rotate any graphic 8l'ound its center by de grees. This is quite useful in straightening
digitized portraits. A Postcript software interface is included . for laser printers and
typesetting equipment. Output to your dotmatrix printer is also supported .

Fleet Street Publisher contains a number of sophisticated typesetting features:
kerning. hyphenation (with its dictionary).
user-definable widows and orphans. editable fonts . and much more. The package
is divided into two levels; both allow you
to create multiple-page documents with
editable layouts . left- and right-hand page
orientation. sequential and nonsequential
columns and pages.
Level I. available in spring 1987. is de signed for the user with a brief knowledge
of desktop publishing. Level II. for swnmer
1987. is the professional version. It is for
use in prepress typographical and graphic
arts environments. This version of the program can directly drive phototypesetting
equipment. as well as output to laser and
dot-matrix printers.
Fleet Street Publisher was designed by
some folks at the Doily Mirror. the secondlargest-selling newspaper in the U. K. It is
to retail for under $200.00. published by
a major U. S. software company.
Another desktop publishing program .
shown by Softlab. is called Lasertype and
is meant only for the 1040ST. It is a traditional . commercially-oriented typesetting
tool that lets you print books with automated table of contents. index . pagination.
sectioning. etc. The program has formshandling capability. with the ability to do
shading. lines and patterns, It also packs
an illustration ed itor.
Designed for Hewlett Packard LaserJet+
printers and compatibles. Lasertype has
been around for about two years in the MSDOS environment and has been ported to
run on the ST using the Mark Williams C
compiler. It·s retailing for $279.00. and is
available now.
Graphics software.
Batteries Included was showing the recently introduced DEGAS Elite graphics
package. The number of features in this entirely new version of DEGAS is staggering.
At $80.00. DEGAS Elite is not cheap. But
the ability to cut and paste between up to
eight separate picture screens. scale. flip
and rotate whole images or portions of one
picture. stretch. color animate. and much
more. is well worth it.
If you already own DEGAS. Batteries Included allows you to upgrade to Elite by
sending $39.95 and your DEGAS master
disk to them-a very reasonable policy.
Aegis Development Inc. was one of the
first software companies that supported the
Amiga. with superb graphics painting and
animation programs. They have now ported one of these to the ST and were showing it at the Atari exhibit . The Animator
ST is. in fact. more powerful than its Amiga counterpart.
Using DEGAS or NEO-Chrome pictures.
it creates three types of animation: cell.
metamorphic and cyclic. Cell animation
takes bit-mapped images and moves them.
The illusion is created by bringing over a
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picture, clipping out what you want and
saving it as a cell. The cells are then placed
wherever you want on-screen . You assign
a sequence to them and specify a duration .
All this is very easy to do, and the effect
stunning .
The real power of Animator ST lies in
its metamorphic capabili ti es . In this type
of animation, an image is created, and the
changes are then specified . As the picture
goes from one image to another and back,
the illusion of movement is created.
Cyclic animation is si.milar to what NEOChrome or DEGAS Elite can do with colors. Here, colors are rotated to create the
illusion of movement.
Animator ST uses icons for the various
commands, and on-screen help is provided. Not only is this program powerful, it's
fun. Animator ST will be ava ilable by the
time you read this, for under $80.00.
XLent Software demonstrated a plethora
of new and familiar products. Write 90 is
a utility program that lets you print spreadsheet files horizontally. The program sells
for $30.00, is GEM-based and supports Epson FX, NEC and Prowriter printers. Typesetter Elite is the newest version of XLent's
familiar Typesetter program . For $50.00,
you ge t a GEM "desktop publishing" program that integrates text and graphics into
one page-composition tool. It permits you
to import ASCII files, as well as create and
use custom fonts and icons.
Rubber Stamp ST is a utility with which
yo u can manipulate pictures from DEGAS
and other popular graphics programs. This
$40.00 program is useful for printing repetitious full-screen pictures or add ress labels, and for adding text to pictures. Megafont ST is another XLent graphics utility
program that allows you to create your own
fonts. Its cost is $40.00.
PM Interface is a $30.00 program to enhance Unison World 's PrintMaster. It lets
PrintMaster, for example, use DEGAS and
NEO-Chrome files , and turns PrintMaster
files into icons, for use by several XLent
products.
Application software.
ISO Marketing announced and showed
the long-awaited GEM version of the VIP
Professional electronic spreadsheet. Nearly
a year late, VIP is supporting earlier purchasers of VIP Professional with a very fair
upgrade policy: send them your original
disk and $19.95, to receive two disks with
the enhanced features. No matter where,
or from whom, you bought your product,
VIP wants to set things straight.
The new version is very similar to the
original, its major difference being in the
use of drop-down menus, windows, dialog
boxes, etc .- the GEM interface. One of the
new features is a floating-point sparse matri x, which means data files created with
the Professional will be only as large as
required for the data. (Lotus 1-2-3 saves
fil es in which a cell entry in the top left
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and lower right corners of the grid would
resu lt in the creation of a huge file , filled
almost entirely with empty cells.)
Among other imp rovements are: faster
screen refresh, faster program operation
and a better graphprint program. With the
GEM flUlctions added, you can still use
Lotus 1-2-3 style "Slash" con1ll1mlds, as before. The new VIP Professional retails for
$250.00. A GEM version of the somewhat
less-featured VIP Lite program will be out
in early 1987.
Another electronic spreadsheet was being shown by Royal Software. E-Z Calc, a
$70.00 GEM-based spreadsheet , is quite
well done. E-Z Calc has a matrix of 300
colunms by 999 rows, and uses a sparse
matrix to minimize file size. It contains a
built-in 10-keypad calculator, on-line help,
a built-in sort routine, note pad, and much
more.

" E-Z Calc is just that:
very easy to use. "
One of the unique aspects of E-Z Calc
is the way in which its graphs are created.
A separate window for the graph can be
made from a desk accessory, then the number from the spreadsheet dragg ed to that
window-instant graph!
E-Z Calc is just that: very easy to use.
For example, the mouse can be an alternative to formulas. Instead of entering a cell
range for a total. the total command is selected from a drop-down m enu. The first
and last cells are then indicated by clickin g the mouse. Three mouse-strokes take
the place of eleven keystrokes.
Another feature of E-Z Calc is the ability to attach a note to each cell. This is useful to remind you how you came up with
a number, what a formula m eans, e tc . Bold
print in a cell indicates the presence of a
note. A number of after-market utility programs are sold with this notepad-type feature in the IBM-DOS world . Seeing it in
an ST applicat ion was encouraging.
Paul Heckel of Quickview Systems was
showing off the new version of Zoomracks.
Aside from the more po li shed look of the
program , Zoomracks II has a number of
new features. These include: output forms
(with mail merge), labels mld report generation , aritl1ll1etic capabilities and the ability to load comma-delimited data files .
Zoomracks II retails for $150.00. Zoomracks I sells for $80.00. If you already own
the original, the upgrade is $80.00.
OAC Software was showing their popular DAC Easy Accounting for the ST. This
program is a port from the MS-DOS version available for some lime. Using generally accepted accounting practices, it also
has integrated modules for general ledger,

accounts payable, accounts receivable, billing and inventory, and purchase ordering .
DAC Easy Accounting retails for $70.00.
A separate payroll program is also ava ilable, which works in conjunction with the
accounting program. It can automatically
print payroll checks, as well as generate
W-2 forms. The payroll module lists for
$50.00.
Timeworks displayed their database program, Data Manager. This full-fea tmed,
$80.00 product includes database management , report writing, graphics and labelmaking. Data Manager is GEM-based software, with extensive help screens and a
print spooler. It is available now.
SwiftCalc is the Timeworks spreadsheet
that interfaces with Data Manager and
Word Writer. Swift Calc boasts 8000 rows
and 256 columns, a set of built-in m athematical and statistical fWlctions, all GEM
features, on-line help, and all the features
you'd expect from a complete spreadsheet
program. It's now retailing for $80.00.
Another new Timeworks product, SwiftTax , is a tax preparation program for the
1986 tax year. Included with it is a 1987
guide written by Sylvia Porter. Still another
new product from the company is Sylvia
Porter's Personal Finance. This financial
planning program takes you step-by-step
through the process of orgm1iziJlg personal
finances. A major part of it is budgeting ,
a crucial item to anyone's financial strategy. Both SwiftTax and Sylvia Porter's Finance m'e GEM-based, retail at $80.00 and
should be available by the time you read
this.
MaxThink is an idea processor for the
Atar i ST. Without going into the snake-oil
pitch of its creator, the product is said to
go beyond the characteristics of an outline
processor. Since outline processors require
top-down thinking , these are best suited
for ana lytical tasks (breaking something
down into its parts). MaxThink has tl1is
capabi lity, plus the ability to stm·t with an
idea-say somewhere in the middle of a
thought-and work its way either further
down to the specifics, or up to the higher
level.
MaxThink can be used on a 520 or 1040,
with a color or monochrome mOl1itor. Outline size is limited by computer memory,
as is amount of detail. The program lists
for $60.00.
Drawing software.
Generic Software was showing off their
First CADD, a computer aided design (or
CAD) progrmn for the ST. It's an entry-level
two-dimensional drafting and design package from the makers of Generic CADD, a
popular, inexpensive program for the IBM
PC and clones. It is meant to create flowchm·ts, organizational charts, forms , floor
plans and other types of drawings.
First CADD is a menu-oriented draw ing
program that supports all three resolution
modes of the ST. All drawing , editing and

menu selection is done via mouse, and output can be directed to Epson-compatible
dot-matrix printers. First CADD is selling
for $50.00.
MIDI software.
Quite a few publishers were demonstrating their MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) software for the ST. MIDI allows synthesizers, sequencers, computers,
rhythm machines and other devices to be
interconnected , through a standard interface. The Atari 520 and 1040ST computers
have a MIDI interface built in.
Many MIDI programs currently (or soon
to be) available for the ST share similar features. All require a separate MIDI device,
usually some type of musical keyboard, to
be connected via cables to the computer.
Then the user can play the keyboard and
have the notes stored in memory or saved
in disk fil es, to be played back through the
keyboard. Once the notes are stored in the
computer memory or a file, the MIDI program will let you edit, rearrange or otherwise manipulate the composition which
was originally played. Since the notes are
stored digitally in memory and your keyboard is w1der the computer's control dur-

ing playback , you'll find no loss in sOW1d
quality. Rather than being recorded (like
a tape recorder) and played back, when the
MIDI program tells the musical keyboard
to play, it is first-generation music-as if
you were playing the keys yourself.
What differentiates vaJ'ious MIDI software offerings is the extent to which you
can manipulate the music once it has been
stored. Another variable in programs is the
way music is initially stored. True MIDI
programs store musical notes as you play
the keyboard. Others require you to enter
notes individually with the mouse, but
have the ability to play back through the
MIDI keyboard.
MIDIPLAY is a reaJ-time (stores notes
as you play) MIDI record /playback system
that supports all sixteen MIDI channels of
information . This information can include
pitch, duration , velocity and other MIDI
parameters. Over 200,000 MIDI notes can
be stored in 1 megabyte of RAM-three
hours of music. MIDIPLAY is $50.00 and
will work on color or monochrome ST systems. Electronic Music Publishing House,
Inc., creator of MIDIPLAY, also has for sale
a series of "prerecorded" MIDI data disks,

containing professionally performed music
for your entertainment or education . The
first MIDIDISC is Classics, Vol. 1, priced
at $20.00. It contains the music of Bach ,
Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy and Mozart.
MIDIPLAY and MIDIDISC are both available now.
METATRAK, from MIDIS OFT Corp., is
an AtaJ'i ST "recording studio". Using the
full GEM interface, METATRAK provides
real-time recording, playback, overdub, rewind and record features . Notes can also
be entered individually, for more precise
arranging. Thirty-two independently controlled tracks can be created and, with the
full-track editing option, can be combined,
moved, copied or erased. Cut and paste
features let you easily rearrange a composition. METATRAK should be selling for
$99.00 by the time you read this.
Another new MIDI program is called the
Orchestrator, from Intersect Software. This
music composition and entertainn1ent system for the ST uses the full GEM interface.
Compositions can be played back through
the ST sOW1d chips or a MIDI-compatible
instrument. Music is entered via mouse in
standard musical notation , rather than by
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real-time musical keyboard entry. A builtin editor allows you to edit any ofthe three
ST vo ices independently, rearrange compositions with the cut and paste features,
and save songs as files. The Orchestrator
is more an entertainment product than a
MIDI instrument controller program. It
will be retailing for $50.00 by the time you
read this.
XLent Software has a $50.00 MIDI program, the ST Music Box , to lend graphics
support and other administrative tweaking
to your composing . The program requires
note-by-note mouse entry, but it will play
back through your monitor's speaker or a
MIDI instrument. Sheet music with lyric
and graphic notation can also be printed
with ST Music Box , which is out now.
Beam Team Software was demonstrating
several MIDI-related programs for the ST.
All use the GEM interface and seem quite
professional. Transfonn-Xsyn is a series of
graphic editors/librarians for FB01, Yamaha JX, DX and TX and Casio CZ synthesizers. In addition to real-time recording of
up to 80,000 notes and editing capability
to modify your composition, Xsyn is a fullfeatured patch librarian.

Most synthesizers, such as the inexpensive but feature-packed Casio CZ-101, allow you to create your own sound by
manipulating var ious parts of the soundwave. This is typi cal ly done with switches,
knobs ·or push button keys on the synthesizer itself. The result of manipulating these
is that t he sound, stored digitally in the
synthesizer, is altered. When you've created a particular "sound" and stored it in
the synthesizer memory, it's called a patch.
A patch librarian program allows you to
store patches as files and call them up , to
transfer to the synthesizer.
The Beam Team Transform-Xsyn MIDI
program is avai lable in versions for the individual synthesizers mentioned above.
The program now sells for $100.00. Another Beanl Team Transform program, Xnotes,
is a music composer and score publisher.
A variety of fl exible modes are provided,
for the input and edi ting of professionalquality music notation on-screen, as well
as features for high-resolution printout of
scores, including text. Xnotes is priced at
$200.00 and is available now.
The third Transform product, Xtrack, is
a $150.00 professional sequencer/recorder.

It offers most of the features used today in

music production, including Song Pointer
for SMPTE synchronization. It provides
high-quality graphics, lmlimited tracks, a
full-featured step editor for MIDI events,
and much more. All three Transform MIDI
programs can access files and data from
the others.
Utility programs.
Beckemeyer Development Tools brought
along many products. Micro C-Shell provides a UNIX-like environment on the ST.
This $50.00 program has such features as
aliases, history, shell variables and a builtin structured programming language. The
company also sells a $25.00 tools package,
Micro C-Tools, providing another couple
dozen commands and more utilities. Micro Make is a $35.00 UNIX-like Make tool,
primarily for software developers . It could
be a real time-saver for assembly and highlevel language program development.
The newer multi-tasking version of the
original shell, MT C-Shell , is retailing for
$130.00. It incorporates a real-time kernel,
a multi-user multi-tasking environment,
electronic mail, multi-tasking print spooler, and all the features of Micro C-SheU.

"Don't even think about another C compiler"
- Mike Fleischman, ANTIC: The Atari Resource, Sept. 1986

Megamax Professional C Development System For The Atari ST
Rated #1 C compiler by ANTIC, Compute!'s Atari ST, and Start: The ST Quarterly
• Full Kernighan and Ritchie implementation
• Single pass compilation
• Full access to GEM routines
• Graphical shell
• Intelligent Linker produces efficient native code
• Extensive documentation
• Disassembler
• C programmer's editor
• Code improver
• Developer support included
• Resource construction program
• Create desk accessories

• In-line assembly and structure passing
• Object file librarian
• Six times faster than Atari Development
Package
• Develop on single drive 520 ST
• The compiler chosen for development by:
Batteries Included
EPYXTM
FTL Games
MichTron
$199.95
• Mastercard, VISA ,
Supra Corp.
American Express & C.O.D .

Megamax
Megamax, Inc. • Box 851521
Richardson, TX 75085
(214) 987-4931
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Hard Disk Accelerator is this company's
disk-caching program for ST hard disks.
The program works automatically with all
software and can be used with any ST to
speed access by as much as 300 percent.
Selling for $50.00, it will be available by
the time you read this.
Beckemeyer has a number of additional
utility products that will become available
in the near future. One is a desk accessory which provides a C-Shell from within.
The prototype being displayed looked like
a handy product. Another future offering
may be a set of hard disk tools. This could
include a backup program, disk compaction and a tool for maintaining software
across machines.
The young folks of Paradox Enterprises,
who were the first to come out with a 5'14inch MS-DOS disk drive for the ST, were
also in attendance at Atari's exhibit. They
were demonstrating their latest MS-DOS
emulation program, MS.EM. This $70.00
software turns the 68000 microprocessor
ST into an IBM PC work-alike. MS.EM performs with all versions of MS-DOS. The
preferred DOS is version 3.2, because it
supports the 80-track drives used by the
Atari ST.
Some programs already tested include
Sidekick, Word Perfect 4.1, Words tar,
dBase III, Turbo Pascal, Lotus 1-2-3, and
many more. Function keys all work when
using MS-DOS programs, as do all MSDOS commands. This utility program really puts the CP/M emulator to shame. Think
of the paradox of running the MS-DOS vers ions of GEM application programs and
the desktop on the GEM-based Atari. Perhaps we']] finally see GEM Write, Draw,
Graph and Paint on the ST, after all.
Classic Image was demonstrating their
Disk Library for the ST. This $50.00 program lets you organize and access all the
files and programs on your many ST disks.
Disk Library files, categorizes and crossreferences each disk, each folder and each
file in your library, creating a permanent
record. As you add new files, folders and
di sks, they're automatically updated to the
library. After the information has been upd ated , you can print a listing of what yo u
have, search for specific items or gro up s
of items, and generally manage the information conta ined on your disks.
Soft lab was showing Oscar, their hard
disk backup program. This is a flexible, ST
hard disk backup program that stores fil es
on floppy disks. Available now, it sells for
$40.00. Look for a hard disk backup program review article soon in these pages,
comparing this and other currently available programs.
Mark Williams C for the ST was being
ex hibited by the Mark Williams Company.
This product is an implementation of the
standard C language, which produces code
proven denser and faster than that of most
C co mpilers on the market. It contains a

number of extensions to the basic C language, such as a shell environment, and
access to GEM AES and VDI libraries. It
also includes an assembler and linker, and
the microEMACS full-screen editor with
source code. Mark Williams C is available
now, for $180.00.

"Perhaps we'll finally
see GEM Write, Draw,
Graph and Paint on
the ST, after all. "
Educational software.
First Byte Software was showing four
new software titles, aimed primarily at preschool through Sixth-grade children . The
programs are the first in the new Smooth
Talker series, which us es voice synthesis
on the ST.
First Shapes is designed for ages three
through six. It is meant to teach children
the beginning concepts of form and size,
in a playful environment controlled by the
child.
Speller Bee is a spelling program that
allows parents to enter their own words,
or to use the supplied vocabulary, to teach
a child how to spell. Speller Bee uses both
word-oriented , pull-down menus and larger graphic-oriented "picture box" menus
for the younger child , with synthesized
speech to pronounce words once they're
spelled correctly.
Math Talk problems can e ither be entered by the parent or chi ld , or by the program. In addition to providing practice on
math problems, the program also features
a game to teach math tables.
Kid Talk uses the principle that children
learn to read by reading their own writing. This word processor lets children enler a story or letter-a nd not only read it ,
but hear it , too. Similar to the preceding
offerings, Kid Talk provides the option of
using pull-down, word-orien ted menus or
"picture box" menus. Math Talk and Kid
Talk are designed for first- through sixthgrade children.
Each First Byte educa ti onal software
programs retails for $50.00 a nd should be
ava ilable by the tim e this magazine is on
the stands.
Unicorn Software displayed several new
educational products for the ST, aimed at
the elementary through junior-high levels.
Kinderama is a preschool program of five
early learning games . For chi ldren of preschool age through six-year-o lds, the program covers letter recognition , counting,
and simple addition and subtraction. Read
and Rhyme is a reading program dealing
with language arts act iv ities: phonics, voca bulary, and alphabet order and classifi-

cation. It is meant for children ages five
through ten .
Math Wizard is designed for the fivethrough thirteen-year-old and covers the
four basic math operations, simple equations and word problems. Fraction Action
and Decimal Dungeon are aimed at children eight and up. Both are arcade-style
m ath programs using a Donkey-Kong-type
offarmat. Addition through division, and
conversions to percentages and fractions
are covered. Both programs are combination tutorial-and-game-format products.
All Unicorn Software is available now,
at $40.00 each.
Games.
MichTron was showing a couple of new
games for the ST. Karate Kid II is an action game, tied closely to the recent movie
and containing superb graphics. Written
in England, KKII is a one- or two-player
game with several interesting features. On
attaining a certain score, bonus screens are
displayed (like the famous catching-the-flywith-the-chopsticks scene). In addition to
this, audio output can be played through
a MIDI keyboard. Even the ST's audio capabilities, as played through the monitor
speaker, sound good. Karate Kid II will be
available by the time you read this article,
for $34.95.
Shuttle II takes place in the 1990s and
puts you in control of the next-generation
space shuttlecraft . Really more of a simulation than a game, a complete round of
this one can take as long as 30 minutes.
Shuttle II will be available in the first quarter of 1987, for $40.00.
Trivia Challenge is the third new game
from MichTron. Not only does it contain
hundreds of queries in such topics as pop
music, sports, arts and general knowledge
- this software also lets you create your
own questions and categories. Each question has three possible answers, and you
can gamble money on the outcome. In addition, the quicker you answer a question,
the more points you'll receive. Trivia Challenge, out now, sells for $40.00.
Scorpio Systems International brought
a new game for the ST, Professor Craps.
What better place than Las Vegas for the
premiere of the ST version of this alreadypopular program? With the $50.00 game,
you 'll learn how to play craps: make the
correct bets, take or lay the correct odds,
wlderstand the table and percentages, and
develop your own strategy. The simulation
ca n be played either straight, or in a "student" mode, which allows you to try alternatives, get advice and see the outcomes
of various bets and strategies.
Another game being shown was Diablo
from Classic Image Software, derived from
the European game Diablotin. It consists
of tracks, panels and a ball which follows
the m aze of tracks. Tracks are divided into
panel sections, and each of the panels can
be move d. As the ball continually follows
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its track, you have to move the panels, to
slide more tracks into position for the ball.
It's a lot more difficult than it looks. Diablo sells for $30.00 and will be available as
you read this.
Electronic Arts had held off on pubHshing ST software, but we were glad to see
them this time around. Being shown by the
company were ST versions of Skyfox and
Chessmaster 2000.
Skyfox is an excellent flight simulation/
combat game that had not yet appeared on
any Atari machine. Chessmaster 2000 is
one of the best computer chess games currently ava ilable. According to EA president
Trip Hawkins, if these ST titles sell well,
more can be expected.
Eidersoft, another of the many British
firms present at the fall COMDEX , was exhibiting their three-dimensional space arcade game, Wanderer. Glasses are supplied
with the game to create an illusion of 3-D
movement on-screen. We were surprised
at how well the illusion worked, especially
with this space/flying game. The company's ST Karate h as b een available for some
time on European shelves, for another machi ne, and has just come over to the U. S.

for us. Wanderer sells for $35.00, while ST
Karate is $39.00. Both games are available
now.

vanced It's Affordable." A m ajor advertising campaign was reported at COMDEX
as having already b egun , in such national
general-interest magazines as Time, Newsweek, Business Week, Omni and Scientific
Am erican. In addition, Atari cla ims that
advertiSing will continue in a number of
computer magazines.
A ll in all, it looks like the ST is h ere to
stay. The amount of software, the industry
reac tion (finally) and the continuing sales
all mean the ST -in a varie ty of formswill be around for a long time. H

"More and more, the
Atari ST is being
recognized as a
serious computer ... "
The end.
That wraps up oW' fall COMDEX coverage. There are now about 400 software titles for the ST, either cW'rently available or
about rea dy to ship. That's a very h ealthy
number, considering the time the ST has
been available. More and more , the Atari
ST is b eing recognize d as a serious computer and is being welcomed in either the
business environment or the home.
In the Madison Ave. Department, Atari
ha s changed their advertising slogan. The
very familiar "Power Without the Price"
has b een replaced by "Technology So Ad-

FoReMST
The MOST powerful PC BBS

You'll get a kick out of
Thai Boxing

for the

Atari ST.

Examine Arlworx' expanding list of ST software:
THAI BOXING brings oriental kick boxing to the ST with stunning 3-D
graphics and fast action. Only $19.95
BRIDGE 5.0 Improved bidding and play! Many new feature s and
refinements. Only $34.95
STRIP POKER is the classic computer program. Play against Suzi and
Melissa; the more you win . the more they take off! Only $39.95
HOLE IN ONE GOLF Plays like the real thing and includes an easy-to-use
Editor for designing your own golf course. Only $19.95
COMPUBRIDGE is Artworx' bridge tutorial . utilizing 10 chapters covering
all aspects of the game. Only $29.95
PEGGAMMON is a new and innovative approach to backgammon . Play
against the computer or with a friend in the two-player mode. Only $1195
MAILLIST handles medium to large sized lists . It zip code sorts.
alphabetizes. selects by keyword. prints labels. and more. Only $19.95
BAKER STREET DETECTIVE brings you back to 1893 London with mysteries
to solve just like Sherlock Holmes. Only $1195

For over 4 years FoReM has been the favorite
BBS software of system operators and users of 8
bit Atari's and the IBM Pc. Now the power and
flexibility of FoReM ST is available for the Atari
ST computers!
FoReM ST is the most powerful version of FoReM
yet! Our impressive list of features is UNMATCHED by ANY BBS running on ANY PC!
One look and you'll know why serious Sysops are
running FoReM ST.
For a trial run, call our support bbs at 617620-0903.
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TUTORIAL

Step 1
HARD WARES
For the first-time computer user:
what the texts don't tell you
about how to get the most from your ST.
by Maurice Molyneaux

Atari's ST computers are particularly appealing to the
first-time computer buyer, not only because of low price
and powerful features, but also because of their "friendly " GEM (Graphics Environment Manager) user interface.
Point-and-click is a lot more appealing to the first-time user
than the menacing A> prompt with which many other
computers greet their operators. However, no matter how
simple the ST is to use, there remain numerous fine points
of operation Atari's manuals (and most books on the ST)
fail to cover adequately, or at all.
So, for the user new to the ST, I am writing this, the
first of several articles covering those aspects of the ST
either missed or barely mentioned in other texts. We begin with a discussion of hardware; future articles will cover such topics as software, floppy disk formats , even a
detailed rundown of how to use GEM .
Hard and soft.
One of the most common questions I hear from new
users is, "What's the difference between hardware and software?" Despite the temptation to reply that hardware is
stiff and software is supple, the truth is that hardware refers
to actual mechanical devices: your computer, monitors,
disk drives, printers, mice, etc. Software refers to the programs and data actually used by your computer : spreadsheets, games, word processors , etc.
A third term, vaporware (or vapor). is used in the computing world to refer to announced products that just don't
seem to make it to the market (the 130ST and 260STD,
for example.)
RAM not ROM.
Another of the most common questions new users pose
is, "What's the difference between RAM and ROM?" RAM

is an acronym for Random Access Memory, which doesn't
mean much to a novice. Simply put , RAM is the part of
your computer hardware which stores the data and programs you've loaded; it's where said data is manipulated
and used. For example, the text you type when using a
word processing program is stored in RAM , where it can
be edited , saved to a mass storage device (a disk drive).
or erased. The important thing you must remember about
RAM is that it's erased when the power is cut off. In other
words, RAM is volatile memory-everything in it is forgotten the moment you turn off the machine. So, if you 've
created some data you want to keep, make sure you save
it to a disk before you turn off or RESET your computer.
Otherwise, it'll vanish from RAM and spend eternity in
that ether we call "electron heaven," from which there is
no resurrection .
ROM stands for Read Only Memory. The data in ROM
is literally etched into the chips; it cannot be erased. You
and your computer may "read" the contents of ROM, but
those contents can't be altered. When you turn off the power to your computer, the contents of ROM (unlike those
of RAM) are not erased.
In most cases, ROM contains the instructions and routines that tell your computer how to run. In the ST, TOS
(an acronym for The Operating System; other operating
systems are often referred to as "the machine's OS") and
GEM (the system's software) are held in its six ROM chips.
When you turn on your computer, ROM tells it how to be
an ST. Cartridges almost universally hold nothing but a
ROM chip or two, programs for your computer's use.
Memory is generally measured in Ks or kilobytes. One
K equals 1 kilobyte. A kilobyte consists of 1024 bytes, not
an even 1000, as you might expect from the prefix kilo.
This odd numbering system is due to the way computers
handle math.
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The ST.
As I write this, there are only two models of the ST available: the 520ST and the 1040ST. For all intents and purposes, they're the same machine, with only minor differences in configuration. Both have 192K of ROM, a 94-key
keyboard, a mouse, two mouse/joystick ports, a cartridge
port, DMA/hard disk interface, RS232C serial port , Centronics parallel port , monitor jack, MIDI in and out jacks,
and a floppy disk connecter. The main differences between
the machines have to do with memory, floppy disk drive
A and the capability for connection to a television .
The 520ST contains 512K of RAM, while the 1040ST
contains 1024K of RAM . Although currently no provision
has been made for the external addition of RAM to the
ST (aside from cartridge-based RAM disks), a number of
companies offer memory expansion boards that can be put
inside your computer. I will warn you now, however: generally, this type of operation is extremely delicate. I'd recommend having any such memory expansion done by the
technician at an authorized Atari dealership. I'd also suggest asking other ST owners who've had their machines'
RAM upgraded which board they've used and how well
they work. (I don't recommend the technique of RAM chip
"piggybacking." I've seen too many ST's die on the table,
or have RAM failures later, due to overheating.)
The 520ST must be accompanied by at least one external floppy disk drive unit, in order to function. The 1040,
by contrast, contains a double-sided disk drive (the equivalent of an SF314 drive) in the computer itself. The 1040ST's
power adapter is also built into the computer case, while
the 520ST's is a box which sits "outboard" (apart from the
computer). Most 520ST units manufactured after 1985 contain an RF modulator and a jack for connecting the computer to a television set. As of this writing, the 1040ST
does not contain such a device.
Other than the preceding details, the machines are virtual twins, so the question of compatibility (will a program for the 520 run on a 1040?) should never come up
-unless a particular program requires more RAM than
a stock 520ST contains (a couple of programs written before the 1040ST was released will not function on any ST
containing more than 512K of RAM.)
Eye of the beast.
The number one output device of your ST is the morutor. If you own a 520, you can probably attach it to a television set. Since the TV picture doesn't do justice to the
machine's graphics, I don't recommend it. That leaves you
(currently) with one of two options, or a third - unlikely alternative . When you buy an ST, you're generally given
the choice between purchasing it with the SM124 monochrome or the SC1224 color monitor.
The SM124 is a special high-resolution monitor which
displays a screen with dimensions of 640 x400 pixels (a
pixel is a "picture element," a dot on the screen), in black
and white only. The black and white here is truly just black
a nd white, with each pixel being either on (black) or off
(white). The only gray tones you 'll see are generated by
clustering white and black dots. When the ST is connecte d to this morutor, it will operate in high-re solution mode
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only, and will not allow low or medium resolutions (wluch
use color) . The SM124 is an ideal choice for people who
intend to use their computers for text or business-oriented
applications, where color graphics are not important. Most
word processors benefit greatly from the sharp readability of the SM124's display, which is easier on the eyes in
the long run than is a color display.
The SC1224 is the most common choice among American ST purchasers. It is a high-quality color morutor of the
analog RGB type. RGB monitors are generally among the
crispest for color displays, because they receive signals for
each of the three primary colors which create the display
(Red , Green and Blue=RGB) on separate lines, rather than
as one jumbled signal.
Attached to a SC1224, the ST can display screens in low
resolution (320x200 pixels with 16 user-selectable colors),
or medium resolution (640x200 with 4 user-selectable colors). Available colors can be chosen from a palette of 512
possible hues. Low-resolution mode is fine when you're
using painting software (like NEO-Chrome, DEGAS Elite ,
etc.) and for many games. Medium resolution is recommended if you'll be working with word processors, databases, spreadsheets, etc. If you intend to use your system
even occasionally for graphics and games, then the SC1224
is probably the better bet.
The third and least likely choice for a monitor is the
Atari PS3000. This monitor is merely a SC1224 in a new
case, but with the important difference that it contains a
single-sided disk drive inside the monitor housing . Atari
produced a number of these, but they're hard to come by.
They also have lintited appeal , as most users would prefer a double-sided drive in place of the single-sided one
contained in the PS3000.
If you have both a color and a monochrome monitor,
be advised that you will have to unplug one to use the
other. .. but never switch plugs while the ST is on. It could
damage your computer, and you can't fool an ST into keeping one resolution when you switch to another monitor-it
will perform a system reset if you try it, as surely as if
you'd pressed the SYSTEM RESET button.
If you have two monitors, but hate constantly switching plugs, Monitor Master by Practical Solutions is for you .
With it , you can flip a switch to go from one monitor to
the other. (I still suggest turning the computer off before
doing this; and don't leave both monitors on at the same
time. ) Even better, the new Monitor Master II apparently
will allow you to have both an audio output line (you could
cormect this to a stereo or tape deck) and a composite video
output line (to hook to a composite monitor or VCR).
Cartridges.
You read earlier that almost all cartridges are ROM devices. As with most other hardware, you should never plug
in or remove a cartridge from your computer with the power on , since it could damage your ST. Cartridges come in
many forms with varied functions, including battery backup clo cks, video digitizers , emulators (like the Magic Sac
Macintosh emulator) , and the always-popular game and
program cartridges.
Like most computers, your ST when first turned on

checks to see if a cartridge is inserted into the cartridge
port. Generally speaking, the ST hands control of itself
to the programs in a cartridge. The cartridge mayor may
not activate GEM or other ST functions, like disk use. In
contrast, some cartridges (e.g., Magic Sac) do nothing until a disk-loaded program is run to activate them.
The advantage of cartridges is that they are instantly
loaded, and the data in them can't be erased as disk files
can. The disadvantage is that , because they're hardware,
they cost more to manufacture than do programs on inexpensive floppy disks.
Driving floppies.
The current ST system will support only two floppy disk
drive devices. If you have a 520ST, you can have two external drives; if yo u own a 1040ST, you can purchase one
external disk drive to supplement the internal one (make
sure you buy a double-sided drive if you get an external
unit for your 1040). Third-party units which contain two
disk drives in one casing are still treated as two drives,
so don't assume you can fool the ST into using more drives
than it allows.
Atari offers two different models of 3 ' h-inch microfloppy
disk drives to the user: the SF354 single-sided disk drive
(which stores about 360K of data per disk in standard format) and the SF314 double-sided drive (about 720K per
disk in standard format). The difference between singleand double-sided drives is that the single has only one
"head" which reads and writes to only one side of the disk ,
while the double has two heads with which it may work
on both sides of a disk, doubling its storage capacity.
Double-sided drives are preferable, because, in the long
run, you will have to purchase fewer disks (double-sided
disks aren't that much more expensive than singles), thus
saving money and space (half the number of disks for the
same amount of data).
You can buy double-sided disks for use on a single-sided
drive, but this won't yield any greater storage space. It's
important to note that a single-sided drive cannot write
to or read from a disk formatted as double-sided. However, a double-sided drive can read and write disks in singleor double-sided format, and format them as such. Most
commerc ial software is supplied on single-sided disks, so
there's usually not much problem with which drive you
have.
You should remember that you cannot use GEM's disk
copy function to copy a disk of one format to a disk of the
other format (e.g., copy a single-sided disk to a doublesided one). If you want to transfer files from disks of different formats , you'll have to copy the files themselves, not
the whole disk.
Some companies sell 51f4-inch floppy drives, a few of
which can be used for transferring files between IBM compatibles and the ST. Ask your Atari dealer about these, if
you feel it would be useful to transfer data files between
an IBM compatible and your ST.
By the way, the most common drive-related error I've
seen with the ST occurs when users have an external drive
placed very near a monitor (particularly the SM124), or
when the drive's data cable crosses a power or monitor ca-

ble. If you have any problems reading disks on an external drive, move it as far from your monitor as you can,
and make sure the drive's data cable doesn't come in close
proximity to or cross other cables. If the problems disappear, you've located the trouble.
The box.
Another type of disk drive is the hard disk. Unlike a floppy drive, into which you insert the various program disks,
most hard disks are "fixed," meaning the disk in the drive
is not removable. With no access slot, they generally look
like blank gray boxes. Hard disk drives are far more expensive than their floppy cousins, but the price pays for some
decent benefits.
First and foremost is their tremendous storage capacity. The most common hard drives for the ST - including
Atari's SH204-provide 20 megabytes (about 20,480K) of
storage space, the equivalent of around 28 double- or 56
single-sided disks! In addition, due to the fact that an active hard drive is (usually) always spinning, they are much
faster at reading and writing than are floppy disks. Couple this with the tremendous potential transfer rate of the
ST DMA/Hard Disk port, and you'll find your floppies
seem ridiculously slow by comparison.
The main use for a hard drive is to store programs you
use often and large amounts of data. Programs which are
supplied on more than a single floppy disk are often best
transferred (if they aren't copy protected) to your hard
drive, to eliminate annoying and confusing disk swaps.
Software developers prefer hard disks to floppies , because, when compiling and linking files, the hard disk is
much swifter. It saves them a lot of time.
The danger with hard disks is that they're easily damaged if you bump them while on (the drive head can crash
into the spinning disk and gouge it), and vast amounts of
data are lost if the drive fails. Some companies offer highspeed tape backup systems for hard drives, which can be
a real lifesaver.
Currently, the ST cannot be booted (the system activated) from a hard drive, so you must have a floppy drive
to boot from. Also, the DMA/Hard Disk port allows only
one hard drive to be plugged in, although the system can
support far more than that. Some sort of splitter unit will
be required to attach multiple devices to this port.
Can we talk?
If you want to contact information services, electronic
bulletin boards, or just zap a file to your friend's computer
across town, you'll need a modem. A modem is a device
which MOdulates a computer's data into audio pulses,
transmits them across telephone lines, where they are
received and DEModulated by a modem on the other end .
This allows you to link two or more machines together
across great distances.
A number of modems are available, mostly of the 300and 1200-bps (bits per second) variety (baud is often used
in place of bps). I would not recommend a 300-bps modem; they're very slow, which means more money if you're
calling long-distance or paying a service charge based on
your connect time to a system. The 1200-bps modems are
quite reasonable in price, and , by the time you read this,
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Atari's own SX212 1200-bps modem should be available
(perhaps for under $100.00).
You should not choose a modem lightly. Ask other users
which brand they use; what, if any, problems they have
with them; and make sure the particular brand works with
your ST -and that the software you plan to use with the
modem will function with the ST. It's best to try to stay
with modems that are Hayes compatible. It's something
of an industry standard, so most telecommunications programs support it .
The modem is connected via the RS232C (modem) port
on your ST. Most non-system-specific modems have been
designed to connect to such a port, and appropriate cables
are not difficult to obtain.
Put it on paper.
Purchasing a printer is one of the wisest investments
a serious computer user can make. Not only can you drop
a letter to Aunt Tessie, but you can print out source code
for programs in development, reports from a database or
spreadsheet, and the on-disk instructions to programs that
lack printed manuals. And, if you have the right kind of
printer, you can even print greeting cards, calendaTs, blueprints , or the screen itself.
If you intend to print only text-particularly for business letters, statements, etc.-and you want it to look professional, then I suggest buying a printer capable of true
letter-quality text. Most letter-quality printers fall into the
"daisy wheel" category. These are wonderful for straight
text, but useless for most graphics applications .
The average user buys a dot-matrix printer, with which
he or she can print text and graphics at a reasonable speed.
Ink-jet printers are also available. They're quieter than the
dot-matrix vaTiety, and sometimes smpass the latter's output quality. If you want a printer for both text and graphics work, I'd seriously suggest getting a graphics-capable
printer that supports a Near-Letter-Quality (NLQ) mode.
This gives you the best of both worlds without having to
buy two printers. Laser printers are the best bet for such
dual usage, but their high prices make them unattractive
to the average user.
If you intend to print graphics, make sure the printer
you buy is Epson compatible. The ST has a built-in screen
dump utility which uses the Epson format for output. If
your printer doesn't use Epson-compatible graphics codes,
you'll have to obtain a printer driver to make it fWlction
properly for screen dumps.
Insofar as color printers go, generally the common types
are: thermal transfer, ink jet and some dot matrix. Thermal-transfer printers (like the Okimate 20) often give the
most impressive color, with a vivid, glossy print. However, such printers are prone to leave narrow gaps or overlapping edges on lines of print (most dot-matrix printers
suffer this problem, too).
Ink jets are generally much better at printing uniformly
than are thermal printers, but their print quality tends to
look a bit flat, and the darker colors do not reproduce well
on them .
Make sme you get a good look at an actual printout from
any printer before you buy it.
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Protection.
There are a nwnber of hardware items no ST user should
be without. Here they are . ..
Surge suppressor - A multi-socket (usually) device into
which you plug all of yom computer equipment . The suppressor should be plugged into a properly grounded electrical outlet. Its pmpose is to filter incoming electricity
and prevent power smges from getting to your valuable
computer hardware. Suppressors generally have built-in
circuit breakers, to prevent an electrical spike from damaging yom system. There are many makes, but there's absolutely no excuse for not having one. You can also purchase
special suppressors for your telephone line, to prevent the
spikes which could damage yom modem and whatever it's
connected to.
Dust covers - Particularly for yom computer itself. Dust
is a great menace to your computer system, so get a cover
and put it on your machine when you're not using it. Such
dust covers are made to fit almost every conceivable piece
of hardware, including monitors and disk drives.
Mouse pad - These little mats not only improve your
mouse's traction and accmacy, but also save wear and tear
on the ball and associated mechanisms, because such pads
are generally better than your desktop's hard surface.
Disk cases - Stacks of unorganized floppies , unlabeled
and perhaps in the boxes in which they were bought , are
just another accident waiting to happen. Label them and
file them in a disk case (the flip-open type is best), where
you can find them and won't mistake them for unformatted blanks.
Shutting down.
That's it for now. Next time out, I'll be discussing disk
formats, conventions of filenames, uses of subdirectories,
what a program is , bombs, what I call the Three Laws of
Computer Errors, and more. In the meantime, if you have
any questions or comments, drop me a line, in care of this
magazine. That way, I'll know if I missed some points important to you. ST-Log is committed to being of use to ST
users, from novice to grand-master-hacker status, and your
input is more than welcome! H
Highly allergic to all things Commodore, Maurice Molynea ux purchased his 800XL for animation. Now wielding
an ST, he writes regularly for a local Atari users group,
is finishing revisions on a science fiction novel and occasionally sells original paintings on commission, in addition to being employed as a computer operator by a mining
company in Nevada .

UTILITY
HIGH AND MEDIUM RESOLUTION

Appointment
Calendar
On-screen or in print,
this should help get you organized.
by Richard J. Bourne
Of all the utilities I have created on my Atari ST, few
are as useful as this adaptation of the time-honored calendar routine. You can use it in two ways: printed to your
screen, it can be most useful to match a day with a date,
either in the past or the future. Dumped to a dot-matrix
printer, it puts each month on an individual page in grid
form, with plenty of room to jot down reminders of meetings, social engagements, doctor's appointments, etc. I can
hardly keep up with the requests for photocopies from
friends and workmates!
The program is optimized for the Panasonic KXP-1091 ,
but you should be able to customize it for your own printer in less than fifteen minutes. Lines 830-950 contain the
fully remarked printer codes, and if your printer is an Epson or Star, you won't have to change more than a few of
them. If your printer doesn't support a code, just delete
that definition line.
If your model printer can accept "downloadable character shapes," you'll get virtually perfect vertical lines. If not,
you'll have to delete Lines 960 to 980 and use the standard character which best represents a vertical line. I chose
the lowercase letter 1.
The clarity of the program is much improved by liberal
use of long, descriptive variable names (ST BASIC allows
up to thirty-one characters per variable name) and by the
use of labelled lines (ST BASIC accepts GOTO DAYOFWEEK as readily as GO TO 460, as long as you've included a line such as 460 DAYOFWEEK:). You may add other
ST BASIC statements on the same line, after the label and
colon .

Be particularly careful to type the proper number of
spaces in lines which define the strings for months, days
and dates. For example, each day or month name is padded with spaces to occupy equal length within the string.
Count carefully any extra spaces at the start and end of
these strings.
If you're using a printer, check to be sure it's turned on
and set to the top-of-form before you run the program. You
will be asked the year for which you wish a calendar and
whether you want a single month only. Printing begins almost instantly if you're starting at January, but is otherwise delayed, since the program must calculate all dates
from the start of a year.
Sooner or later, you'll probably want to print out a calendar for the year 2020 (to see on what day your birthday
will fall), or one in the distant past (to better visualize
some historic event). The future is yours up to the year
9999 (leap years are properly calculated), but you cannot
select any year before 1583. The reason? In late 1582, Pope
Gregory XIII had his astronomers revise the old Julian
calendar, to make it coincide better with the movements
of the Earth and Sun. H
A television instructor at the Southern Alberta Institute
of Technology, Richard]. Bourne uses computers in many
ways in his courses-for TV graphics; preparation of logs,
shift schedules and handouts ; and for computerized videotape editing. The school has recently purchased forty 520
and 1040STs for training purposes. Mr. Bourne holds his
B.Ed. degree, with sixteen years teaching and ten years
broadcast experience.
(Listing begins on next page)
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Listing 1.
ST BASIC listing.

10' APPOINTMENT CALENDAR
20 DEFINT A-Z:PR=l:YEARFLAG=O
30 WIDTH 255:WIDTH LPRINT 255
40 FULLW 2:CLEARW 2:PRINT"APPOINTMENT
CALENDAR"
50' INPUT SECTION
60 INPUT"SCREEN ONLY? Y/N";QUESTS:QS=
LEFT$ (QUES TS, II
70 IF QS="!,!" OR QS="Y" THEN PR=O ELSE
GOSUB PRINTCODES
80 GOSUB SETUP
~O START: INPUT"FOR WHAT YEAR DO YOU W
ANT THE CALENDAR
(4 DIGITS)";YEAR
100 IF YEAR(1583 OR YEAR}~999 THEN PRI
NT"YEAR IS OUT OF RANGE":GOTO START
110 IF PR=O THEN 140
120 INPUT"DO YOU WANT A SINGLE MONTH 0
NLY
(Yno"; QUESTS: Q$=LEFT$ (QUEST$, II
130 IF Q$(}"!,!" AND Q$(}"Y" THEN MONTH=
12:YEARFLAG=1:GOTO ROUTINE
140 INPUT"FOR WHAT MONTH DO YOU WANT T
HE CALENDAR (i-12)"; MONTH
150 IF MONTH(l OR MONTH}12 THEN PRINT
"1-12 PLEASE!":PRINT:GOTO 140
160
PRINT CALENDAR
170 ROUTINE:FOR MB=l TO MONTH
180 MC=MB:YC=YEAR:GOSUB DAYOFWEEK:Wl=W
EEKDAY
190 MC=MB:GOSUB MONTHOFYEAR:M1S=MONTHS
200 IF MB(MONTH AND YEARFLAG=O THEN 28
I

o

210 CLEARW 2: GOTOXY 0, O:PRINT SPC(30
);M1S;" ";YEAR:PRINT
220 PRINT DAYNAMES$:PRINT
230 IF PR=O THEN 280
240 LPRINT WIDEONS;BOLDONS
250 LPRINT :LPRINT "
";M1S;"
";YEAR:LPRINT
260 LPRINT WIDEOFF$:LPRINT DAYNAMES$
270 LPRINT LINEFEED8S;:LPRINT UNDERLIN
E$
280 MC=MB:GOSUB DAYSINMONTH:Dl=DM
290 FOR 1=1 TO 6:J=1:IF I}4 AND ((1-1)
*7+J)}Dl+Wl THEN 450
300 IF MB(MONTH AND YEARFLAG=O THEN 33

o

310 IF PR=O THEN 330
320 LPRINT BARS$:LPRINT "I";
330 FOR J=l TO 7:El=((I-l)*7+J+6-Wl)*2
-1

340 IF ((I-l) *7+J) >Dl +Wl THEN DAYS="
" ELSE DAYS=MIDS(DATES,El,2)
350 IF MB(MONTH AND YEARFLAG=O THEN 38

o

360 PRINT"
"DAYS"
";:IF PR=O TH
EN 380
370 LPRINT "
";WIDEONS;DAYS;WIDEOF
FS"l";
380 NEXT J
390 IF MB(MONTH AND YEARFLAG=O THEN 45

o

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

o

PRINT:PRINT:IF PR=O THEN 450
LPRINT
FOR T=l TO 6:LPRINT BARS$:NEXT
LPRINT BARS$j:LPRINT CR$j
LPRINT UNDERLINE$
NEXT I
IF YEARFLAG=O AND MB(MONTH THEN 48

470 IF PR=l THEN LPRINT FORMFEEDS;
480 NEXT MB
490 PRINT:INPUT "ANOTHER PAGE"iQUESTS:
QS=LEFTS(QUESTS,l)
500 IF oS="!,!" OR oS ="Y" THEN CLEARW 2

40
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: GO TO START
510 CLEARW 2:END
520' DAY OF THE WEEK
530 DAYOFWEEK: IF MC}2 THEN 540 ELSE M
C=MC+12:YC=YC-l
540 WEEKDAY=1+2*MC+INT(,6*(MC+l))+YC+I
NT(YC/4)-INT(YC/I00)+INT(YC/400)+2
550 WEEKDAY=WEEKDAY-INT(WEEKDAY/7)*7
560 WEEKDAY=WEEKDAY+6:WEEKDAY=WEEKDAYINT(WEEKDAY/71*7
570 RETURN
580'
NUMBER OF DAYS IN THE MONTH
5~0 DAYSINMONTH: IF MC(}2 THEN 640
600 LPT=O:'
CHECK FOR LEAP YEAR
610 Y=YEAR:IF (Y-INT(Y/41*4)(}0 THEN 6
40
620 IF ((Y-INT(Y/I00)*100)=0) AND ((YINT(Y/400))(}0) THEN 640
630 LPT=l
640 DM=VAL(MIDS(MONTHDAYSS,2*MC-l,2))
650 IF MC=2 THEN DM=DM+LPT
660 RETURN
670'
MONTH OF THE YEAR
680 MONTHOFYEAR:MONTHS=MIDS(MONTHNAMES
, (MC-ll*~+l,~)
6~0 RETURN
700 SETUP:DATES="
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 ~1011121314151617181~"
710 DATES=DATE$+"2021222324252627282~3
031
"
720 DAYNAMESS=" SUNDAY
MONDAY
T
UESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY "
730 DAYNAMES$=DAYNAMESS+" FRIDAY
SAT
URDAY "
740 MONTHNAMES="JANUARY FEBRUARY MARC
H
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY

"

750 MONTHNAMES=MONTHNAMES+" AUGUST
SEPTEMBEROCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER "
760 MONTHDAYSS="3128313031303131303130
31"
770 ULS="
":UNDERLINE$=""
780 FOR T=l TO 7:UNDERLINES=UNDERLINES
+UL$:NEXT
790 UNDERLINES=UNDERLINE$+"_":' TOTAL
OF 71 UNDERLINE CHARACTERS
800 BARSS="l
1
1
I"

810 BARSS=BARSS+"
1

1

1

I"

820 RETURN
830 PRINTCODES:'PRINTER CODES: MODIFY
THESE ACCORDING TO YOUR PRINTER MANUAL
840 ESC$=CHRS(27):'
ESCAPE
CHARACTER
850 BOLDONS=ESCS+"E":'
BOLD ON
860 BOLDOFF$=ESC$+"F":'
BOLD OF
F

870 LINEFEED6$=ESC$+"0":'
1/8" LI
NE FEED
880 PICA$=ESC$+"P":'
10 CPI
(PICA)
890 LINEFEED6$=ESC$+"2":'
1/6" LI
NE FEED
900 WIDEON$=ESCS+"W"+CHR$ (ll :' DOUBLEW
IDE PRINT ON
910 WIDEOFF$=ESC$+"W"+CHR$(O):'DOUBLEW
IDE PRINT OFF
920 MARGIN$=ESC$+"I":'
SET LEFT
MARGIN
930DEFCHAR$=ESC$+"!,!":'
DOWNLOAD
A CHARACTER SHAPE TO PRINTER
940 FORMFEED$=CHR$(12):'
FEEDS FO
RM TO TOP OF NEW PAGE
950 CR$=CHR$(13):'
CARRIAGE
RETURN
960 LPRINT DEFCHARS"I"CHR$(O)CHR$(O)CH

RS(0)CHR$(0)CHR$(255)~

PUBLIC NOTICE
GEMINI WILL MATCH
~70

LPRINT CHR$(O)CHR$(O)CHR$(O)CHR$(O
)i:' DEFINE VERTICAL LINE CHARACTER
~80 LPRINT MARGIN$iCHR$(5)i:' SET LEFT
MARGIN AT 5
~~O RETURN

•

ANY ADVERTISED PRICE &
GIVE FREE SHIPPING
ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS
FULL EXCHANGE ON DEFECTIVES

ST CHECKSUM DATA.
(see page 23)

10 data 242, 86~, 78~, 3~~, 241, 825
75~,
17, 517, 81, 473~
110 data 332, 64~, 2~1, ~8~, 418, 66
1, 27, 300, 175, ~03, 4745
210 data 374, 357, 34~, 42~, 877, 86
3, 431, 543, 453, 8~2, 5568
310 data 336, 707, 354, 566, ~22, 74
1, 16~, 2~3, ~27, 144, 515~
410 data 300, 374, 768, 783, 284, 44
, 445, 4~~, 25~, 171, 3~27
510 data ~14, 437, 65~, 57~, 805, 37
3, 35~, 326, 161, ~82, 55~5
610 data 700, ~OO, 81, 427, 283, 358
, 48, 585, 367, 5~4, 4343
710 data 842, 46~, 741, 27~, 72~, 51
0, 805, 322, 256, 856, 580~
810 data 233, 350, 540, 310, 480, 86
4, 5~3, 535, 832, 376, 5113
~10 data
532, 788, 141, 83~, 254, 85
~, ~73, 301, 373, 5060
,

•

Gemini Enterprises, one of Atari's
largest dealers, will match any
advertised price and ship FREE in
continental U.S. Send certified check or
money order, stating publication & page
number of item you want price matching
on, to-

GEMINI ENTERPRISES
692 Milford Road
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301

(717) 424-2248
$5 00 HANDLING CHARGE FOR APO & FPO ADDRESS .

ULTIMATE STORAGE
Here's the pe rfect way to o rganize your ANALOG Computing librarysturdy, custom-m ade binders and files in deep blue leatherette with embossed sil ve r lettering. Sil ve r labels are includ ed to index by volume
and year. One bind er o r a box-style fil e is all you'll need to accom modate 12 issues (1 yea r) of ANALOG Computing- all the games,
programs, tutorials and util ities that you wa nt handy.
The ANALOG Computing binder ope ns flat for easy read ing and
refere nce. Th ey're eco nom icall y p riced at $9.95 eac h-3 bi nders
for $27,95 or 6 bin ders for $52.95.
The ANALOG Computing file is attractive and com pact, hold ing
12 issues fo r easy access. Files are avail abl e for on ly $795 each - 3
files for $21.95 or 6 fi les fo r $39.95.
Foreign orders -

add $2.50 each for shipping and handling.
Your satisfa ction guaranteed.

Add $1.00 per case/binder postage and hand li ng. Ou side USA $2.50 per case/bi nder. (U.S. fund s only.)

I enclose my c heck o r money o rder in the amount of $_ _ __
Send me:
_ _ ANALOG Computing fil es
__ ANALOG Computing binders.

Please Print- Name:
S t ree t_~-,--,-,....,----_:-::-:-:-,---,,.--,-,-_

_ _ _ __ __

C ity, State, Zi p _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

(NO, P,O. BOX NUMBERS, PLEASE)

Jesse Jones Industries

Send your o rder to:

DE PT. ACOM, 499 East Erie Ave., Phi ladelphia, PA 19134
Charg e ord ers only, mi nim um $15.00 -

Satisfaction Gu aranteed

Call loll free 1-800-972-5858 -

7 days, 24 hours

- ~.
~VlS~.J
~ _..
PA reside nts, add 6% sales tax

COMPUTER CREATIONS
YOUR ATARI 528ST SUPPORT CENTER
ABACUS

Paint Pro

36

Text Pro

36
36

Data Trle ve
ACADEKY
Typing Tutorl
Word Invaders
ACCESS
Leaderboard Golf

Tournament Disk
ACCOLADE
Mean 18 Golf
Sundag
ACTION
Action Pak
ACTIVISION
Htndshadow
Borrowed Time
Hacker
Husle Studio

Palntworks
Little Camp. People
Hacker II

Tass Tlmes/Tonetown
Champ. Basketball
ADVENTURE INTL.

Splderman

BRODERBUND
Hlndwheel

29
30

Breakers

CENTRAL POINT
Copy 1.1
CLASSIC IKAGE
23
Disk Library
Diablo
26 COSKI
15
Super Huey
DAC

36
23

29

Easy Accounting

49

DRAGON GROUP
4 x F o rth
Forth Accelerator
ELECTRONIC ARTS

79
59

33
33
29
39
47
33
33
33
29

14

-=. .

36
Financial Cookbook
39
Ultima III
call
color Ing Book
23
Golden Oldies
Call
Chessmaster 2000
Call
OGRE
Call
Aut odue l
call
Skyfox
EPYX
26
Winter Games
26
Rogue
26
Temple of Apshal
26
World Games
Champion. Wre st ling
26
26
Super Cycle
FIREBIRD
30
The Pawn
30
stargl1der

ANTIC
C.O.L.R. Obj. Editor 23
27
Haps & Legends
60
Macro Assembler
114
Lattice C
23
DIsk Doctor
45
A-Calc
75
Heta Pascal
38
CAD-3D
15
A-Ram
FIRST BYTE
27
A-SeJta
33
Kid Talk
60
GST C Compiler
33
Speller Dee
45
GST-ASK
33
Hath Talk
75
Expert Opinion
33
First Shapes
30
Flash
HABA
19
star Struck
19
Habacom
19
Red Alert
39
Phone book
15
Hurray and He
51
Home Accounta nt
15
Hom and He
56
Mailroom
Kermit & Remote Co. 19
49
Checkminder
19 HIPPOPOTAMUS
crystal
59
Hippoword
ARTWORX
59
Hippoconcept
Bridge 1 .0
19
33
Hipposimple
Compubrldge
19
Hippo Disk Utilities 33
Ha llli st
12
27
Hippo Backgammon
Strip Poker
25
27
Hippo Spell
Peggarrunon
12
23
Hippo Ramdisk
Hole In One Golf
19
Hippo Compo Almanac 23
ATARI
Hippo Jokes & Quotes 23
DB Han
103
27
Hippo Art I
34
DB Haster
27
Hippo Pi xe l
21
Joust
27
Hippo
Fonts
21
star Raiders
Hippo Laser
47
BATTERIES INCLUDED
109
26
HippO Eprom Burner
Oegas
109
49
Hippo
Sound
Digitz.
Oegas Elite
33
Hippo Vision B & W 109
Timellnk
26 HOLKES & DUCKWORTH
Thunder
28
Tool Box
l iS Talk
33
l iS Paperclp El1te Call LOGICAL DESIGN WORKS
54
LOW Basic Comp iler
Homepak
33
KARK OF THE UNICORN
BECKEKEYER
Final
word
99
Micro C-Shell
27
Hex
Hicr o C-Tools
64
PC / lnterc omm
Micro Hake
KEG AS OFT
RTX
27
A
Copier
Kicro KTC Shell
17
X-Rated Library
Hard Dlsk Ac celer a e

!

J

ATARI®

30

26
32

)I~

27

TIKEWORKS
Datarnanager
swlftcalc
Wordwr 1 ter
SIP Financial Plan
UNICORN

54
54
54
54

Fraction Action

27

Decimal Dungeon

21

UNISON WORLD
Pr Intmaster
Art Gallery I
Ar t Gallery II
VIP

VIP Professional

26
19
19

119

X-LENT

Typesetter El ite
Rubber stamp
MusIc Box

25
32

29

Hegafont

25

PRINTERS
KICIITRON
Kl!l~ed

DOS Shell
OFT
Th e Animat or
Pers ona l Honey Mgr
Util1ties
K-Dl sk
Hudpie s
softspool
Fllp S ide
Calendar
Hi-Term
Gold Runner
Time Bandits
BBS
Cornerman
Mighty Mall
Lands of Havoc
Cards
Business Tools
Logo
Major Motion
Mi ss i on Hou se
Hi-Dupe
BBS 2.0
Pro Football Wizard
Pinball Factory
Your Finance Fu ture
KICR'OPROSE
Silent Service
KI-GRAPH
Easy Draw
KINDSCAPE
Brataccu s
NAVARONNE
Astrology
Timek.eeper
OKNITRENDS
Univ erse II
OSS
Personal Pascal
O.THER VALLEY SOFTWARE
Delta Patrol
Han key Buslne ss
PENGUIN/POLARWARE
Crimson Crown

26
26
33
26
33
39
26
26
26
26
19
33
26
26
33
33
33
13
26
33
33
26
26
20
54
27
27
26
27
54
33
29
J7
47
50
17
17
15
15
15
15
15

PHILON
99
Fast Basic-H
PROCO
Pro-Copy
19
PROGRESSIVE COKP. APPL .
139
Graphic AItist
54
Font Edit or
PRYORITY
27
Forbidden Quest
QUANTUM
14
ST-Talk
QUICKVIEW
54
zoornracks
REGENT
34
Regent Spell
34
Regent Word
ROYAL
54
EZ-Calc
SHANNER
33
soundwave SW- l
14
ST-Key
33
Macro - Manag er
29
DB Calc I I
SHELBOURNE
24
Pool
SIERRA

33
Kings Quest II
39
Ultima II
19
Winnie the Pooh
26
Black Cauldron
6
K/a Hint Book
6
B/C Hint Book
19
Donald Duck
67
cash Disbursements
SPINNAKER
Homework Helper:Hath 34
Treasure Isl and
27
SST
15
Chat
SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator II
38
TDI
Modula-2
59
Modula-2 Develp.Kit 109
UCSD Pascal
59
TELARIUK
Call
Amazon
Nine Princes/Amber Call
call
Farenheit 451
Dragonworld
Call

OKIDATA
Ok lmat c 20
Plug N'

&

Print

STAR KICRONICS
LV -l2 10
NX-10
PANASONIC
KX-P 1080 I
KX-P 10911
KX-P 3131
KX-P 1592
HODEKS
Supra 300 ST
Supra 1 200 ST
Avatex 1 200
Avatex 1200 HC
Compuserve start Kt

1 99
259
259
429
59
149
99
139
24

Mlctostuffer

59

Omega Terminal

20

ST ACCESSORIES
Disk Cleaning Kit
Dust Covers

14
1

Monitor stand
House Pad
Shanner Planner
The Easel
Disc Directory
P ocket Pak
The Library
Speed Pad
Disk File / 30 Micro

12
8
29
14
20
10

34
18
10

ST BOOKS
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atarl
Atari
Atarl
Atar i
Atari
Atari

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

GEM Reference
Internals
Machine Lang uage
Tips & Tricks
from Basic to C
Bastc Training
Graphic & Sound
Logo
Peeks & Pokes
for Beginners
CABLES

ST to Printer
ST to Modem

COMPUTER CREATIONS, Inc.
P.o. BOX 493 - DAYTON, OHIO 45459
For information, order inquires, or for Ohio orders (513) 435-6868
Order lines Open
m. to 8:00 p.m. Mon.·Frl.; 10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sat. (Eastern Standard Time). Minimum $15 per order. C.O.D. (add $3.00). Please specify com puler sys·
tem. Call toll free number to verify prices and availability. Prices and availability are subject to change without notice. We ship C.O.D. to Continental U.S. addresses onlyl Please
Include 4% shipping on all Hardware orders (min. $4.00). Software and accessories add $3.00 shipping and handling In continental U.S. Actual freight will be charged outside
U.S. to include Canada. Alaska. HawaII. Puerto Rico and APO. Ohio residents add 6',,% sales tax. Canadian orders add 5% shipping . (min. $5.00). All other foreign orders. please
add 15% shipping. (min. $1 0). For Immediate delivery send cashler·s check. money order or direct bp.nk transfers. Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear. School
purchase order. welcome. Due to our low prices. all sales are IInal. NO CREDITS. All defective returns must have a return authorization number. Please call (513) 435-6868 to
obtain an RA~ or your return will not be accepted for replacement or repair. FOR YOUR PROTECTiON WE CHECK FOR CREDIT CARD FRAUD. We do not bill until we
Ship.
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This month,
we learn about alert boxes
and user-defined mouse forms.

by Clayton Walnum

We've spent the last couple of months examining GEM's
VDI. We didn't cover everything, but we managed to touch
upon most of the major functions. Some of the ones we
glossed over are easy enough to figure out from the documentation supplied with your compiler; others we'll get
to as we need them, particularly the raster functions.
This month, we'll get started with GEM's AES (Application Environment Services). We'll learn how to create
GEM alert boxes, a little about the interaction of the AES
with the VDI , and how to define our own mouse forms.
Getting to work.
Listing 1 is this month's sample program, and, as usual, it was written with Megamax-C. lfyou're using a different compiler, you may have to make slight changes to the
code.
When you run the program , you'll be presented with
an alert box like the one shown in Figure 1. Use the mouse
to click on the first button (the one labeled New). The
screen will clear, and the mouse pointer will change to
a custom form (you'll be seeing this cursor again sometime in the future; it's from a game I'm working on). Clicking the left button will return you to the alert box . Now,
click the button labeled System. The mouse form will
change to one of the system cursors, the pointing finger.
The last button is self-explanatory (I hope).

MOUSE FORM DEMO
C-Manship
S1-Log all
New
Figure 1. -

ISysteM I
The first alert box from Listing 1.

A small matter of incompatibility.
Before we get started with the nitty-gritty material, there's
something you should be aware of whenever you're going
to use AES or VDI mouse routines. The AES has close ties
with the VDI; in fact, it relies on the VDI to do a lot of the
dirty work. For instance, when you call the AES windowdrawing functions , the window is created, in part, using
VDI graphics. That's why some of the VDI routines are referred to as "graphics primitives." They're the foundation
upon which all the sophisticated ST graphics are built. The
VDI is, in a way, a subordinate of the AES.
In most cases, when dealing with graphics, there's no
problem with this hierarchy, but when you start handling
mouse events (a fancy name for mouse input), it's easy to
confuse the AES. Basically, you can use the mouse-handling
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routines in the AES or in the VDI, but not both at the same
time. If you want to be on the safe side, don't use the VDI
mouse functions at all .
That's why button_waitO in Listing 1, a function that
appeared in a different form last month , had to be modified, replacing the VDI calls in the original with the AES
calls found in this month's version. The AES alert box routines must, obviously, also handle the mouse. If we tried
to use the VDI mouse routines, we'd have trouble. (Try it
if you like ; replace the new button_waitO with the old one.
Then , if you leave the mouse in one place when clicking
on a button, you'll find that the mouse will reclick the
alert box with no help from you. ) If you look at button~
waitO, you'll see we've replaced the VDI call vq_mouseO
with an AES call, evnLbuttonO.
The function evnLbuttonO is a higher-level call and ,
as a result, is more complicated and flexible. When called,
the function waits for a mouse button to be pressed. The
call looks like this:
n_tiMes
evnt_buttonCn_clickS,button,

=

state,&Mx,&M~,&ex_state,&K_state)i

All the parameters, including the return parameter, are
integers or pointers to integers, and are described below:
n_times - the number of times the button attained
the desired state.
n_clicks - the number of times the button must
be clicked.
button - the button (left or right) which must be
clicked. A value of 1 indicates the left button, a value
of 2, the right.
state - the state the mouse button must attain. A
value of 0 is up, and a value of 1 is down.
mx - the X-coordinate of the mouse when the button event occurred .
my - the Y-coordinate of the mouse when the button event occurred.
ex_state - the state of the mouse buttons after exiting the function.
Lstate - the state of the keyboard after exiting
the function . The values 1, 2, 4 or 8 indicate that the
right shift, left shift, control key or alternate key were
pressed, respectively.
As you can see, this call is more complicated than oUl'
old friend vq_mouseO, but allows us more options.
Alert boxes.
The alert box is the simplest of GEM's form library to
use, since the system handles virtually everything for you.
All you need to do is provide the proper information for
the function call. To draw an alert box:
choice
forM-alertCdeflt,string)i
Here, choice is the button number pressed (retUl'ned from
the function), dellt is the number ofthe default button (the
button, if any, that will respond to the RETURN key), and
string is a pointer to a string containing the alert box
description. You may also use a string literal for the second parameter, by enclosing it in quotes. In fact, it's done
that way in the sample listing.
The alert box description contains all the information

=
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GEM needs to draw your box: the icon that will be displayed, and the text for both the box and the buttons. The
string actually has three segments separated by square
brackets :
[icon U][box text] [button text]
The icon # is the number of the icon you wish displayed ,
defined as follows:
o
None
1 -- ExclaMation Mark
2 -- Question Mark
3 -- Stop sign
The text for the box may be up to thirty-two characters
per line, with a maximum of five lines. How does GEM
know where to divide the text? We tell it, by placing an
OR symbol between each line:
[linell1inezlline311ine411ineSl
Each alert box you design must have at least one button, but you may have up to three. The information for
the buttons comes after the box text and consists of the
text to be printed within each button . The buttons' texts
are placed between square brackets, with each button's text
separated by the OR symbol:
[button Ilbutton zlbutton 3]
The text for each exit button must be less than twenty
characters. You can see the completed string in the fW1ction do_alertO, found about halfway down Listing 1. Notice that, due to the string's length , it had to be wrapped
around to the next line. Normally, you can't divide a string,
but the use of the backslash (at the end of the first portion of the string) lets us get around that limitation. When
the C preprocessor sees the backslash, it knows that the
rest of the string will begin at the left margin of the next
line. If you want to use a backslash within a string , you
must type two.
They don't fit!
When the lorm_ale rtO function is called, it uses the information you've supplied to figure out the number of buttons and the size of the box. Almost everything is taken
care of for you, but you may find it necessary to "clean
up" the box description a bit, in order to force GEM to
do exactly what you want.
For instance, the number of buttons that will fit in the
box is largely dependent on the length of the text and the
size of the icon (if any) printed in the box. If the resultant
alert box is only slightly smaller than the space needed
for the buttons , GEM will place the buttons so that they
overlap the box's borders. This type of box is not particularly attractive but will be fully functional. If the box is
significantly w1dersized, GEM will start leaving buttons
out , and you can't live with that.
These problems don't usually crop up for single-button
alert boxes (unless the button text is unusually long) , but
when you start dealing with three exit buttons , this type
of glitch will very likely introduce itself.
How can we force GEM to do what we want? Remember that the size of the box is dependent on the length of
the text lines and the size of the icon , while the size of
the buttons is dependent on the text printed within them.

The icon size is unchangeable; it's set by the system, and
the only way we can manipulate the icon is either to print
it or not. But the box text and button text are fully under
our control.
One way, then , to help fit the required buttons into the
box is to shorten the text within them. If the button text
is just the way we want it, and we still can't fit all the buttons, we have to resort to the second method: padding the
beginning or end of the box text with spaces. This will
force GEM to draw the box larger. You can see an example of this in the form_alertO call in Listing 1. Try removing the additional spaces and recompiling the program.
You 'll find that, in medium resolution , the leftmost button will overlap the box's border; in low resolution, the
button is completely missing.
Custom mice.
GEM provides a number of built-in mouse forms for oUl"
use, but we may at times find a need for some thing better
suited to OUl" application. When this OCCUl"S, graf_ mouseO
can come to OUl" rescue. We discussed this fWlction last
month, but didn't cover the method for designing custom
mouse forms . Now, you'll be pleased to know, we're going to make up for that lack.
A mouse form is actually two graphics, 16x16 pixels in
size, placed one on top of the other. The first graphic is
the shape of the pointer itself. The second is the pointer's
mask , enhancing its visibility. If you carefully examine a
mouse form , you'll notice that there's a 1-pixel wide border around it. The border is a different color so that the
mouse pointer won't "vanish" if it should be moved over
something of the same hue. This border is the mask.
The first step in designing a mouse form is to draw the
form and its associated mask on a sheet of graph paper,
each within a 16x16 grid. We then have to translate the
graphics to something the computer can understand .
Our C program is going to need the data for the new
form in some sort of numerical notation. Hexadecimal notation is best for our purposes, if for no other reason than
the ease with which it's calculated from the binary
representation of our graphics. There's no room here for
a full discussion of number systems, so if you don't know
how to make these conversions, I suggest that you head
for your local library or bookstore and bring home a refer-

ence book which thoroughly explains binary to hexadecimal conversions.
The binary version of our graphic is simple enough to
explain , though. Each grid location not filled in is an "off"
bit; the others are "on ." Each of these bits is represented
in binary, by a 0 for off or a 1 for on. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the conversion of our custom pointer from its graphic state to hexadecimal.
Coding it.
Once we've done the conversion , we must incorporate
the result into our program . The easiest way is to store
the data for the form and its mask in two integer arrays.
If you look at the sample listing, you'll see our custom
mouse pointer in the arrays mouse_datal] and mouse_
mask[] . The Ox preceding each value tells the compiler that
the number is to be interpreted as hexadecimal.
Just above the mouse form data in the sample listing is
the declaration for a structure named mfrmstr (mouse form
structure). To be more precise, it's not a structure declaration, but the declaration of a new data type consisting
of a structure. We've defined this new data type by prefacing the structUl"e definition with the C keyword typedef.
Right below the declaration is where the actual structure
variable mouse is declared.
This structure will hold all the information GEM needs
to enable our new mouse form . As you can see, the block
contains thirty-seven words of information. The first two
words will hold the X- and Y-coordinates of the form's "hot
spot" (sounds pretty sleazy, doesn't it?) This is the location within the form which will determine the X- and Ycoordinates for the entire mouse cursor. The third word
will hold the nwnber of bit planes. For high, mediwn and
low resolutions, this value will be 1, 2 and 4, respectively. The fourth word will indicate what color the mouse
form should be; the fifth will hold the color for the mask.
The n ext thirty-two words store the actual mouse form
data. We'll move the values found in the arrays mouse_
data[] and mouse_mask[] into these locations.
To change the mouse form now, all we need do is fill
in each member of the structure with the appropriate information and perform the following call:
graf_MOuseC255,&MoUSe);

Figure 3. -

(jRRPHIC

BINRRY

HEX

0000000000000000
00000 1 1 1 1 1000000
0000111111100000
0001100100110000
0011000100011000
0110000100001100
o 1 1000000000 1 100
0111110001111100
o 1 1000000000 1 100
0110000100001100
0011000100011000
0001100100110000
0000 1 1 1 1 1 1 100000
0000011111000000
0000000000000000
0000000000000000

$0000
$07C0
$0FE0
$1930
$3118
$610C
$600C
$7C7C
$600C
$610C
$3118
$1930
$0FE0
$07C0
$0000
$0000

Figure 2. -

(jRRPHIC

The mask.

BINRRY

HEX

0000011111000000
0000100000100000
0001000000010000
0010011011001000
0100101010100100
1001001010010010
1001110101110010
1000001010000010
1001110101110010
1001001010010010
0100101010100100
0010011011001000
0001000000010000
0000100000100000
00000 1 1 1 1 1000000
0000000000000000

$07C0
$0820
$1010
$26C8
$4AA4
$9292
$9072
$8282
$9072
$9292
$4AA4
$26C8
$1010
$0820
$07C0
$0000

The shape.
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continued

We went over this function last month. If you don't remember the details, do a little review. What's important
here is that the parameter 255 informs GEM we want to
change over to a user-defined mouse form. The parameter &mouse is the address of the block of data containing
the form's description.

Mission accomplished.
There you have it: everything you need to know to get
the most out of alert boxes and to design your own mouse
forms. As soon as you tear your eyes from this page, yank
out your C compiler and fool around with the form_alertO

function. Try different combinations of text and buttons,
till you feel comfortable with the function. Then design
some alternate mouse pointers and modify Listing 1 (or
write your own code from scratch; that's the b est way to
learn) to install your new forms. How about changing Listing 1, so the alert box buttons allow you to alternate between two custom mouse forms? That will mean having
two sets of data, one for each form, and changing the new
_mouseO function so you can pass it the address of the
form description for the cursor to be implemented .
Until next month, adieu. U

Listing 1.
e listing.

1* Required GEM global arrays *1
int work_in[ll],
work_out[57],
pxyarray [10] ,
c ontr I [12] ,
intin [128],
ptsin [128],
intout[128],
ptsout[128];
1* A couple of global int variables *1
int handle, dUM;
1* Mouse forM definition block *1
typedef struct MfrMstr
{

int X_hot;
int y_hot;
int planes;
int fg_color;
int bg_color;
int Mask [16];
int data[16];
} MOUSEfORM;
MOUSEfORM Mouse;

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

x-coordinate of pOinter hot spot. *1
y-coordinate of pOinter hot spot. *1
nUMber of bit planes.
*1
Mouse forM color.
*1
Mouse Mask color.
*1
Data for Mouse Mask.
*1
Data for Mouse forM.
*1

1* Data for the new Mouse forM *1
int Mouse_data[] = {OxOOOO,Ox07CO,OxOfEO,Ox1930,
Ox3118,Ox610C,Ox600C,Ox7C7C,
Ox600C,Ox610C,Ox3118,Ox1930,
OxOfEO,Ox07CO,OxOOOO,OxOOOO};

i nt Mouse_Mask []

= {Ox07CO,Ox0820,Oxl0l0,Ox26C8,
OX4AA4,Ox9292,Ox9D72,OX8282,

Ox9D72,Ox9292,Ox4AA4,OX26C8,
Oxl0l0,Ox0820,ox07CO,OXOOOO};

Main() 1* Main prograM *1
{

appl_initO;
open_vwork () ;
do_a I ert () ;
appl_exi t () ;

/*
/*
/*
/*

Initialize our application.
Go set up our workstation.
Go to the Main loop.
Back to the desktop.

*/
*/
*/

*1

}

open_vwork() /* Initialize a virtual workstation *1
{
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repeat = TRUE; 1* We set this so the loop will repeat.
*1
deflt = 3;
1* Set default button to Quit (see below). *1
while (repeat) {
choice = forM-alert (deflt,
"[1] [
MOUSE fORM DEMO
1\
C-Manshipl
ST-Log U11] [NewIS!,IsteMlauit]"); 1* Draw alert box.
if (choice == 1) ( 1* CHOICE contains the button pressed.
new_Mouse();
1* If the button was NEW, show new forM .
button_wa i t () ;
deflt = 2;
1* Change default button to 2.

*1
*1
*1
*1

}

1* If the second button was pressed, *1
if (choice == 2) {
graf_Mouse (FINGER,&dUM); 1* then change to the Hand icon.
*1
button_wa i t () ;
1* Change default button to 1.
deflt = 1;
*1

}

if echoice == 3)
repeat = fALSE;
}

1* When REPEAT becoMes false CO), we get out
1* of the while loop and go back to Main().

*1
*1

,.y ...• }
new_Mouse() 1* Changes the Mouse forM to the user-defined forM
*1
{
1* found in the glObal arra!,ls at the top of the listing *1
int Xi
Mouse.x_hot = 8;
1* These two assignMents set the "hot spot" *1
Mouse.y_hot = 8;
1* to the center of the Mouse forM.
*1
Mouse.planes = 4;
1* Should be 1 for high res and 2 for Med. *1
Mouse.fg_color = 0; 1* Mouse forM drawn with color O.
*1
Mouse.bg_color = Z; 1* Mouse Mask drawn in color Z.
*1
for (x=O; X<16; ++x) {
1* This loop Moves the data frOM *1
Mouse.Mask[X] = Mouse_Mask[X]; 1* the global arrays into the
*1
Mouse.data[x] = Mouse_data[x]; 1* Mouse forM definition bloCk. *1
}

graf_MoUSe(255,&MoUSe); 1* Presto! Our new Mouse cOMes to life. *1
}

button_waite) 1* Waits for left button to be pressed and released. *1
(

int dUM;
evnt_buttone1,1,1,&dUM,&duM,&dUM,&dUM);
evnt_buttone1,1,O,&dUM,&dUM,&duM,&dUM)i

}

•
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Enjoy word games?
TRY WORD FOR WORDTM!
Like Scrabble®, players take turns forming words
on a playing board. Unlike Scrabble, you can
design your own board and save it on the disk.
Then play with a friend or against the computer. If
you can't think of a word to play, ask WORD FOR
WORD to search its dictionary and help you out.
" ... the whole game design is extremely userfriendly . . . a winner." ANALOG COM PUTING . June 1986
" . . . It's easy to use the mouse to design and save
your own board layout . . . makes the game even
more fun." ANT IC. Apri l 1986
" .. . 1 am very impressed with Word for Word . . .full
utilization of GEM . .. solid performance . . . a joy to
play . .. attention to detail . .. excellent product."
ST APPLICAT IONS. Ja n.·Feb. 1986

To Order
Contact yo ur Ala ri ST dealer. or
send $39 .95 plu s $3.50 for
shi pping and handling. ($43.45)
California res idents add $2.40
sal es tax . ($45 .85)

Bay View Software
177 Webst er St., Suite A-295
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 373-4011

POWERPRINT gives you
the flexibility, features,
and quality that your
ST graphics demand.

FINALLY YOUR ST HAS THE PRINTING
POWER YOU NEED
• SUPPORTS ALL ST RESOLUTIONS
• 16 shades for incredible delail
• Print Ihe w hole picture or ZOOM into iust the parts you want
• ROWE. MIRROR. and INVERSE options
• MULTIPLE SIZES up 10 GIANT 6 FOOT POSTERS
• Print pic tures from DEGAS. Doodle. Neochrome, and others or use our
• SpeCial Software to Capture and print almost any ST screen
• Creole Spectacular COLOR PRINTOUTS (Requires color Ribbons)
• FULLY supporls STAR. NEC, XMM804, Citoh. Gemini. Panoso nic. EPSON and
compatible printers. Oniy $39.95

COLOR

COMPUTEREYES'M

INCREDIBLE COLOR VIDEO DIGITIZER
• The first and only full color digitizer for the S1
• Use Standard inputs like Video Camera, VCR, or
Video Disc
• Provides a full screen picture in all 3 Resolutions
• Output Compatible with Powerprint, Degas,
Neochrome, and others
COLOR COMPUTEREYES ONLY $199.95
SPECIAl OFFER: Order bolh producls and save $20.00 tram lolal.
2. HOUR HOruN£ - VISA • Mas•...ca,d Welcome

Customer SeMce line

216-374-7469

Coli Of wrHe IOf ,,.. catalog

(216) "'·5665.

Order by phone or Mnd check or money order to:
ALPHA S'YS1lMS 1012 Skyland, Maeedonla , OH ""56
Include $3.00 shp. &. hdlg. (US & Canada). Ohio
residents odd 51i2% soles lox. Foreign o rde rs odd $6.00
shp. & hdlg.

MasterCard or Visa accep ted

Work s with color (medium resolution) or monochrome monitor.

CIRCLE #125 ON READER SERV ICE CARD

WORD FOR WORD is a trademark of Bay View Software.
Scrabble is a registered trademark of Selchow & Righter Co.
CIRCLE #138 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See Them in Full Color

Play Dubl Dubl Funware's

HOME CASINO

POKERTM

on your ATARI ST color system.

• Draw Poker - Enjoy the best features of
coin-operated poker machines PLUS .

• Stud Poker - Match wits with both human
and computerized oppon ents .
• Wild cards and lots of other options
• 1 to 4 players
• Only $34.95

1.1.1. DD:rblq~~biIF~e~ware
"a.I
P.O. Box 06401
Portland, Oregon 97206
Telephone (503) 771-7833

CIRCLE #127 ON READ ER SERVICE CARD

The Navarone TIMEKEEPERTM module plugs into the cartridge port on
the Alari 520/1040 ST computers. A non-copy protected program disk is supplied that contains all the programs needed to install the TIMEKEEPERTM
and operate as either an accessory or from an AUTO folder.
TlMEKEEPERTM is no doubt the most
valuable and crucial add-on component of
your Atari ST computer system. Never
again will you have to enter the lime
and date each lime you turn on your
computer. When you turn off your
computer (or even unplug the
TlMEKEEPERTM module), it
keeps on ticking , maintaining accurate time
so you won't ever have
to worry about se tting th e
time and date again . With
TlMEKEEPER, TM you get an automatic record of time and date of every
file you create or update, right in the
directory.

FEATURES :
• Extender slot
allows use of other
cartridge products.
• Alarm software prOVided.
• Removable battery (no
need to ull-solder to
replace batteries.)
The TlMEKEEPERTM comes complete, ready
to usc, no assembly required. You don't have to lake
• Clock display
window.
your computer apart to use it.

TO ORDER: Contact your local dealer or call:
800-654-2821 in California
PRICE: '49 95
800-624-6545 Nationwide

NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC.
21109 LONGEWAY ROAD , SUITE C
SONORA, CA 95370 • (209) 533-8349
TJ.X:WWI 650-230-9046
CIRCLE #128 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REVIEWS

DataTrieve
ABACUS SOFTWARE
P. O. Box 7219, Dept. 1B
Grand Rapids, MI 49510
(616) 241-5510
$49.95

by Matthew

J. W. Ratcliff

DataTrieve is a GEM-oriented daLabase
manager for the Atari ST. The manual is
well done, with extensive examples and
screen templates. It begins with a tutorial
on creating an address database. Once
yo u've planned the fields of yom database,
you select "create" from the file menu.
You 're then presented with a familiar dialog box , where you may specify field name
and type. Types are easily indicated, by
cliG:king on one of three type icons: text,
date or nwneric. A field may also be deleted here. Once yom fields are set up, clicking on the "OK" button gets you back to
the main window.
To the far left of this window is a colwnn
of seven icons. The first is either an exclamation point or a question mark, indicating input or search modes, respectively.
Next is a gearshift lever. Cli cking on this
icon togg les between input and search
modes. The next is the eraser icon. Clicking here w ill clear all the fields in the current database. This wi ll most conunonly
be used to clear all fields before speci fying new parameters for search functions.
The next two icons are plus and minus,
which wi ll move you forward or backward
one record in the CWTent database.
The six th icon is the card file. Cli cking
here w ill bring up a display index list . in
sorted order, for the current field . This can
be used to quickly scan through a name
list, pick one and exit to the main w indow,
to see the entire data package. A scroll bar
at the bottom of this index window allows
you to step through the fields . from last
name to first name, to street . and so on.

This facilitates quick and easy manual
sea rches .
Index fields may also be defined from
the "change" pull-down menu, so that you
can specify a default sort order for yom
database-of up to twenty different fields.
These index field speCifications may be
saved and are easily redefined. For example, typically, you will look at your address
database sorting on las t name, then first,
but you inay wish La sort on zip code before printing address labels for presorted
mail. The final icon. a trash can, is self
explanatory.
The search functions are powerful, with
wild cards (such as * and? placemaI'ks,
which most DOSs accept in filenaIne specifications), range (such as 63000 - 63020,
where the tilde is the range indicator) and
an OR tag, as well. Multiple fields may be
checked at the same time.
Another conve ni ent feature of the DataTrieve program is its "subrange" option.
If you have a user group database and w ish
to create a separate mailing list for ST owners only, it can be tagged as a subrange.
This CaIl be treated as a separate database.
It can be sorted independently of the remainder of the data , saved , loaded and deleted . Block operations are supported from
the change menu. For example, you can cut
records to a clipboaI'd and paste them into
different data files.
Epson and a few other printer drivers are
avai lable for printer output. If your particular equ ipment is not supported , you can
edit the printer driver definition and save
it to disk .
Fields may be selectively printed to a
file, screen , modem or printer. You can edit
a printer mask , to customi ze your output

to continuous form labels or form letters.
DataTrieve supports DIF (Data Interchange
Format). to read or write text fil es for yom
database.
Finally, DataTrieve gives us several mask
editors, for the screen, to create lists and
for printer output. The screen editor allows
you to size each field individually. It's also
a graphic editor; boxes, circles, lines, color, text style and shading may be defined
for each field of your database. This allows
you to create a customized input window
that's pleasing to the eye, giving yom database a professional look.
It took a bit of practice on my part, but
once I got used to it, I found the screen
mask editor very powerful-and actually
fun to use. It's much like a resource construction set editor, in that you are defining your own custom input dialog (a full
window, really) for the database. It's truly
impressive.
DataTrieve uses the mouse and GEM interface well. If you prefer a speedier form
of commw1ication, the icons in the main
window may be simulated by direct keyboard input (such as Fl for shifting between input and search modes) . Most of
the pull-down fWlctions are also available
from keyboard control. The GEM interface
makes DataTrieve fairly easy to learn, and
the keyboard commands make interaction
with the program fast , once you're familiar with its operation.
J put together a database from my battered old address book . DataTrieve's overall performance was smooth. I didn't run
into any apparent bugs, and the software
was fast when using a RAMdisk. A vertical scroll bar to the right of the display
keeps you informed at al l times about how
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J&f.~'%r' Reviews continued
much free RAM yo u have in your current
database.
I don't use database software often, so
for me, it has to be simple to learn and use.
DataTrieve certainly fits that bill. It is limited , in that it can't perform mathematical
functions on your files, but the calculator
symbol in the screen mask edi tor (which
is "not implemented in the current version
of DataTrieve") indicates that future versions of the program might support math
functions.
I have, basically, only minor complaints
about Datarrieve. First, it's copy protected,
and the manual does not tell you this (al-

though it is indicated on the registration
card). I was "apparently" able to make a
backup copy of the program. But , when I
attempted to add to a database, the mouse
pointer disappeared and I couldn't do anything else.
When you en ter a field, pressing the F2
key files it to disk. The program seems to
buffer very little information in memory
and does a great deal of disk I/O. You will
find it somewhat slow, wlless you make effective use of a RAM disk.
The printer mask editor has an annoying quirk . Once your database is defined,
yo u will want to generate a custom output

mask for printing labels or forms. Upon
entering the printer editor, all the fields are
defaulted to 40 columns, instead of being
defined from the field length settings. The
end result: you'll have to dupli cate yow- efforts in field sizing. However, this is only
a minor nuisance. I found DataTrieve's performance to be predictable and remarkably bug-free, and ca n safely recommend
this product. //

and checkbook program. These wil l show
you how easy your own applicat ions can
be to use. You select commands simply by
clicking a button with the mouse. For example, to add a new name to your mail list
manager file, click on the "New" button.
To search for a record , type in the name
you want and click the "Retrieve" button.
The ent ire record will come on-screen.
Cli ck on the "Report" button, and Regent Base will load in another form for
printing reports. (You call use the same table in severa l different forms.) The report
generator is an impressive application in
itself. It prints envelopes, Federal Express
airbills, a phone book, and can merge data
with Regent Word II documents.
Three menus also appea r at the top of
your forms. The desk menu , of cow'se, lets
you rWl desktop accessories. The co ntrol
menu lets you quit the program or go to
the editor for changes. Regent Base supports a wide variety of printers, and yo u
can select one from the printer menu .
Sorting necessitates a separate progranl.
It physically rearranges the data in your
ta ble. You can sort records in ascending
or descending order, by one, two or three
fields . To sort large tables, you' ll de finitely need a megabyte.
I was imp ressed with how quickly Regent Base saved and retri eved data, especially on a hard disk. As for the database
program's speed-well , it's about what you
would expect from uncompiled BASIC.
The real fun comes in writing your own
applications. Regent Base gives you a nwnber of tools that make this easy.
Regent Base takes a right-brain/left-brain
approach to creating a database. The form
ed itor, used to make applications, comes
with object and procedure editors. The object editor appeals to your aesthetic nature,

by letting you design those attractive GEM
screens with input and output boxes, and
mouse-controlled buttons. The procedw-e
ed itor uses your analytical sk ill s, in writing instructions to make the form work.
The object editor yields a blank screen,
and a palette of boxes and buttons . You can
add edit boxes for data entry, text stri ng
buttons for box labels and titles, command
buttons, and output boxes for prompts and
messages from the application. (You can
also display messages in the status line at
the top of the window.) To add a box , simply drag it from the palette to the screen.
Resize boxes by dragging the right side. A
box can be any length you want , but you 're
limited to one line per box.
You'll need to make note of the field
numbers of your boxes. Regent Base offers
a "Show Field #'s" option in the special
menu , to display them. However, if YOLl
have a lot of boxes on the screen , the nWllbers may appear garbled.
With Regent Base's typestyle and color
variety, you won't have to settle for boring
screen prompts. Enter text in sizes from
8 to 24 point , in bold , itali c, underlined,
outlined or shadowed text. You may us e
up to four colors on your screen to make
a n attractive display.
Still , it's not mLlch use having a pretty
face-unless you have brains to go with
it. With the procedw-e editor, you tell Regent Base how the form will operate. The
programming language uses self-explanatory, plain English commands. If you've
had at least a little experience in programming , especially in BASIC, you 'll have no
trouble using Regent Base.
The command set is fairly completeand powerful. You'll find most commands
you' ll need , including math functions, record updates, text-appending strings and se-

Regent Base
REGENT SOFTWARE
7131 Owensmouth, Suite 45A
Canoga Park, CA 91303
(818) 882-2800
$99.95

by

~atUnevv

Stern

Unt il now, there seeme d to be only two
types of datab ases for the ST. One gave
s imple-to-use pull-down menus, but was
frustratingly limited. The other offered the
power of an IBM database, but not the convenient mouse controls expected on the
ST. With Regent Software's Regent Base,
yo u finally get the power of a relational
database language, like dBase III, in an
easy-to-use, mouse-controlled package.
Rather than translate a CP/M, IBM or a
mainframe database, Regent Software created an entirely new database language especially for the ST. Instead of some cryptic
prompts, Regent Base presents you with
familiar GEM windows and the drop-down
menus. You also get GEM's graphic capabilities : you design screens by moving boxes and button icons; and enter text in a
nwnber of sizes, colors and typestyles. Regent Base gives you the ability to create
"user friend ly" database applic ations.
Regent Base even makes it easy to select and run databases. A handy menu program lists the Regent Base programs and
available database applications, or "forms."
Cli ck on the application you want, and ,
when you quit , it will take you back to the
menu . You can also launch Regent Word
n , their word processor, from the menu.
Your Regent Base files, or "tables," are
disk based. They're not limited to available
computer memory, as is the case with other database programs. Still, the company
recommends that yo u use Regent Base on
an ST with at least 1 megabyte. I've been
able to use it on an unexpanded 520ST, by
disabling most of my desk accessories.
To help you get started, Regent Base has
two complete forms: a m ail list manager
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lective replacement and re cord deletion .
It also has relational commands, for data

in two tables. Regent Base supports a variety of field types, including alphanumeric , text only, dates (in abbreviated , extended or European formats), integers and decimal numbers in a format you choose.
It also has commands to speed up search
and retrieval of data. Instead of searching
through the entire file for a record , you can
create an "index ," w hich contains only the
fields you want to search through.
The langu age is structured , and lends
itself to the easy insertion and removal of
modules. For example, the mail list has a
command to update changes to an existing
record. On the form , the "Up date" button
is fi eld number 32. To perform the commands to update the record, I entered:

IF USER$=32 THEN UPDATE;
It tells Regent Base: if the user clicks on

field number 32 (the Update button), go
to a subroutine called Update. There, Regent Base w ill find the instructions to perform that comma nd . (Incidentally, if you
prefer the keyboard to the mouse, you can
assign commands to the function keys.)
You ca n also run one form from an other. To run that report printing form , we
used the command :

RUN HAILRPT.FRH;

h;/nt 8m

t ontr~ l

Printm
R! tnt Bm foMs PrOtfSStt
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ul ian.
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A sample screen from Regent Base,
the Mail List Manager.

This closes the current form and runs the
one specified. So, instead of creati ng (and
possibly debugging) a large form, you can
break it up into some smaller modules.
For printing, Regent Base gives you several powerful commands. You may print
headers and footers , embed page numbers
and the current date, and use underlined ,
bold or elongated text. Your reports w ill
look as attractive as your screens do.
The only major drawback to the procedural editor is the editor itself. It h as very
limited editing features. Fort unately, you
can write your program with a word processor (like Regent Word II), save it as a
text file and read it into Regent Base.

CHILDREN'S
f:DUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
fOR YOURATARI ST

Since Regent Base is a programming language, it will take a little bit more work
on your part to design an application than
would a predefined database, like Timeworks' Data Manager ST. However, Regent
Base offers you more power and flexibility. You can program the functions that you
will use over and over. Instead of clicking
on field boxes and selecting the commands
from a menu, you can put all thos e functions on a single button. Furthermore, Regent Base gives you GEM-oriented controls
and a comprehensible procedural language
- both of which are as easy to learn as is
the usual database.
If you want a powerful data management
system that you can easily modify for your
needs, Regent Base would b e an excellen t
choice. H

Matthew Stern has written about a
number of computer systems, including
the Commodore 64/128, Apple Macintosh, IBM PC and Atari ST. H e c urrently works as a technical writer at AST
Research. If you have any questions, you
can reach him at the ATARI16 forum on
CompuServe. His ID number is 73547,
2420.

C CODE FOR THE ST
source code, of course
PC/MPX

$45

• light-weight processes from C functions

Coder's Prolog in C
· Addition
· Subtraction
· Multiplication
· Division
· Equations
· Word Probl
· Multiple
Activities &
Difficulty
Levels
· Superb
Graphics

Ages
5-10

lor2
players

$45

• basic Prolog inference engine

Translate Rules to C

$30

• C programs from if-then-else rule sets

YACC & PREP

$25

• parser generator for LALR(l) grammars

LEX

$25

• lexical analyzer generator

tiny-c interpreter & shell

$20

• includes tiny-c shell and book

C Tools

. $15

• grep, roft, hash, pp, exception macros, etc.

OTHER AVAIlABLE TITLES
READ 8( RHYME
fRACTION ACTION
KINDERAMA
DECIMAL DUNGEON

**

*
*

2950 E. Flamingo
Greenview Plaza, Suite B
Las Vegas, NV 89Ul
(702) 737-8862
CIRCLE #129 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Austin Code Works
11100 Leafwood Lane
Austin, Texas 78750-9409
(512) 258-0785
Fre e shipping on U.S. prepaid orders
CIRCLE #130 ON READER SERVICE CARD

No credit cards

Al~i'

Reviews

continued

I *S Talk
BATTERIES INCLUDED
30 Mural Street
Richmond Hill, Ontario
Canada L4B 1B5
(416) 881·9816
$79.95

by D. F. Scott
The larger the available RAM in a new
computer, the larger programs become to
fill that RAM. I*S Talk is huge-perhaps
too huge. Its wild concoction of functions
reminds me of an old "Saturday Night
Live" routine, where Dan and Gilda would
fight about whether the foam in the convenient aerosol can was a floor wax or a
dessert topping-only to have spokesperson Chevy reassure them, "It's a floor wax
and a dessert topping!" I've tried to convince myself that I*S Talk is a terminal
emulator and a spelling checker, and a
memo pad, and a calendar, and a text
editor. ..
Now out from a 5'14-inch disk packet
pops a 3'h-inch disk labeled I*S Bridge.
"Oops," I thought, "I've got the wrong
disk." (Besides, I can't play bridge. ) Bridge's
purpose, I discovered, is to act as a starting point for I*S Talk, the file recovery
program Goodies, and the Isgur Portfolio
System (a separate financial management
program currently marketed by Batteries
Included). Bridge lets the user set the
calendar date and jot down dated memos,
which may serve as reminders of future
events.
Bridge always boots with November 20,
1985. It doesn't matter if you've already set
the date before; you have to do it agai n if
you want to check for current memos. Of
course, to do this you need to know the
date. The profusion of paper calendars in
existence is testament to the fact that humankind has a difficult time remembering what day it is. So if you already have
a real calendar, why do you need a phony
elec tronic one?
Faced with my initial disappointment,
I could have used a few Goodies. Goodies
claims to recover only memo files accidentally "corrupted" by 1* S Bridge. "Goody,"
I thought, "Every time I write a new memo,
the rest teeter on the brink of electronic
extinction." Since each memo shares the
same two files , once one memo is shot,
they all fall dead.
What, then, does Bridge do? I've found
a purpose for this rascal: I*S Talk is more
susceptible to bombing when run without
Bridge's assistance.
After Talk is loaded, the unused RAM
is christened the "memory buffer." If one
chooses to use the FUNKEY.ACC desk accessory (which allows switching from
mouse input to keyboard) or to load the
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spelling dictionary, the memory buffer's
size is reduced. This buffer is used to hold
the text of an on-line session (yes, this is
a telecommunications program), lelling the
u ser scroll through the text with the GEM
scroll bar. Loaded with Bridge, Talk's buffer is about 141K on a 520ST. With the accessory and 88K dictionary loaded, the
buffer is reduced to a bit less than 55Kstill adequate.
Batteries Included should know about
spelling checkers, having published Thunder!, but I*S Talk's checker is little more
than a "Fizzle."
Playing "Beat the Editor" with the spelling checker, I loaded my last 32K ANALOG Computing article into the capture
buffer. After 20 minutes and 45 seconds
of stops and inqui r ies, the checker found
151 words not in its library-44 of which
can be found in a standard English dictionary. Twenty-one "stop words" were contractions-like isn't and we're.
The checker did find one typo-a letter
e in the word disasterous. Just to get back
at it, I uncovered a typo in the dictionary
itself: the word arbitratiyonal. So there!

1* S Talk's box promises that all updates
to the spelling dictionary can be saved to
the disk permanently. So far, thi s hasn't
worked for me.
I've completed my review of the "dessert
topping" portion of our program; now, let's
go on to the "floor wax"-the terminal.
This is the slippery part.
Talk's main terminal window is topped
by a seven-selection menu bar. In each
drop-down or dialog-box menu, there's an
alternate keyboard selection for each item.
Overall, user interaction with the program
is thorough and well thought out. The actual code doesn't seem to have been so
thoughtfully conceived . For instance, once
the FUNKEY.ACC accessory is installed ,
use of the compose window via the mouse,
instead of the keyboard, can cause the program to bomb. The window is supposed
to allow me to type what I want, check my
spelling, and then send it.
The capture buffer editor allows the user
to trim captured text down to size before
saving it , and even check the spelling. You
cannot go into the capture buffer and add
text directly; this isn't a word processor.

(F2JFile (F3JEdit (F4JForM (FSJPhone (F9JKeys (F10JReplay

Hils Talk J
outdoor carpet in
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You can "mark" a section of tex t by mousedraw ing a rectangle around it, then move
or delete it. My version has a hard time
with marked text, which should be displayed in the "light" font . Some letters go
unmarke d.
The on ly text replacement the edit feature supports is exchanging a m isspelled
word for its correct spelling - but there's
a bug here, too. When a misspelled word
is found , the cursor resides at the end of
that word. Should the correct spelling be
a few letters shorter, the cursor only backspaces the nwnber of characters in the correct spelling. Thus, the typo taIl k wou ld
be replaced with tta lk.
To send or rece ive, you use the transfer
sc ree n , which looks li ke a jammed telephone switchboard. If you 're in a hurry to
up- or down load , this tangle of selections
ca n be horrifying .
Besides the transfer screen, h5 Talk
offers some useful features, one of which
is the au to-lag-on. However, sometimes the
auto -dia ler won't get my VM520 modem's
attention, unless coaxed about six times
to do so.
Please, watch ou t for the CTRL-O keystroke (used on Delphi to skip unwanted
tex t). Talk (for no apparent reason) recogni zes CTRL-O as a command to "suspend
all user input to this program ." In other
words, the program locks up.
The form /sett ings combination allows

the setting of termina l parameters . Some
of the extra features are : the choice of an
underli ne or block-form cursor (1 like under'lines-they're wlubtru sive); the choice
of baud rates between no and 96 00; and
a scroll-sett ing fea t ure, which allows text
to hop up the sc ree n norm ally or " fin escroll " upward slowl y. This is as much an
example of fine scrolling as the Korean version of King Kong was a n exa mpl e of fine
animation. I may as we ll have a 11O-baud
modem.
Talk also supports the use of macros,
predefined tex t strings th at may be transmitted wit h a simple combination of keystrokes-a handy fea ture.
The following rece ives my "Fibber McGee F loor Wax Award for Least Usefu l
Special Feature in a Program." The replay
feature is supposed to work like a tape
recorder, memorizing and saving to the
disk a sequence of commands for playback
at a later date. This way, if yo u use the
same key sequences every day, you won' t
have to type them in each time.
Sounds useful, do es it? I started a recording, logged onto Delphi , went to the
Atari SIG, read a piece of mail, logged off,
and shut off the record er. P lay ing back the
recording, I was treated to a computerized
rendition of exactly what I had not done.
The mouse pointer (even at fas t playback
speed) crept up to the menu bar by itself,
wild ly jiggli ng the Phone and Keys menus

back and forth. It then went to the main
window and settled doV\'l1 , while th e terminal dia le d exactly four of the necessary
seven dig its requ ired to complete a legiti m ate phone number. Satisfied with th at ,
it diligent ly tri e d to log me off. Failing. of
co urse, it sent me a message (fea turing that
d isgusting li tt le hand) telling me my modem was off, then quit altoge ther.
The best part of Talk is the documentation . It's quality can best be described in
two words: Sheldon Leemon. I-Ie's worked
va li a ntly to make up for 1*5 Talk's dismal
programming, by attempting to redeem it
in English. I wish he had wr itten th e
program.
Batteries Included has proven in the past
that it ca n produce efficient and reliable
software. In spite of th e company's rep utation , I recommend that Batteries Include d scrap this product and rewrite it from
by te one-or else hire Chev y Chase as
company spokesman. H

D. F. Scott is an artist , writer, educator and programmer jiving in Oklahoma
City. He is currently engaged in the
study of quantum physics, computing,
an d other ways in which elementOl'Y particles interact with each other. Otherw ise, h e f ills infin ite p ieces of paper.
(Revi ews continued on page 76)

Attention Pro rammers!
ANALOG Computing is interested in programs, articles, tutorials and hardware/software review submissions dealing with the whole line of Atari personal computers, including the new ST
models. If you feel that you can write as well as you can program, then submit those articles
and reviews that have been floating around in your head , awaiting publication . This is your opportunity to share your knowledge with the growing family of Atari computer owners.

All submissions for publication, both program listings and text, should be provided in printed
and magnetic form. Typed or printed copy of text is mandatory and should be in upper and lower
case with double spacing. By submitting articles to ANALOG Computing, authors acknowledge
that such materials, upon acceptance for publication, become the exclusive property of ANALOG Computing. If not accepted for publication , the articles and/or programs will remain the
property of the author. If submissions are to be returned , please supply a self-addressed , stamped
envelope. All subm issions of any kind must be accompanied by the author 's full address and
telephone number.

Send programs to :
Editor, ANALOG Computing
P.O. Box 23, Worcester, MA 01603.
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The //;'S/ softwale to combine

Computet Aided Design
Gnd

Desktop Publishing
in a single environment.
WRITTEN and DESIGNED By Peter Naleszkiewicz

AUXILIARY SOFTWARE:
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FONT EDITOR
"

,

$79.95

Use to create new Graphic Artist ronts
(like the one you are reading), or
modiry existing ones.
A VAILABLE NOW.

~

FONTPACK -}

$49.95

Four additional ront styles,
including the two used in this ad.
A VAILABLE NOW.

TECHNIQUES and TIPS

$39.95

A guide r or both beginner and expert. Includes rile
rormat
descriptions. A VAILABLE IN NOVEMBER.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING LIBRARY $49.95
Dozens or userul pictures as symbols. IN NOVEMBER.

ELECTRONICS LIBRARY

$49.95
A set or electronic symbols. IN DECEMBER.
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"The GRAPHIC ARTIST is one or the rirst
programs that tries to take advantage or
the tremendous power or the ST ... the
rirst ST program to use the printer to its
highest resolution and the results are
extremely impressive ... The GRAPHIC ARTIST
can indeed produce pror essional drawings
... quite an impressive product."
- Current Notes
"PCA's GRAPHIC ARTIST is a very
sophisticated program that manipulates
graphics and text ror sending to a plotter,
laser printer or dot matrix printer.
GRAPHIC ARTIST has proressional level
ambitions in computer aided design (CAD) ,
business graphics and desktop publishing.
You can create some great on-screen
graphics with the GRAPHIC ARTIST, but the
program's real purpose is to print its end
results ..:
- Antic Publishing

.. THIS ENTIRE AD "AS DESIGNED WITH
AND PRINTED BY THE
GRAPHIC ARTIST
and FONTPACK- I USING AN HP LASERJET
PRINTER, Shown ACTUAL .Iz.. ••
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GAME
LOW RESOLUTION ONLY

Money
A SPECIAL INCLUSION

A sound and graphics demonstration.
by Bruce and Lynn Holloway
The program and source files for this game were far too
long for inclusion here. They can be found on this month's
disk version, or on the ANALOG Computing Atari Users'
Group on Delphi. The article that follows is complete; there
is no DOC file on disk or on Delphi .
Enough of this futzing around. I'd had the ST since September, and all I'd written were a couple of nongraphic
GEMDOS programs-and those were from my CompuPro
at work. I'd seen those demos with the objects bouncing
around the screen in living , breathing color, and had muttered to myself, "I could do that."
So I hauled out Alcyon C, MINCE and all those developer's manuals, and pored over them, trying to make some
sens e of them . The fruits of this labor? Money!

Money is the root of all evil . ..
But you never have enough . The object of Money is to
grab as many of the coins bouncing around the screen as
possible and deposit them, by dropping them through the
slot in the top of the bank. You have five rounds of thirty
seconds each, to collect as much cash as possible before
the bank closes. You grab a coin by moving the mouse cursor to the coin and pressing the left mouse button . You
drop a coin by releasing the button . Simplicity.
Banks can get rather picky about the money they deposit . Slugs really make them mad. They'll take the full
value of the slug from your account to cover the loss. Better to destroy these crude imitations of good money than
to risk giving them to the bank. Get rid of coins by moving the mouse cursor over a slug and pressing the right
mouse button. You can remove a coin you've grabbed, too;
get a good grip with the left button and blast away. But
remember, destroying good money is a Federal crime.
After any round you've manage d to get through with-

out depositing slugs or destroying real money, you can try
for even bigger bucks in a bonus rowld. Blasting a coin
in a bonus round merely changes it to another type. At
the end of a rOlmd, matching coins are added into your
bank account.
You have five rowlds to go for all the gold you can get.
Where else can you find an arcade game you get quarters
from?
The details.
Money is written in C and 68000 assembly language
(which is what GEM and the Atari ST were really designed
to work with). A number of little tricks it uses to get the
most from the system aren't well described in any of the
Atari documentation ... such as Vertical Blank Interrupt
(VEl) routines.
A VEl runs while the video beam is moving from the
bottom to the top of the screen, after drawing a complete
image. It does this about fifty times a second, and small
routines can be run while it's retracing . Routines that need
to run at well-specified intervals are good candidates for
VEls.
Money uses a VEl to dynamically change the colors in
its logo. According to the Atari docs , you'd assume that
all you'd have to do is fill in a table entry .. . but there's
more than that. You can't even touch the table, unless your
program is rurming under supervisor mode instead of under user mode (the default).
The example in Listing 1 takes as an argwnent a pointer to a function , and sets it up as a VEl routine, started
on the next vertical blank and continued for each one
thereafter. Please note that the example listings are not
complete programs , but are intended only to illustrate
some of the programming techniques used in Money. The
complete game, as well as all source code, can be found,
as stated above, on this month's disk, or on the ANALOG
Computing Atari Users' Group on Delphi.
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i41~t'r Money continued
The animator - vro_cpyfm.
A lot of programs write to the screen directly with their
sprites and figures, because their programmers couldn't
figure out h ow to use GEM's bit-blitter, Copy Opaque.
Ass uming you have an image in device-specific format
(and if you don't , you need to use vr_ trnfm -transform
form), all you nee d to do is set up the two Memory Form
Descriptor Blocks (MFDB) and the coordinates to which
you want to place the image, and you're all set. Listing
2 shows how Money sets up the MFDBs in order to disp lay the cursor.
One of the really useful features that Atari added into
GEM was the ability to draw to a hidden screen (or logical screen) while displaying the real screen (or physical
screen) , and to flip between the two. This is the technique Money uses to get smooth animation.
The process is a simple one. Set the logical screen to
your own internal buffer, using the _setScreen extended
BIOS func tion. Clear the logical screen , or copy a previously drawn background from another buffer. Display all
your forms . Swap the logical and physical screens to disp lay the new drawing, then go back to the beginning.
For more detailed information, refer to the extensively
commented C source. It w ill show you the exact way in

which these techniques can be used to make fast, smooth ,
full-color animation on your ST a reality. H
Bruce Holloway is a software engineer with Digital Research, Inc. , and was one of the winners of the 1986 In ternational Obfuscated C Contest, an annual contest the
object of which is to write unreadable code.
Lynn Holloway is a free- lance documentation writer who
gets to test Bruce's software. She offered invaluable programming suggestions and proofread the article.
Listing 1.
C listing.

*MMW"MMM"M""""""""""""I'"""""""""""!,""""""""""""""""""""MMM"""""""
UBLANK(fn_pointer)
:

(Mfn_pointer) () J

HORD

S4!ts up IIfn_pointer" to be a UBI routin@.

:
_vblankl

.globl

_vblank

Move • •

IIvbl1,-(SP)
IITRAP4, - (SP)
115,-(SP)
1113
12 (SP), Dl
114
DO,4 (SP)
1113
U8,SP

TRAPs are an easy way to get
into systeM Mode, 50 weill
set up our own TRAP 4 handler,
execute it, and reMove it.
01 points to our UBI routine.
Call our handler to set it.
Now restore the old handler.

UBLO,AO
NUBLS,DZ

Now we can look at the systeM
variables. Get the base of

[AO).

nUMber of entries into D2.

Move.W
Moue.w
trap

Move.l
trap

Move.l

trap
add.1
rts

Move.l

vbl1.

vbl21

Move.W
sub.w

tH,D2

Move.l

DZ,vb12
vblB
Dl, - (AO)

tst.l
dbeq
bne

vblO,

rto

WRITE P.O. BOX 13428

520 S1 BIW
598.00
ATARI20 MEG
HARD DRIVE
648.00
DBL SIDED DRIVE
218.00
COLOR MONITOR
318.00
BIW MONITOR
168.00
10 F1. DISK DRIVE CABLE 18.00

520 ST ENTERTAINMENT
ARENA .
. ..... 24.99
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING .. 27.99
CHESS .................. .. . 42.99
EIGHT BALL
............ 29.99
F·15 STRIKE EAGLE
.... 29.99
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
.. . 38.99
JET .
. 38.99
KINGS QUEST II .............. 32.99
LEADER BOARD ....•... .. . 29.99
MAJOR MOTION
... 29.99
OGRE ............. . . . . . .... 27.99
TENTH FRAME .
.. 29.99
SUPER HUEY . .
. . .. 29.99
STKARATE
.. 29.99

WINTER GAMES ............. 29.99
WORLD GAMES . .
. . 29.99

520 ST UTILITIES
NEOCHROME .... ..... .. .... 29.99
N-VISION ....... . . ... . ...... 29.99
PAINTWORKS . ... .. ..•.... . . 45.99
PAPERCLIP ELITE ..... .•.. .. . 1>'.99
PAYROLL .. . .. ... ....... .. .. 69.99
PERSONAL PASCAL ... . .. . ... 49.99
PERSONAL PROlOG . .
. .58.99
PERSONAL MONEY
MANAGEMENT . .
. . 34.99
PHILONIFAST BASIC. . . . . . . . l1li.99
PRINTMASTER ..... .. .•. . ... 29.99
PAINTMASTER ART
GALLERY I,ll .........•..... 19.eII
PAINTMASTER ART
GALLERY III ...... ........ . :ze.eII
PROfESS. BUSINESS LETTERS 34.99
REGENT BASE ............... 69.99
REGENTPAK ... ...... . ...... 32.eII
REGENT WORD I . . . .. .. . ..... 34.99
REGENT WORD II (GEM VRSN) . 611.99
RIGHT90 .. .... .. ........... 22.99
RUBBER STAMP ............. 29.99
SERIES BUNDLE (CD AP. GL) .. 132.99

HOW TO ORDER: CASHIER CHECK, MONEY ORDER, MASTERCARD' , or VISA'
(Add 4'Mo lor charge card.) .•. NO PERSONAL CHECKS • .• NO C.O.O: , ... SHIP·
PED U.P.S. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
SHIPPING: Prompl one day shipping on in-.'ock mere hand I••. Ohio re.ldenls add
5.5% .al•• lax. Add $3.00 on all order. under $100.00. Add $5.00 on .11 orders over
$100.00.
INTERNATIONAL: Acluallreighl charge on all orders oul.ide Ihe conllnenlal Uniled
Siale. including A .P.O.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
CIRCLE #132 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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for an unused entry.
Set i t to our routin~,
~xit.

Listing 2.
C listing .

COLUMBUS, OHIO ~213

)I~ATAR( ST COMPUTERS

r-----....:;..,:..::.---..,
520 S1 COLOR
168.00

UBI table into A9, and the

Go through the table looking

~nd

ELECTRONIC ONE *
CALL (614) 864·9994

and return.

1*
*1

HeMor~ forM Definition BloCk structur@. This is the structure
used b~ URO_CPYfH to define the size, forMat, and location of
the aniMated iMages.

ltd. fI n. HfDB
HfDB (

)1

struct _M'db
HORD *M.....pat;
1* Po inter to the forM
HORD M......fwidth;
1* Width of the forM, in pixelS
HORD ",-fheightl
1* Height of the forM, i n pixelS
HORD ",-w i dthl
1* Width of the forM, in words
HORD ILforMatJ
1* forM forMat CO=Machine dependent
HORD ",-pianesl
1* NUMber of planes C4=low res,
2=Med res,
~=high res)
HORD "'-dUMM~[311 1* Unused words.

HfDB dMfdb

=<

0, 0, 8, 0,
8, 8, 8, 8,

e

)I

HfDB MMfdb

cursJ

)j

~ou

refers to the screen, and the
other paraMet.rs get ignOred.

1* 5et up HfOB for the Mouse
1* House forM defined elsewhere
/* 16 pixels wide
1* And 16 pixels high
1* 16 p ix elS fit in ~ word
1* forM is deVice-specific
1* four planes for low res Mode

161
16 ,
1;
01
41

1* And

1* 5et up HfDB for the screen
1* When "-PAT is zero, the HfOB

Might use code like this to

displa~

i~

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

*1

Mouse_displa~Cx,y)

WORD x,
(

~J

HORD

px~

[BII

1* selects the entire forM for draWing
P X ~[OI
0;
px~[11
8;
px~[21 = 151
px~[:n = 151

*1

1* this is where i t goes on the screen
px~[41 = x;
PX~[5) = ~I
px~[61
X+151 PX~[71
~+151

*1

=

=

=
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An inside look at
Soft Logik's desktop publishing program.
by Shawn Fogle
The power which desktop publishing has
brought to individuals and businesses is
now ava ilable to the Atari ST user. Desktop publ ishing provides a comprehens ive
page layout system, to be us ed in setting
up th e fin ished product for newsletters ,
f lyers, documentat ion, forms , charts, and
much more. Most of the products on th e
market-and th ere are several now ava ilable for the ST - also allow for pictures or
grophics to be integrated into the text.
These systems offer you a word proces sor, page layout and forms crea tor, all in
one. Most popular printers with reasonable
graphics output w ill suffice, although laser printers with postscript capa bility are
highly recomm ended.
We asked Shawn Fogle , Director of Marketing for Soft Logik Corp. , to provide our
readers with an overview of their product,
Publishing Pariner. This is not a review,
but an introduction to a new product by
someone who knows it best.
Many of th e features descri bed here relate specifically to the Soft Logik product.
Other products on the market may offer
more features or less . ST-Log wi ll continue
covero ge of th e desktop publishing f ield ,
with complete reviews of this product and
oth ers, in th e coming months.
Desktop publishing is quickly becoming
a new software category. Its immense popularity stems from people's desire to produce professional-looking documents with
a personal computer. If you've ever tri ed
to crea te a newsetter or flyer with the assistance of a typesetter, you w ill quickly
apprec iate the advantages of a professional

"do it yourse lf" desktop publishing program.
The purpose of this overview is to outline the many wlique features Publishing
Parlner offers. After the software has been
loaded, you will see the screen d isplay in
Figure 1, below.
You 'll notice the familiar pull-down menus at the top of the screen, along with a
toolbox at the right. The toolbox contains
many drawing tools-such as c ircles, ellipses, boxes, rowlded-corner boxes, horizontal and vertical lines, diagonal lines,
polygons, and a freehand drawing mode.
In addition to the drawing tools previously listed, you ca n choose from the for ty-

Desk File Create-Layout

Vie~

e ight supplied fill patterns and thirty-two
colors, along with over ninety different line
types and thicknesses (including beginning
and endin g line attributes, such as arrows,
rounded-corner lines and square lines) .
Also located in the lower portion of the
toolbox is a page indica tar, displaying the
current page number. By clicking on arrows below this page number, you 're able
to move from page to page. If you in stead
click on the displayed page number, you'll
see a dialog box whi ch will permit you to
go d irectly to a desired page. This shortcut eliminates having to "flip" through ten
pages if you only wanted to view page 10.
You can create a document containing up

Style ForMat Edit

2

Figure 1.
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to ninety-nine pages. On a 512K system,
maximum document size is about twentyfive pages. If you have a megabyte or more
of RAM , you can easily create a docwnent
that exceeds fifty pages. A document's size
is only limited by available memory.
Publishing Partner also allows for the
creation of master pages. Most word processors let you create items called headers and footers, merely a repeating line at
the top and bottom of every page. Publishing Partner has taken this idea one step
further. Suppose you want something-a
line, pi cture and page number- to appear
on every page. This can be easily accomplished by placing it on a master page. If
you're working with a double-sided document and place information on the left
master page, that information will only be
repeated on even-nwnbered pages. If your
information is placed on the right master
page, it will be repeated on all of the oddnumbered pages. In a single-sided document, if you place information on a master page, it will be repeated on every page.
The information in a master page can be
changed at any time.
The PIC option from the toolbox permits
you to import any picture formatted by DEGAS, Neo-Chrome or Tiny, and locate it
anywhere in a docwnent. Once a pictum's
been placed, it can be moved , reduced , enlarged or trimmed at any time.
With this option, you will easily be able
to mix text and graphics in your compositions. Publishing Partner can read any picture you want to use-Iow-, mediwn- or
high-resolution-and convert it to the resolution you are using. A picture converted
from one resolution to another mayor may
not look attractive, depending on the colors
used (and , of course, other factors) in the
first version.
Publishing Partner employs a "What you
see is what you get" (WYSIWYG) user interface. If you create a multicolumn document , you will see the columns on your
screen exactly as they will print. The nwnber of colwnns is limited only by available
free RAM; each will occupy approximately
4K. Colwnns (often called text blocks) can
be created by either pointing, clicking and
dragging the mouse, or using the "Create
Columns" option from the "Create-Layout"
drop-down menu. Each option has its own
advantages.
If you want to place text on a page, you
don't have to create a COlUIllll for it - this
helps preserve memory. There are benefits
in entering text inside or outside a block.
When your text is inside a colwnn , you'll
get the advantages of word wrap, hyphenation (manually inserting soft hyphens),
search and replace, text routing (linking
colwnns together, so text will automatically flow from colUIlll1 to colUIlll1), centering,
block left, block right , character justify or
word justify, in addition to many common
word-processing commands, like move to
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beginning of line, end of line, top of column , bottom of colunU1, etc.
Once copy has been entered into a colwnn , the colwnn can be moved, reduced
or enlarged. Any tex t inside will automatically reflow within the new dimensions.
Unless the columns have been text routed,
editing information in one will not affect
anything else on the page. Tllis is ex tremely useful when working with a page that
contains several columns.
Tex t entered outside a colwnn is treated
as if it were a graphi c element (a line, box,
circle, etc.) While yo u lose the advantages
of word wrap, search and replace, and so
on, you do gain the ability to move text
around the page by simply dragging it, via
the mouse. To move tex t already inside a
column , you will have to use the traditional copy to and from buffer conU11ands.

Stylizing text.
Text can be stylized in many ways. Publishing Partner offers:

Bac\<...s\an\
Bold
Double Underline
Italicize
Light
Mirror 1m1iM

Outline

IjiM4i¥ii1!I¥J
~hmco1@w

Strike Through

Tall
Underline
Upside Down VVide

nb2!qs

DOMU

Figure 2.
You can mi x and match a ny combination
of attributes and thus create an entirely
new font. In addition to adjusting the text
attributes, you can also adjust the spacing.
Publishing Partner permits you to adjust
letter spacing (the amount of space used
to separate characters), as well as line spacing. Line spacing can be set be tween 1;'
point and 63% points (1 point = '/ 72 inch).
The letter and line spacing can be preset,
so defined settings are us ed whe n typ ing.
If the line spacing were set to 1 point , Publishing Partner would us e that value when
entering text. Otherwise, you can highlight
a section of tex t, and adjust its letter and
character spacing as desired. This is especially useful if you need "just one more
line" in a colwnn. 8y slightly adjusting the
amount of white space between each character and line, you can sneak in a few more
words. This feature can be a lifesaver when
preparing brochures a nd newsletters.

Since Publishing Partner permits you to
mix typ e sizes anywhere on a page, standard spacing rules for super- and subscript
no longer apply. For this reason , Publishing Partner p ermits you to adjust superand subs cript spacing values, up to 63 ';'
points above or below the baseline.
Publishing Partner lets you adjust page
size up to 18 inches by 18 inches. Several
preset page sizes are available, including
letter, legal, A4 and 85 (European standards). If you wish to combine two files
into one, the "Append" option will prove
to be very helpful.
When printing a document , you can
specify a range of pages to print , (i.e. , two
copies of pages 3 through 7 of a 12-page
document). You can also specify that the
pages be printed at actual s ize, reduced or
enlarged, from 15% to 999%.
Publishing Partner even supports color
separation. Using the "Color" option from
the toolbox, you can specify the color of
text , lines and fill patterns. When printing, you can instruct the program to print
all or a specific color. For example, s uppose you want to print a three-colUlnn
newsle tter in black ink, with the headline
appearing in red. Using the program , yo u
can assign different colors to the information placed on the page. At printout, you
can specify to print only information assigned the color red. In this case, only the
headline would be printed (in correct position). If you instruct the program to print
information assigned a color of black , the
remainder of the page would be printed .
You can take the two pieces of paper to the
printer, who will shoot negatives direc tly
from your color-separated proofs.
Like the GEM desktop, Publishing Partner contains a "Save Preferences" option.
With this, you can specify a variety of se ttings (for example: default font, point size,
letter and line spacing, the disk drive path
names, etc.), to be used every time the program is loaded.
When placing text and graph.ics on the
page, it's important for the objects to ali gn
properly. For this reason , Publishing Partner permits you to display rulers, create
snap to guides and tab settings. The ru lers
can be displayed in inches, picas or centi meters. When moving the mouse while rulers are displayed , you'll see corresponding
"tick" marks move on both the hori zon tal
and verti cal rulers -so you know exactly
where the mouse pointer is positioned .
The "Snap to Guides" option allows you
to create invisible magnetic lines, which
will take anyth.ing placed nearby and pull
it to a common border. This option is helpful when creating forms containing several
lines that must start along a common m argin . When the Snap To Guides option is
activated , you can be a little sloppy drawing lines, because the magn eti c attraction
will force all lines to start and end on a
common margin.
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Figure 3.

Publishing Partner offers several alternati ves for v iewing a page. Editing will be
most likely to occur while you're viewing
the page in actual size. If you select the
"Show Full Page" option, the entire page
wi ll be reduced to fit on one screen. Other viewing options include "Show 50%"
and "Show 200% ." You can even use the
"Show Multiple Pages" option to view two
pages side by side, all on one screen . If you
choose the "Show Set User Scale," you can
enter a viewing percentage between 15 %
and 999%.
If you're entering (or importing) text into
a column w hich becomes filled , you'll see
an overflow indicator at the bottom of the
column. When this occurs, you can pick
up the text overflow by using the mouse
a nd clicking on the button . The mouse
pointer w ill change into a special text icon,
indicating that your excess text has been
" picked up." This text can then be placed
in any column. Just position the pointer
over the column in which you want it to
appear and click your left mouse button .
The overflow text will then be placed in
that column . Publishing Partner even sup-

ports kerning. By using the "Kerning" opti on of the program , you can ad just spacing between any two letters. Thi s can be
particularly helpful when you are trying
to fit a large h eadline in a limited amount
of space. You can even create some spe cial typographical effects by overlapping
certain letter combination s.
Left and right m argin settings within a
column can be adjusted at any time. Other word processing capabilities of the Pub·
lishing Partner include: "Make Upper and
Lowercas e," insert mode toggle, and the
ability to set a starting page numb er. The
starting page numb er can be set between
1 and 999. By linking fil es together, you
can create up to a 1000-page document,
each page hav ing the m aster page information in add ition to its page numb er.
Publishing Partner is written in 100%
ass embly language and is entirely RAM
base d. Therefore, the only time the program goes to disk is w hen loading and saving fonts and files. You never have to wait
for disk access . Publishing Partner is able
to support color and monochrome computer systems, u sing one or more disk drives.

Since the program is unprotElcted, it will
work effortlessly with hard disks. Publishing Partner supports Postscript-compatible
laser printers, such as Apple's LaserWriter
(at no extra charge), in addition to Epsonand Epson-graphics-compatible dot-matrix
printers. Since new print drivers are constantly being released, you may want to
make sure your printer is supported.
As a special offer to readers of ST-Log ,
anyone sending a check to Soft Logik to
order the program, along with a copy of
this article, will receive a $10.00 rebate.
Soft Logik will also pay all shipping and
handling charges. For additional information , contact Soft Logik at (314) 894-8608
- 4129 Old Baumgartner, St. Louis, MO
63129. H
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An introduction to
handling windows in ST BASIC
by James Luczak
Working with windows in ST BASIC may conjW'e up
thoughts of complicated prograrruning techniques. But,
thanks to ST BASIC's providing access to GEM's AES (Application Environment Services) via the GEMSYSO command , manipulating windows from BASIC is really quite
easy. The AES does most of the hard work , at the same
time relaying important information about the windows
back to the BASIC program.
This article will show how to redraw, activate, close,
full, size, and move windows.
The message pipe.
The AES provides feedback to a program when the program interacts with windows. It does this via the message
pipe. The message pipe is a reserved area in memory into
which the AES writes information about a window's CW'rent state. These messages are in a standard format; Table 2 gives a full explanation . The messages are automatically generated when the program interacts with a window, and are placed in the message pipe. All the program
need do is deal with the messages as they appear.
As described in Table 1, the message pipe is 16 bytes
long. To create a message pipe in BASIC, dimension an
eight-element integer array and initialize each element to
O. To obtain the address of the beginning of the array, use
the varptrO command , like this :
1 diM MPr. (7)
2 for x=o to 7
3 MPr.(X)=O
4 next x

5 Msgpipe=~arptr(Mpr.(O))
In the above, the array mp%O is the message pipe, and
the variable msgpipe contains the address of the beginning of the array.
60
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The important thing to remember about messages is that
they are automatically generated by the AES. When writing a program that incorporates window manipulation ,
you must handle the messages as they appear on the message pipe. Very often , more than one message will be written when you interact with a window. For example, multiple messages will be written when you move or size a window so that it overlaps one or more other windows-each
window will get its "own" message. Luckily, messages aren't too difficult to deal with. Since the AES uses a standard message format, it's easy to write a handler that will
interpret each message as it appears on the pipe. Once
the handler is working, you won't need to be concerned
about messages at all. The message handler given in the
demo program is straightforward. It acts on each and every m essage as it appears on the pipe. You could just as
easly act on certain types of messages only. For example,
you could ignore all window movement messages, which
would prevent a user of the program from moving its
windows.
What to do with a message.
In this section, we will see how to handle messages as
they appear on the message pipe. In effect, I'll be describing how to build a message handler. Keep in mind that
this is a general description. YoW' message handler will
be tailored to suit yoW' own needs.
Redraw:
The REDRAW message is issued by the AES when a
window's work area needs to be redrawn. This will happen in the following cases: (1) when a window is made
larger; (2) when a window that is partially off-screen is
moved back on-screen, either partially or totally; (3) when
a window that's been moved or sized exposes areas of other underlying windows; and (4) (in some cases) when a
window is made active.

TUTORIAL
HIGH AND MEDIUM RESOLUTION

Window
BASICs
PART 2

To handle a redraw message, we must pass the X- and
Y-coordinates, and the width and height of the window
(elements 4 through 7 of the message), along with the window's handle (element 3) to the demo program's redraw
routine. This routine makes the prop er sequence of calls
to redraw the window correctly.
Important: always pass the window's handle to the redraw routine. Redraw messages may appear for several
different windows when you interact with only one. The
handle in the message pipe identifies the window to
which the X- and Y-coordinates, etc., "belong."
The draw routine contained in redraw is where the actual redraw of the work area occurs. In the demo program,
window 5 is the only window that is redrawn with a
specific pattern . All other windows are simply filled with
the background color and no pattern is drawn. If you want
something specific to be drawn in each window, supply
the appropriate information and use the window handle
to identify the window in which a particular pattern is
to be drawn.
Top Window.
The TOP WINDOW message is generated whenever you
click the mouse button over a window that is not currently active. The AES checks to see which window is under
the mouse pointer. If the window handle is 0 (the desktop window) , or if the window handle is the active window's handle, then nothing happens. If the window handle
is that of an inactive window, the AES will generate a TOP
WINDOW message for that window. When the message
is received , make a WSET call. Pass the window handle
(element 3) to WSET and specify fld=10 (active window) .
The AES will then activate the window. Depending on
where the window that's made active is located, a redraw
message may be issued by the AES for the newly-activated
window.

Clos e Window.
When the mouse is clicked on the "Close Window" box
(upper left-hand corner), the AES will generate a CLOSE
WINDOW message. Pass the window handle (element 3)
to the WCLOSE function, and the window will be closed
and removed from the screen. As long as the window has
not been deleted , it can be redisplayed, simply by reopening it (calling WOPEN) . If you want to delete the window
from memory, make a call to the WDELETE function , passing the handle of the window to delete. Always close the
window before deleting the window from memory!
Full Window.
The AES will generate a FULL WINDOW message when
the mouse is clicked on the full box (upper right-hand corner). The full window message can be used to toggle a
window between full size and its previous size. The easiest way to do this is to make three WGET calls, obtaining
the current, full and previous sizes of the window. Compare the window's current size to its full (maximum) size.
If the current size is smaller than the full size, pass the
full window parameters to the WSET function. If the current size equals the full size, pass the window's previous
size parameters to the WSET function. Specify fld=5 for
the WSET call. Depending on where the window is located, one or more redraw messages for other windows may
be generated.
Size Window.
Clicking the mouse over the window size box (lower
right-hand corner) causes the AES to generate a WINDOW
SIZED message. You may move the mouse after pressing
-but before releasing-the button. If so, the AES continually displays a "rubber box," showing what the window's new size would be if the button were released at
that point, which is when the message is generated . The
message will contain the new dimensions of the window.
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Make a WSET call. Pass the new dimensions (elements 4
through 7), along with the window handle (element 3),
specifying fld=5 to WSET. The AES will set the window
to its new dimensions. If the window is made larger, then
a redraw message will be generated . Depending on the
location of the window, additional redraw messages for
other windows may be generated.
Move Window.
When you press the mouse button over the window
move bar (top of window, same area as the title bar) and
then release the button , the AES will generate a MOVE
WINDOW message. If you move the mouse before releasing the button, the AES will display an outline box showing what the new location of the window would be if the
button were released at that point, which is when the message is generated. The message will contain the new coordinates and dimensions of the window. Make a WSET call.
Pass the new information (elements 4 through 7), along
with the window handle (element 3), specifying fld=5 to
WSET. The AES will move the window to its new position. The AES does not generate a redraw message, unless more of the window is visible after the movement than
was visible before. Otherwise, a simple raster copy is used.
Depending on the new location of the window, additional redraw messages may be generated for other windows.
This is a general method for handling messages . You
can modify the parameters returned by the AES before displaying a window, or ignore a message completely. In the
demo program , for example, the close window message
will only close window 5. If you click on the close box
of any other window, the message will be ignored.
Waiting for a message.
The best way to wait for messages is to use the EVNTMULTI function , which allows you to wait for one or more
events simultaneously. Table 1 gives a full description of
the EVNTMULTI function. Refer to the demo, to see how
to use the function in a program.
The demo program.
This program creates a window in the area normally
occupied by window 1 ("List window"). The new window
has a colored background with a diagonal line running
across its work area. You can use the mouse to move, size,
full , activate, and close the window. You can also manipulate windows 2 ("Output window") and 3 ("Command window"). To exit the program , click the mouse button on the
"Close" box of window 5 (demo window) . The close boxes of windows 2 and 3 are deactivated. All window manipulations are controlled by the demo program.
Watching and listening to the demo.
Each time you manipulate a window, you will hear a
low- or high-pitched beep. A low beep indicates that a
message has been received by the message handler. A high
beep indicates that a redraw of a portion of a window has
occurred . As you manipulate the windows, you will be
able to hear each time a message is received.
Depending on where a window is on-screen and what
you do to it, you will notice that-even though you may
have manipulated the window only once-several mes62
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sages may be received by the message handler. Again depending on where the window is on the screen, you may
hear one or more high beeps for every low beep. This indicates that a portion of a window is being redrawn via
the rectangle list. The rectangle list is returned by the W
GET function, which is called as part of the window redraw routine. The AES maintains a parameter list describing the rectangular portions of a window which must be
redrawn when that window is manipulated .
By watching the color of the demo window, you can tell
when the window has been redrawn. With each redraw
operation, the window's color will change. In other words,
if you make the window larger (either vertically or horizontally), the color of the work area will change , indicating that the work area has been redrawn . If you make the
window smaller, the color of the window will remain the
same; thus the work area has not been redrawn.
If you move the window, you will notice that the color
of the window almost always remains the same. The AES
normally uses a raster copy to move a window, eliminating the need to redraw. The only time you will see the
color change when moving a window is when you move
it from a position that is partially off-screen to a position
that is "less" off-screen, i.e., you can see more of the window than before. In this case, the AES issues a redraw
message for the window. For a graphic example of using
the rectangle list to redraw a window, remove or REM out
Lines 1590 and 1870 from the demo. Now, each time you
move the demo window from over the other windows,
thereby exposing more of them, the portions of the windows being redrawn will be in different colors. You can
actually see the portions of the underlying windows that
ar e being r edrawn via the rectangle list.
I learned more about GEM simply by watching this demo
operate than I did from writing it! Actually seeing and
hearing the mechanics of the AES's window management
processes will be as eye-opening for you as it was for me,
I'm sure. H
Listing 1.
ST BASIC listing.
108
118
120
130
140
150
160

'HINDOHS fROM BASIC DEMO PROGRAM
'by JIM LUCZAK
all=gb
gintin=peekCall+81
gintout=peekCall+121
addrinll=peekCall+161
a$=" AIARI 520S1 ":aaddr=varptr(a$

)

170 aadhi=int(aaddr/65536):aadlo=aaddr
-(aadhi*65536)
180 bS="Horking with HINDOHS":baddr=va
rptr(bSl
1~0 badhi=intCbaddr/655361:badlo=baddr
-(badhi*655361
200 diM MpY.(7):for x=O to 7:MpY.(xl=0:n
ext x
210 c=varptrCMpY.(Ol):' get address of
Message pipe
220 closew 8:closew 1
230 pOke gintin/3:geMs~sC781:' Make MO
use pointing finger
240 fc=l:poke s~stab+24/1
250 ,- MAIN PROGRAM LOOP -

260 gosub DOCREATE
270 while MC=O
280 gosub EVNTHULTI
290 if evntype=16 then gosub HSGPIPE
300 if evntype=2 then gosub WFIND
310 wend
320 ,- CLEAN-UP AND END 330 poke systab+24,0
340 poke gintin,0:geMsys(78):' Make MO
use an arrow
350 closew 2:openw O:openw l:openw 2
360 sound 0,0,0,0,0
370 end
380 ,- CREATE WINDOW 390 DOCREATE:
400 cOMp=63:' window COMponent code
410 getv=4:handle=0:gosub WGET
420 wxl=rx:wyl=ry:wwl=rw:whl=rh
430 wc=l:gosub WCALC
440 wxl=wx2:wyl=wy2:wwl=ww2:whl=wh2
450 wc=O:gosub WCALC
460 wcx=wx2:wcy=wy2:wcw=ww2:wch=wh2
470 gosub WCREATE
480 fld=2:wsl=aadhi:ws2=aadlo:ws3=0:ws
4=0
490 gosub WSET
500 fld=3:wsl=badhi:ws2=badlo
510 gosub WSET
520 ax=5:ay=12:aw=310:ah=105
530 gosub WOPEN
540 return
550 ,- WINDOW REDRAW ROUTINE 560 UPDATER:
570 Mf=256:gosUb GHOUSE:' hide Mouse f
orM
580 udv=l:gosub WUPDATE:' begin update
590 getv=ll:go~ub WGET:' get first upd
ate rectangle
600 while rw>O and rh>O
610 gosub RESULT:' calculate rectangle
diMS
620 gosub DROUTINE:' draw or write to
window being updated
630 getv=12:gosub WGET:' get next rect
angle
640 wend
650 udV=O:gosub WUPDATE:' end update
660 Mf=257:gosub GHOUSE:' show Mouse
670 return
680 ,- CALCULATE RESULTANT RECTANGLE 690 RESULT:
700 if xl+wl(rx+rw then triw=xl+wl els
e triw=rx+rw
710 if yl+hl(ry+rh then trih=yl+hl els
e trih=ry+rh
720 if xl>rx then trix=xl else trix=rx
730 if yl>ry then triy=yl else triy=ry
740 triw=Ctriw-trix)-l
750 trih=Ctrih-triy)-l
760 return
770 ,- GRAF_HOUSE 780 GHOUSE:
790 poke gintin,Mf:' Mouse forM
800 geMsys(78)
810 return
820 ,- WIND_UPDATE 830 WUPDATE:
840 poke gintin,udv:' begin I end upda
te
850 geMsys (107)
860 return
870 ,- WIND_GET 880 WGET:
890 poke gintin,handle:' window'S hand
Ie
900 poke gintin+2,getv:' identify info
request
910 geMsys (104)

920 rx=peekCgintout+2):' x-coordinate
of rectangle
930 ry=peekcgintout+4):' y-coordinate
of rectangle
940 rw=peekCgintout+6):' width of rect
angle
950 rh=peekCgintout+8):' height of rec
tangle
960 return
970 ,- WIND_CALC 980 WCALC:
990 poke gintin,wc:' type of calculati
on
1000 poke gintin+2,coMP:' window COMPO
nent code
1010 poke gintin+4,wxl:' x-coordinate
INPUT
1020 poke gintin+6,wyl:' y-coordinate
INPUT
1030 poke gintin+8,wwl:' width INPUT
1040 poke gintin+l0,whl:' height INPUT
1050 geMsys (108)
1060 wx2=peekCgintout+2):' x-coordinat
e OUTPUT
1070 wy2=peekCgintout+4):' y-coordinat
e OUTPUT
1080 ww2=peekCgintout+6):' width OUTPU
T

1090 wh2=peekCgintout+8):' height OUTP
UT
1100 return
1110 ,- WIND_CREATE 1120 WCREATE:
1130 poke gintin,coMp:' window cOMpone
nt code
1140 poke gintin+2,wcx:' x-coordinate
of full size window
1150 poke gintin+4,wcy:' y-coordinate
of full size window
1160 poke gintin+6,wcw:' width of full
size window
1170 poke gintin+8,wch:' height of ful
I size window
1180 geMsys (100)
1190 handle=peekCgintout):' window'S h
andle
1200 return
1210 ,- WIND_SET 1220 WSET:
1230 poke gintin,handle:' window'S han
die
1240 poke gintin+2,fld:' identify chan
ge request
1250 poke gintin+4,wsl:' INPUT depends
on change request
1260 poke gintin+6,ws2:' INPUT depends
on change request
1270 poke gintin+8,ws3:' INPUT depends
on change request
1280 poke gintin+l0,ws4:' INPUT depend
s on change request
1290 geMsys (105)
1300 return
1310 ,- WIND_OPEN 1320 WOPEN:
· 1330 poke gintin,handle:' window'S han
die
1340 poke gintin+2,ax:' x-coordinate C
location to open window)
1350 poke gintin+4,ay:' y-coordinate (
location to open window)
1360 pOke gintin+6,aw:' width of windo

w

1370
ow
1380
1390
1400

pOke gintin+8,ah:' height of wind
geMsys (101)
return
,- CLOSE WINDOW -
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Afirr Window BASICs
1410
1420
die
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
die
1480
14~0

continued

WCLOSE:
poke gintin,handle:' window's han
geMS!,IS (102)
return
,- DELETE WINDOW WDELETE:
poke gintin,handle:' window's han
geMs!,Is(103)
return
,- WIND_fIND WfIND:
poke gintin,Mx:' x-coordinate
poke gintin+2,M!,I:' !,I-Coordinate
geMs!,Is(106)
handle=peek(gintout):' window's h

1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
andle
1560 return
1570 ,- DRAW ROUTINE 1580 DROUTINE:
15~0 if handle{)5 then color 1,0,1:got
o 1630
1600 bc=bc+l:if bc)3 then bc=O
1610 fc=fc+l:if fc)3 then fc=O
1620 color 1,bc,fc:' do window fill an
d line colors
1630 triwl=trix+triw
1640 trihl=tri!,l+trih
1650 if triwl{trix or trihl{tri!,l then
return
1660 sound 1,0,12,7,0:' do high beep
1670 wave 1,1,1,256,0
1680 " CLIP TO RECTANGLE SIZE,
16~0 poke contrl,12~:' OPCODE
1700 poke contrl+2,2
1710 poke contrl+6,1
1720 poke intin,l:' turn clipping ON
1730 poke ptsin,trix:' x-coordinate of
Clip
1740 poke ptsin+2,tri!,l:' !,I-COordinate
of clip
1750 poke ptsin+4,triwl:' x-coordinate
diagonall!,l across (ptsin)
1760 poke ptsin+6,trihl:' !,I-coordinate
diagonall!,l across (ptsin+2)
1770 vdis!,Is (1)
1780 " fILL RECTANGLE,
17~0 poke contrl,114:' OPCODE
1800 poke contrl+2,2
1810 poke contrl+6,0
1820 poke ptsin,trix:' x-coordinate of
rectangle
1830 poke ptsin+2,tri!,l:' !,I-Coordinate
of rectangle
1840 pOke ptsin+4,triwl:' x-coordinate
diagonall!,l across (ptsin)
1850 poke ptsin+6,trihl:' !,I-COordinate
diagonall!,l across (ptsin+2)
1860 vdi S!,IS (1)
1870 if handle{)5 then return
1880 " DRAW LINE,
18~0 poke contrl,6:' OPCODE
1~00 pOke contrl+2,2
1~10 poke contrl+6,0
1~20 poke ptsin,trix:' x-coordinate of
start 0 f li ne
1~30 poke ptsin+2,tri!,l:' !,I-Coordinate
of start of line
1~40 poke ptsin+4,triwl:'
x-coordinate
of end of line
1~50 poke ptsin+6,trihl:' !,I-Coordinate
of end of line
1~60 vdis!,Is (1)
1~70 return
1~80
,- EUNT_MULTI 1~~0 EVNTMULTI:
2000 poke gintin,18:' wait for Message
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or button click
2010 poke gintin+2,1:' 1 button click
2020 poke gintin+4,1:' left button
2030 poke gintin+6,1:' button down
2040 for X=8 to 30 step 2:poke gintin+
x,O:next x
2050 pOke addrinU,c:' address of Messa
ge pipe
2060 geMs!,Is(25)
2070 evnt!,lpe=peek(gintout):' t!,lpe of e
vent that occurred
2100 return
2110 ,- MESSAGE HANDLER 2120 MSGPIPE:
2130 sound 1,0,10,5,0:' do lOW beep
2140 wave 1,1,1,256,0
2150 if MPX(0){20 or MPX(0)28 then go
to CLEANPIPE
2160 Mt!,lpe=MpX(O)-l~
2170 handle=MpX(3):' window'S handle f
rOM Message pipe
2180 on Mt!,lpe goto 2200,2240,2280,2340
,2460,2460,2460,2420,2420
21~0 "
REDRAW,
2200 Xl=MpX(4):!,Il=MpX(5):wl=MpX(6):hl=
MPX (7)
2210 gosub UPDATER
2220 goto CLEAN PIPE
2230 " TOP WINDOW,
2240 fld=10
2250 gosub WSET
2260 goto CLEANPIPE
2270 " CLOSE WINDOW,
2280 if handle{)5 then go to CLEANPIPE
22~0 Mc=l
2300 gosub WCLOSE
2310 gosub WDELETE
2320 goto CLEANPIPE
2330 " fULL WINDOW,
2340 getv=5:gosub WGET:cwl=rx:cw2=r!,l:c
w3=rw: c w4=rh
2350 getv=6:gosub WGET:pwl=rx:pw2=r!,l:p
w3=rw:pw4=rh
2360 getv=7:gosub WGET:fwl=rx:fw2=r!,l:f
w3=rw:fw4=rh
2370 if cw3+cw4=fw3+fw4 then wsl=pwl:w
s2=pw2:ws3=pw3:ws4=pw4:goto 23~0
2380 wsl=fwl:ws2=fw2:ws3=fw3:wS4=fw4
23~0 fld=5:gosub WSET
2400 goto CLEAN PIPE
2410 " SIZE & MOVE WINDOW,
2420 fld=5
2430 WS1=MpX(4):ws2=MpX(5):ws3=MpX(6):
WS4=MPX (7)
2440 gosub WSET
2450 " CLEAR PIPE BUffER & RETURN,
2460 CLEANPIPE:
2470 for x=o to 7:MpX(x)=0:next x:' cl
ear Message pipe
2480 return

•
ST CHECKSUM DATA.
(see page 23)

100 data 800, 285, ~~1, 574, 864, 6~
1, 806, 320, 773, 337, 6441
200 data 72, 263, 621, 664, 41, 243,
400, 781, 62~, 733, 4447
300 data 324, 51, 823, 540, 745, 636
, 76, 800, 618, 684, 52~7
400 data 640, ~15, 285, 67~, 774, 68
2, ~26, 363, 414, ~64, 6642
500 data 7~~, ~42, 405, ~~~, 350, 80
5, 572, 335, 85, 818, 6110
600 data ~1~, 765, 756, 734, 66, 836

,

52, 54 , 164, ~27, 573, 5504
1700 data 438, 440, 545, 826, 881, 5
04, 677, 722, 813, 55~, 6405
1800 data 441, 440, 455, 600, 506, 6
7~, 724, 720, 107, 380, 5052
444, 443, 58, ~36, ~43, n
1~00 data
1, 727, 471, 483, 7, 5433
2000 data 166, 452, 163, 268, ~7~, 7
25, 780, 646, 442, ~5~, 5580
2120 data 5~6, 48, 148, 42, 327, ~50
, 611, 744, ~66, 253, 4685
2220 data 401, 367, 223, 830, 405, 5
75, 65~, ~42, 185, 250, 4837
2320 data 404, 420, 837, ~32, 866, ~
, 6~~, 604, 405, 2~1, 5467
2420 data ~1, 684, 835, 260, 887, 85
4, 45~, 4070

648, 361, ~63, 545, 65~3
700 data 834, 650, 252, 268, ~75, 8~
0 , 360, 314, 488, 153, 5184
800 data 718, 347, 517, 585, 187, 7~
4, 362, 36, 172, 2~3, 4011
182, 775, 662, 671, 766, 77
~OO data
2, 364, 86, 263, 331, 4872
1000 data 226, 586, 5~3, 654, 831, 8
57, 28, 3~, 127, 144, 4085
1100 data 440, 415, 5~0, 8~1, 520, 5
28, 65~, 608, 855, 581, 6087
1200 data 443, 66, 150, 355, 1~0, 55
5, 560, 565, 242, 864, 3~~0
1300 data 446, 253, 377, 358, ~66, ~
72, 42, 70, 862, 455, 4801
1400 data 568, 454, 360, 861, 453, 7
64, 581, 365, 867, 458, 5731
1500 data 212, 332, 453, 612, 86~, 5
89, 458, 612, 836, 218, 51~1
1600 data 440, 465, 547, 720, 662, ~

•

AES EVENT LIBRARY CALLS
MESSAGE - Wail for a message on Ihe message pipeline.
BASIC CODE
DESCRIPTfON
1 a#=gb
Pointer to address where message is
2 addrin# = peek(a#+16)
10 be stored
add r= Address whe re message is
3 poke addrin# .addr
to be stored
4 gemsys(23)
Note: a message on the message pipe wi ll be t 6 bytes long. The fo llowi ng is an example
of how to reserve space for, and obtain, the add ress of th e message pipe .

1 dim msgpipe%(7):'
Rese rve space for message
2 for x=O to 7:msgpipe%(x) = 0:nexl x:' Iniliate array 10 0 value
3 addr = va rplr (msgpipe%(O)):'
Add ress of beginning of array
ARRAY
MESSAGE PIPE WORD
msgpipe(O)
Wo rd 0
msgpipe(l)
Wo rd 1
msgpipe(2)
Word 2
msgpipe(3)
Wo rd 3
msgpipe(4)
Word 4
msgpipe(5)
Word 5
msgpipe(6)
Word 6
msgpipe(7)
Word 7
Wail for one or more of the fo llowing evenls al Ihe same lime.
KEYBOARD
BUTTON
MOUS E
MESSAGE
TIMER
DESCRIPTION
BASIC CODE
1 a# = gb
D efine integer input
2 ginl in=peek(a# + 8)
D ef in e integer ou tput
3 gintoul = peek(a#+ 12)
Define po in ter to message pipe add ress
4 addrin# = peek(a# +1 6)
mf;;;Type of event to wait for
5 poke gintin ,mf
1 KE YBOARD
2 BUTTON
4 MOUSE 1
8 MOUSE 2
16 MESSAG E
32 TIMER

BUTTON
bc =N umber of clicks to wait to r

7 poke gintin+4 .1

Wail for LEFT button
(2 = Wait for RIGHT button)

8 poke gintin + 6,bs

bs=Bu tto n state to wa it for

o
1

10 poke gintin + lO,xl

20 poke ginlin + 30,hi

add r= Add ress of message pipe
OPCODE

OUTPUT
23 evflg = peek(ginloul)

evfl g =Fl ag for even t that occu rred

MOUSE
24 mx=peek(g inloul+2)
25 my=peek(ginloul+4)
26 ms = peek(ginloul +6)
27 mk = peek(g inloul+ 8)

15 poke gintin+20,x2
16 poke gi ntin + 22 ,y2

KEYBOARD
28 kb = peek(ginloul+ lO)
BUTTON
29 mb = peek(g inloul+ 12)

kb= Slandard keyboa rd cod e of key pressed
mb =Num ber of l imes Ihe mouse button enlered
the desired state

Nole: when using Ihe EVNTMULTI funclion, yo u onl y need 10 use Ihe paramelers required
by th e even ts you wa nt to wait for. For example, if you want to wai t for a message on the
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

yl = Coordinate of rectangle (upper left
w1=Width of rectangle
hl=H eight of reclangle
mf2 =Flag for ca ll
o
Return on ENTRY
1
Return on EXIT
x2 = Coord inate of recta ngle (upper le ft

poke ginl in, 18:'
poke gi nlin+ 2, 1:'
poke ginlin+ 4, 1:'
poke ginti n + 6, 1:'
for x=8 10 30 slep 2:'
poke ginl in + x,O

next x
8 poke add rin #,ad dr:'

mfl = Fl ag for ca ll
o Return on EN TRY
1
Return on EXIT
x1;;;; Coordinate of rectang le (upper left

16 for message pipe and 2 fo r button press =1 8
1 click
LEFT button
Button DOWN
Clear all unused parameters
S upply add ress whe re message from the mes-

sage pi pe will be slored
9 gemsys(25)
10
evnlype = peek(ginloul)

If evnlype =1 6, I hen a message came over Ihe
message pipe; if evn type = 2, then a button was
pressed
11 <fl b= peek(g inloul+ 12)
Number of limes Ihe mou se bu tton enlered Ihe
desired state, if the mouse button was pressed
Type of evenl flag (Line 5): Yo u ca n specify any combi nalion of evenls, by adding Iheir
va lu es toget her and using the res ult as the input pa ra mete r.

co rn e r)

Keyboa rd: No inpu t parameters need to be used. If you specify to wa it for a keyboard event,
th e code for Ihe key thai was pressed w ill be in gin tout+ 10.

y2 = Coordi nate of rectangle (upper left

Mouse:

corner)

17 poke gintin + 24,w2
18 poke gintin+26,h2

mx = X-coo rdin ate of mouse
my = Y-coord in ate of mouse

ms = Si ale of mouse button
o left button UP
1 left button DOWN
mk=Currenl keyboard slale
o NO KE Y PRESSED
1 RI GHT SHIFT KEY PRESS ED
2 LEFT SHIFT KE Y PRESSED
4 CONTROL KE Y PRESS ED
8 ALTERNATE KE Y PRESSED

N ote : These valu es are ac tuall y bit fl ags, so they ca n be co mbined . For example, mk= 3
wou ld mean that both shift keys were pressed.

BUTTON UP
BUTTON DOWN

co rner)

12 poke ginlin+ 14,wl
13 poke gintin + 16, hl
14 poke gintin + 18,mf2

1 Millisecond
1 Second
1 Minule
word of long va lue

message pipe, and for a bu tton press at the same time. use the cod e li sted be low.

corner)

11 poke gintio+12,yl

1
1000
60000
hi=High

MESSAGE
21 poke addrin#,ad dr
22 gemsys(25)

MOUSE
9 poke gintin+8,mf1

lo =Low word of long value

1 KE YBOARD
2 BUTTON
4 MOUSE 1
8 MOUSE 2
16 MESSAG E
32 TIMER

MULTIPLE EVENT -

6 poke gintin+2,bc

TIMER
19 poke g inl in + 28, lo

w2 = Width of rectangle
h2 =Heighl of rectang le

The mouse event has two sets of input parameters, so that yo u can wait for entry
or exit events simult aneo usly.
Message: If a message event occ urs, th e message will be located at the add ress specified for the message pipe.

Table 1.

AES MESSAGE PIPE FORMAT
All AES messages have a maximum length of 16 bytes (in BASIC, the equivalent is an
8-element integer array). All AES messages define the first three elements as follows :
Message ID number
ELEMENT 0
ELEMENT 1
Application ID
Number of elements used beyond the 8th eleELEMENT 2
ment, if the message is longer than 8
elements.
In BASIC, elements 1 and 2 are DON'T CARE. In other wo rds, element 0 is the only element of the first three that will be used.
Redraw work area of window.

REDRAW WINDOW

20 MESSAGE ID

ELEMENT
3
4

DESCRIPTION
Window HANDLE
X-coordinate of upper left-hand corner of
window
V-coordinate of upper left-hand corner 01
window
Width of portion of window to redraw
Height of portion of window to redraw

5
6
7
TOP WINDOW

2' MESSAGE 10

ELEMENT
3
4
5
6
7

DESCRIPTION
Window handle
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

Make selected window active.

6 Column left (Arrow)
7 Column right (Arrow)
Not used
Not used
Not used

5
6
7

25 MESSAGE 10

5
6
7

DESCRIPTtON
Window handle
Requested slider position (0 - 1000)
o Leftmost position
1000 Rightmost position
Not used
Not used
Not used

VERTICAL SLIDER

26 MESSAGE 10

ELEMENT
3
4

DESCRIPTION
Window handle
Requested slider position (0 - 1000)
o Top position
1000 Bottom position
Not used
Not used
Not used

5
6
7

CLOSE W IND OW

22 MESSAGE 10

ELEMENT
3
4
5
6
7

DESCRIPTION
Window hand le
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

Cl ose window.

FULL WINDOW

23 MESSAGE ID

ELEMENT
3
4
5
6
7

DESCRIPTION
Window handle
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

ARROW

24 MESSAGE 10

ELEMENT
3
4

DESCRIPTION
Window hand le
Action requested:
o Page up (Scroll Bar)
1 Pag e down (Scroll Bar)
2 Row up (Arrow)
3 Row down (Arrow)
4 Page left (Scroll Bar)
5 Page right (Scroll Bar)

Arrow or Scroll Bar selected .

New position of vert ic al slider.

SIZE WINDOW

27 MESSAGE 10

ELEMENT
3
4

6
7

DESCRIPTION
Window hand le
X-coordinate of upper left-hand corner of
window
V-coordinate of upper left-hand corner of
window
Requested width
Requested height

5

Make window its largest possible size,
or reslore it to its previous size.

New position of horizontal slider

HORIZONTAL SLIDER

ELEMENT
3
4

New window coordi nates.

New window coord inates

MOVE WINDOW

28 MESSAGE ID

ELEMENT
3
4
5
6
7

DESCRIPTION
Window handle
Requested X-coordinate of window
Requested V-coordinate of window
Window width
Window height

WINDOW NOW ON TOP

29 MESSAGE 10

ELEMENT
3
4
5
6
7

DESCRIPTION
Window handle
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

Identifies window that has just been
made active.

Table 2.
@

@

CHESS

FOR

THE

S TTM

"Quality Without Compromise "

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-345-8112

P.O. Box 623, Borrego Springs,
CA. 92004
(619) 767-5058
$49.95 ppd.
VISA/MC/Check/M.o.

@

We Ship Orders The Same Day.
CIR CLE #133 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WANT
TO
SUBSCRIBE?
In Pennsylvania

@

1-800-662-2444

ENTERTAINMENT

The
super
simulators
Flight Simulator II and Silent Service
arrive for the Atari ST.
by Arnie Katz, Bill Kunkel and
Joyce Worley
S imulators al low computer users to jwnp
from the prosa ic world o'f work and school
to nonstop exc itement, in locales ranging
from the wild blue yonder to the deep blue
sea. It's a perfect exa mple of hav ing yo m
cake and eat ing it, too. Most folks can't resist the chance to handle a plane, race ca r,
ship, or other vehicle, in high-stress situations-without any personal risk.
Hardware-oriented simulators on which
the home var iety is based are essentially
educational devices. Their sole pmpose is
to teac h the us er to correctly p ilot a real
vers ion of the simulated vehicle. Al'ter all ,
it wo uldn't be a good idea to throw novice 747 pilots into the cockpit and tell them
to "mess around" until they get the hang
of it. High-tech s imulators, often costing
millions of dollars to cons truct , provide a
safe learning environmen t for diffi cult-tomaster ski ll s.
For home users, confrontation with the
rea l-tim e challenge of the situation is the
main attrac tion. The fi rst smge of in terest
in computer simulations occmred dming
the Video Game Boom (19 81-1983 ). The
mature user saw them as an intellect ually
stimu lating category of action game.
With video game market's collapse can1e
protestations that simulators were not really games. Software publishers wanted to
exempt their si mulators from the negative
image which electronic games had at that
time. The debate is largely of academic interest. If simulators truly aren't gan1es, they
nonetheless sa tisfy many of the same desi res. Fmther blmring any distinction in

this matter is th e fact that m any simulator
progran1s incorporate overt game elements.
Whe ther the computer user wants a demanding intellect ual challenge or a fastpaced electron ic joyride, a pair of si mulators recent ly released for the Atari ST can
deliver.
Flight Simulator II from Sub Logic is the
progra m which rea lly popu la rized simulators in the home comp uter market. Bruce
Artwick's land mark rev ision of his earli er
IBM program, for 6502-based systems puts
users inside a prop-driven Piper 181 Cherokee Archer and allows them to fly to a ny
of several American c iti es (Chi cago, Seattle, Los Angeles, a nd New York) . Those
who mastered fly ing co uld a.lso enjoy a little dogfight action , cow'lesy of a World War
I combat program.
Sub Logic has now supported the earli er
Flight Simulator II with ad d-o n "scenery
disks," which provide further destinations
(see the section in ST notes) . In view of
the enormous sa les which Flight Simulator II has racked up in the las t three years,
its long-awaited release for the ST (from
SubLogic, 713 Edge brook Dr., Champai gn ,
IL 61820) qualifies as a major event in entertainment software.
One of the few cr iti cisms levele d at the
earli er vers ions concerned the simpli st ic,
sometimes c rude graph ics. In the ST edition, however, the visuals have been extensively clea ned up. It offers much sharper
images and featmes severa l alternate p erspectives, in add ition to the standard cockpit view point.
Some critics de bited the 6502 vers ion
for excessive realism . The s imulation was
so deta ile d that sk ill and know ledge were
required to use it. Ver isimilitude in the ST

ed ition is all any sky-jockey could want ,
yet the new program exploits the ST's excellent interface to fashion the ultimate in
user-friendly skies.
The player clicks on a "File" men u header to selec t the major operating mode (e ither demo or WWI ace) and aircraft (prop
or jet propelled ). The "Enviro" header offers options to modify environmental conditions by progra.mming the season , cloud
cover, wind, fog, an d so forth , while the
"Nav" menu provides mouse access to navigat ional featmes and maps. Other head ers deal w ith pause, option al audio, save
and load-all through the mous e.
The foc us of much of the program's exc item ent is the "View" menu , which lets
users altern ate a cockpit perspective with
views from the flight tower or from a "spotter" plane fl ying in tandem with the user's
craft. Like an out-of-body experience in an
airplane, the "spot" option offers the armcha ir aviator a look at things that real pilots can on ly dream of.
The top half of the screen is devoted to
the visual display, and flight instruments
take up the bottom. The three-dimensional
grap hi cs and animations are (pardon the
pW1) "top flight ," and the clarity of the images can only be called spectacul ar. The
"zoom" option enhances tradition al cockpit d isplays. Armcha ir Smilin' Jacks m ay
eagle-eye faraway mOUJ1 tains and land ing
strips w ith a keystroke, then pull back for
a gander at the Big Pi cture.
Flight Simulator II makes excellent use
of the desktop. Simple mouse commands
move and resize windows. Moreover, users
ca n actual ly fly their a ircraft exclusively
w ith the mouse. Clicking the right button
turn s fli ght control over to the mous e. The
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user holds down the left button, moving
the mouse forward to accelerate. Rolling
the mouse left or right controls turns on
the ground and banking in the air. Send
the craft down the runway, then pull back
on the mouse once it hits takeoff speed.
And voila! You're flying!
Instrumentation includes: airspeed indicator, artificial horizon, altimeter, turn coordinator, directional gyro, vertical speed
indicator, omni-bearing indicator (with a
glide slope, no less), magnetic compass,
clocks, engine monitoring instruments, a
battery of radios (navigation, DME, ADF,
communications - incoming only), lights
and transponder. And there are control positioning indicators, plus indicator icons
(landing gear, magnetos, lights, zoom, autopilot status, mouse/yoke, flap position,
carb heat, which can be accessed by clicking on the appropriate on-screen icon) .
The beauty of FS II, however, is that it
isn't necessary to become intimate with
each and every gauge and meter in order
to get airborne. The user-friendly interface
and mouse control (using most Qf the GEM
protocols) let even the most earthbound of
us gain virtually instant access to the skies.
Players learn to fly by getting up there and
flying, and if a crash is the end result, we
recommend you click on "spot" on your
way down-and observe the catastrophe
from a safe distance.
Flying is one of mankind's oldest yearnings, which seems to give flight simulators
an innate appeal. Submarine simulators,
on the other hand, do not possess that degree of universality. Being submerged in
a gigantic, high-tech sardine can is probably not how most folks would opt to spend
Saturday night. People who are turned on
by the idea of submarines are, generally,
more interested in torpedoes and in deck
guns than in recreating a realistic sense
of oxygen deprivation during a mock depth
charge attack.
Subs are, basically, war machines, and
any submarine simulation worth its ballast is going to concentrate on reproducing the excitement of battle. Silas (Castle
Wolfenstein) Warner's ST adaptation of Sid
Meier's Silent Service, from MicroProse
(120 Lakefront Dr., Hunt Valley, MD 21030)
does this with exceptional skill.
The program, subtitled "The Submarine
Simulation," combines high levels of realism, a simple mouse-controlled interface
and superb graphics, to present an exciting recreation of submarine warfare in the
Pacific Theater of World War n.
Players can select among three basic options: torpedo/gun practice, convoy actions
and war patrols. The program offers seven
convoy encounters (Plunger in the Inland
Sea, January '42; Wahoo vs. Convoy, January '43; Hammerhead at Borneo, October
'44; Searaven at Toagel Mlingui, January
'43 ; Tautog at night , March '44; Grayback
in the China Sea , October '44; and Caval-
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Patrolling the Pacific
during World War II in Silent Service.

la Hits the Jackpot, June '44), which mix
combinations of day and night actions, surface and submerged, and visual and radar
combat.
A quintet of WWII patrols (USS Tang,

Midway Patrol, June '44; USS Bowfin, Fremantle Patrol, November '43 ; USS Growler, Second Patrol, August '42; USS Seawolf, Seventh Patrol, October '42; and USS
(continued on opposite page, top)

GBA Championship Basketball
(TWO ON TWO)
ACTIVISION
P.O. Box 7287
Mountain View, CA 94039
ST version $44.95

by Bill Kunkel
Okay, sports fans, up and at 'em! At long
last , a software publisher has produced a
team sports contest for the ST: GBA Championship Basketball ffwo on Two), a fullcourt, action-strategy roundball simulation
by Troy Lyndon, Scott Orr, John Cutter and
Mark Madland (ST translation by Dynamix).
The "GBA" is the nonexistent "Gamestar
Basketball Association" -a four-division
league of two-man hoop teams that play
the most realistic roundball this side of the
Lakers . Gamers name the ir squad, select
a teammate, program the attributes (quickness, dribbling, inside/outside shooting,
stealing , jumping), and even choose the
race of their own on-court surrogate.
Teammates are selected from a menu of
thinly-disguised NBA all-stars (though the
last names are taken from members of the
Gamestar design crew, first names like Elgin and Magic make the identities pretty
transparent). The player next selects a division in which to compete (graded by difficulty), and the run-and-gun begins.

While Two on Two is a full-court simulation, only the half of the court that's in
play is displayed on-screen . The team with
possession heads up-court (under computer control), as the user calls a play via the
joystick and his opponent (human or computer) selects a defense.
Once in the attacking zone, the offensive player retains complete control over
his on-court surrogate, while the teammate
moves to his preselected position and plays
according to his individual skills.
Any shot's success is determined by the
positions of the shooter and defender on
the floor. Uncontested shots from beneath
the basket almost always ripple the twine,
while 3-point attempts from half-courtwith two defenders draped over the shooter's arms-result mostly in airbal ls.
GBA Championship Basketball obviously owes a tip of the hat to the classic Irving and Bird One-on-One, from Electronic
Arts. A second player, however, opens up
strategic possibilities that the earlier game
didn't even aspire to. The addition of the
passing game creates a different level of
(continued on opposite page, bollom)

Spadefish, Second Patrol, October '44) will
give master U-boat skippers a chance to restage the classic submarine battles.
The patrol mode is the campaign game.
But, before the player can attempt this demanding version of the program, wouldbe command ers must pass a short quiz to
determine their ability to distinguish the
different types of Japanese ships. Those
who flunk this quiz are remanded for further training.
Once a mode is selected , the computer
loads in the appropriate scenario, and the
display shifts to a map of the Pacific. Players give orders by clicking the right mouse
button, which puts the conning tower and
menu on-screen. From there, mouse control can summon up the Map Room (with
a spec ial zoom feature for close-up study
of charts and maps), the instrument and
gauge room (including a cutaway schematic drawing of the sub), quartermaster's log,
or bridge.
Each section has its own graphic screen
w ith click-on icons . The Map Room , for
exanlple, provides users with access to any
part of the Western Pacific Ocean , down
to a resolution of 100 yards.
The heart of the game is in the bridge
screen. The top of the play field is devoted
to a vivid periscope display, with target-

simulat ion , with the computer player able
to ei ther pass or call for the ball anytime
during possession.
The graphics and player animations are
expert ly handled , but the choices of color
seem questionable. The teams' orange and
blue uniforms tend to disappear against the
Celtic green of the key. The skin tones of
the basketball players also make them difficult to track against the woodgrain of the
simulated parquet flooring. Darker colored
uniforms would have solved the problem
- and saved users a lot of eye strain.
The clock is another problem; it is only
visible during play. It is not only obscured
during the play selection period, when the
squad on offense moves up-court, but also
during time-outs! In other words, the only
way to find out how much time remains
in a game is to sneak a peek during play,
a most distracting necessity.
Quibbles aside, Activision's GBA Championship Basketball is like manna in the
desert to the starving ST sports maven; it's
highly recommended. Now, software producers, how about baseball , football, soccer and hockey? H

related data (target visual, range, speed,
course, angle on bow and lead angle) and
control icons along the bottom. The clickon icons include the dive/rudder control,
speedometer (she can travel up to 10 knots
undersea , 20 knots on the surface), periscope, torpedo launch and deck gun.
To lend a realistic sense of time in the
confrontations, designers created a "time
scaling" system. It permits the player to
speed things along while maneuvering for
position .
Beautiful visuals and animations detail
even the smallest actions. When the sub
launches a torpedo, the user can watch it
through the periscope, as it speeds (hopefully) toward its target, cutting the water
just below the surface. After a hit, a flash
of fire and smoke envelops the target , frequently followed by the sight of the ship
sinking forever beneath the waves.
Don't get the idea that the convoys and
patrols are sitting ducks, however. The escort ships, in particular, can be hazardous
to a sub commander's health. A single appropriately placed depth charge can end
an encounter in the blink of an eye. (Such
unsuccessful missions conclude with a display of the flood ed conning tower and a
drowned on-screen surrogate.)
As is usual with MicroProse products,

the game play is of primary importance,
but realism hardly takes a back seat. These
folks do their homework when it comes to
simulations, and Silent Service is amazingly true to its origins. For example, the date
of a simulated encounter determines the
teclmical gear found aboard each vessel.
Mark 20 Electric "wakeless" torpedoes, introduced in January '44, are available only
in the actions which occur on or after that
date. Another example: in April, 1943, the
Japanese increased the escort strength for
vi tal tanker and troop convoys. So, all actions taking place on or after that point become proportionally tougher.
Silent Service features the usual firstrate MicroProse documentation, which enlightens while it instructs, providing the
historical perspective along with the nutsand -bolts.
So batten down the hatches, raise the
landing gear, load the torpedo tubes and
prepare for takeoff. The ST super simulators have arrived, and they're likely to keep
users flying, diving, firing and maneuvering for quite a while to come. H

ST sports fans - attention at last!
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Winter Games
EPYX
1043 Kiel Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
ST version $39.95

by Bill Kunkel

Light that Olympic torch , wax up your
skis and sharpen those ice skates, because
Winter Games has finally arrived for the
ST. The first of the Olympic Games series
from Epyx to make the jump to a 68000
system, Winter Games features figure skating, free skating, speed skating, hot dog
aerials, ski jump, biathlon and bobsled run
competition among its events.
Figure Skating lets players control a female skater through a one-minute exercise
with seven compulsory, joystick-selected
moves. During this brief timespan , compuath letes must execute - successfully-the
ca mel spin , sit spin, double axel jump, triple axel jump, double lutz jump, triple lutz
and camel-into-sit spin.
Free Skating employs the same move-

Good Stuff!
• Free Shipping.
• Free Order Line.
• Newsletter.
• Money Back Guarantee.
• Quick Service.
Looking for good low cost
software for your Atari-ST as
well as discount prices on supplies, hardware and l00's of
software packages, you've
found itl
Call or send for our Get
Acquainted Variety Disk, it's
only $10 postpaid and contains
10 quality programs ready to
run. With your order you will
receive our newsletter and
catalogl
Over 50 disks of public
domain software as low as $4 a
diskette, each with dozens of
programsl The closest thing to
free software. Call or send for
list III
Call our ST bulletin boardlll
(517) 628-2943 6pm-Sam EST

COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
NORTHWEST
P.o. BOX 192
BENZONIA, MI 49616
(616) 325·2540

menU;, but the Olympians can use them
freely to create a choreography of spins and
jumps, to the accompaniment of the twominute musical selection.
Speed Skating pits two skaters head to
head. Both racers are on-screen in a wild
sprint, moving up to 30 mph. (The documentation notes that speed skaters are the
fastest self-propelled human b eings over
level earth.)
Hot Dog Aerials are short ski jumps, during which the player can attempt any combination of six joystick-controlled movements (backflip, mule kick , back scratch,
forward flip, swan and daffy). The showy
maneuvers here are a contrast to the Ski
Jump, a long, straight leap requiring the
player to gu ide the skier's body with joystick commands.
The Biathlon , one of the oddest of Olympic events, combines cross-country skiing

The Atari ST's
first full-function
MIDI multi-track
recording studio

"METATRAK"
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fast real·time record, playback, overdub
16 independent tracks
30,000+ notes per song
Designed for ease·of·use
No comma nds to memorize
Mouse, menu, graphics·oriented
Tape recorder·style controls
Flexible region editing:
Insert, Delete, Erase, Paste
Selectable time·signature
.
Uses all MIDI signals, including pitch bend
and keystroke velocity
Full disk'storage filing system
Step record for note-by·note entry
Real·time tempo change and track mixing
Optional metronome, or pulse set by
drum machine
Manual included

Hardware req uired: Atari ST and MIDI instrument(s)

METATRAK only$99
(demo disk -S IO)
30·day money back guarantee

~'IIII) II i'() Iflr

t£>() IV II).

P.O. Box 17518, Seattle, WA 98107
(206) 827·0750
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Let the games begin
with Winter Games from Epyx.

(with the computer monitoring even the
surrogate's heartbeat) and target shooting.
The user controls both the skiing and the
"lock and load" rifle with the joystick.
The Bobsled is the final contest. Here,
players streak along a semi-circular track
of packed . solid ice, in a race for the best
time. This event offers both an overhead
display of the entire course and a firstperson view of the track from inside the
sled .
Winter Games on the ST is, in some
ways, an improvement over previous 8-bit
versions. Its background visuals are breathtaking. especially in the cross-country sequences from the biathlon event . with its
sparkling winter creeks, lush evergreens
and glistening snow. Unfortunately, the figure animation itself is only adequate. Inexplicably. it's inferior to the animation seen
on the earlier Commodore 64 version.
The sound track is also weak, especially the musical themes which accompany
each event. This fault , though, can be laid
more directly at the ST's doorstep. since
the ST sound chip is noticeably inferior to
the C-64's SID chip. As a result, the individually scored themes for each competition sound tinny and, occasionally, just a
trifle fl at.
The biggest disappointment, however,
was Epyx's failure to enhance the bobsled
event by including additional tracks. The
bobsled competition is the single most impressive event on Winter Games, but. by
the fifth run . most garners will be able to
steer through it in their sleep.
All in all , Winter Games seems an enjoyable entry to the ST games library, but
-as with many ST translations-the users
may have been hoping for more. H

----- ----:.=--=
--- --- -- ----~---

by Arthur Leyenberger

" ... we may be
entering a software
Dark Ages."

Welcome to the second installment of sr
User. I plan to continue this mostly monthly, somewhat irregular column in the same
tradition as I have written The End User
in ANALOG Computing magazine.
Last issue's inaugural column discussed
Data Pacific's new Magic Sac cartridge for
the ST. I welcome feedback on that topic ,
as well as on any future columns. The best
place to reach me, especially if you want
a response, is either on Delphi's ANALOG
Computing Atari User's Group (send messages to NJANALOG), or on CompuServe's
SIG Atari (you can reach me at 71266,46).
You can also write to me at the ST-Log address on the staff page of this issue.
I am appreciative of this chance to continue what I call the great Atari Adventure,
together with you. Now ... onward!
Interface Wars.
Broderbund Software, producers of the
popular Print Shop, recently won in their
lawsuit against Unison World for software
copyright infringement. The United States
District Court of San Francisco ruled that
audio-visual displays or user interface of a
non-videa-game computer program can be
copyrighted under the Federal Copyright
Act. The ruling also stated that programmers infringe on copyrights if they copy
the look, sequence and structure of an already existing program.
Broderbund brought suit against Unison
World over that company's program PrintMaster. The various screen displays and
menus of PrintMaster were very similar to
those of The Print Shop, although I always

felt PrintMaster had improved menus and
commands.
The outcome of this suit is expected to
have far-reaching implications for software
for all computers. Think about VIP's VIP
Professional spreadsheet for the ST. It is
clearly a Lotus 1-2-3 clone. It looks like
1-2-3, works like 1-2-3, and even reads and
writes 1-2-3-compatible files. Oh , oh .
What about all of the Apple Macintosh
MacWrite word processor look-alikes for
the STI In fact, where is this going to end?
One of the best things about the existing
software industry is that new programs
continually improve on older programs.
There are very few really new ideas when
it comes to computer software. Looks to me
as if we may be entering a software Dark
Ages.
News of this decision is probably causing smiles at Apple. You will recall that,
early in 1986, Apple threatened to sue Digital Research, because the GEM desktop's
MS-DOS and ST versions were too similar
to the format of the Apple Macintosh. (Of
course, we all know Apple Computer was
not the originator of the "visual interface"
of the Macintosh. It was created by Xerox
at the Palo Alto Research Center-PARC
-many years before.)
Because Digital Research did not have

"The new desktop
has only two windows,
and they're fixed."
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the financial wherewithal to contest Apple's claim, they agreed to change the "look
and feel" of the GEM desktop -to Apple's
specifications. Well, I just last week received the new version of the GEM desktop for the IBM PC and clones. I can justifiably state that the desktop's look and feel
are significantly changed ... for the worse,
I think.
The "New Improved"
GEM desktop.
Many of us have become very accustomed to the GEM desktop. Its use seemed
intuitive, requiring little training for effective operation. Now some of the familiar
format has changed, with the introduction
of the new version of GEM for the IBM PC
and other MS-DOS computers.
One of the most obvious differences is
seen in the use of windows. The old version allowed up to four separate windows,
which could be made any size and placed
anywhere on the screen. The new desktop has only two windows, and they're
fixed. Each is the full screen width and
occupies about half of the screen vertically. These two windows cannot be relocated or resized.
Because of the full-width window, there
are no horizontal scroll arrows, no bars or
sliders; all of the icons are displayed across
the screen. There are, however, vertical
scroll arrows, bars and sliders, similar to
the previous version of the desktop.
Also missing from the screen of the new
GEM are separate trash can and disk icons.
Instead of clicking the mouse button on individual file icons (or dragging it through
several file icons, then dragging the entire
selection to the trash can), you now have
a '''delete'' command in the "file" dropdown menu. Files are selected in the familiar manner, then you select the delete
command from the file menu .
Disk icons are initially loca ted inside
each ofthe two windows. Then , as before,
when you click on one of the disk icons,
the window fills with the top-level folder's
contents. Unfortunately, you can't pick up
the disk icons and place them wherever
you want; they're in a fixed position and
order in the top left corner of the window.
Another interesting change involves creating a new folder. Previously, a new folder was made by selecting the "new folder"
command of the file menu. Now, each of
the two fixed windows has a new folder
icon, regardless of what folder is being displayed or how deep you are into the folder hierarchy. To create a new folder, you
click on the new folder icon, then type in
the new name.
There are some other minor changes, as
well. The "close" button located in the very
top left of the window is now a butterfly
shape, instead of a circle. The "desk" dropdown menu is now located at the top, on
the far right of the screen, and has been
renamed "desktop." In fact, all GEM Ap-
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plication programs have the desktop menu
at the top right. When an icon is selected,
it no longer becomes inverse video; it just
gets a darker outline.
I don't particularly like the new GEM
desktop. My major objection is to not being able to size the windows, place them
wherever I like, and have up to four onscreen at once. The new version seems inefficient, too. For example, when I'm doing a lot of disk maintenance . .. I used to
create two windows on the screen. I would
display the filenames as text and make
both windows just wide enough to display
the filename and extension . With two narrow, vertical windows on-screen, there
was still room to display all of my disk
icons- as well as the trash can.
The screen display I just described
worked very well when I wanted to do a
lot of file transfers, deletions and renaming. I had everything arranged nicely onscreen, and all was in reach. The new
desktop limits me to just two windows.
Therefore, I have to go down into folders,
or redisplay higher-level folders more often, to accomplish the same tasks.

will mean for the ST user. Atari claims that
the Apple Computer vs. Digital Research
affair was strictly between those two companies and had no relevance to the ST.
We'll see. It seems clear that , if Digital Research's GEM application programs - GEM
Draw, GEM Wordchart, GEM Graph , GEM
Write and GEM Paint-ever make it to the
ST, they will have to conform to the new,
improved , Apple-requested GEM look and
feel.
And what about other software? Will
software authors be wary of using windows? Are trash can and clipboard icons
now forbidden? It seems that the new GEM
look and feel could have long-lasting and
far-reaching implications. That's really too
bad; for a while there, it seemed that computers were becoming easier to use, since
there was a common interface. Unfortunately, using a computer in the future will
be more difficult, since every manufacturer
is going to have to be isolated , out for
itself. H

" Every manufacturer
is going to
have to be isolated,
out for itself."
I'm sure I'll eventually get used to the
new GEM desktop, but I don't like it. Part
of my dislike is based on having to do more
work. The rest stems from resentment that
Apple Computer forced these changes on
Digital Research. Between making it harder to use the GEM desktop and the competition from the inferior (yet more popular) MicroSoft Windows for the PCs and
clones, it looks as if GEM and the GEM
video interface could be facing extinction.
For now, GEM is an endangered species.
Let's hope it survives.
"Aye, Captain.
We need more power."
With the introduction of the new desktop for the MS-DOS machines-and presumably a new look for the various GEM
PC application programs-we can kiss a
standard user interface goodbye. Apple did
have a chance to let the Xerox PARC/Macstyle interface become the standard computer interface of the future. Think of the
possibilities: a user could walk up to any
computer that used icons, and having used
one such machine, could use any other.
The sizable, multiple windows and trash
can could have been the interface for the
rest of us.
No one knows what this turn of events

KDS Printer Driver
A desk accessory for Epson compatible
dot-matrix printers that gives the
user desktop control of 43 printer
functions. Plus it has 10 user-defined
function buttons for a 1DtaI of 53 IN ALL!
This program can save enough paper
to PAY FOR ITELF! Set pitch to
FIFTEEN or CNDPICA, spacing to l/S",
for 88 lines/page. For BIG SAVINGS print
in SUBSCRIPT, 1/10" spacing, for
110 LINES / PAGE!! (132 lines on some
printers)
Codes are loaded from seperate file,
so program can handle a variety of
printers.
(For ST's with Rom chip)

lIDS SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 975
Leander, TX 78641
$39.95 Postage and Handling Included
Dealer Inquires Invited
(512) 259-4120
CIRCLE #113 ON READER SERVICE CARD

UTILITY
HIGH AND MEDIUM RESOLUTION

Database Create
An accessory for Regent Sase.
by Frank Cohen

The program and source files for this utility were far
too long for inclusion in the magazine. They can be found
on this month's disk version, or on the ANALOG Computing Atari User's Group on Delphi. This article is complete;
there is no DOC file on disk or on Delphi.
Just after I'd finished writing my last video game for the
Atari 800, a friend told me about a new computer Atari
had just shown at one of the trade shows. He couldn't stop
raving about the new ST. I shrugged my shoulders, "just
another system announced and never marketed," I figured
... until I saw it.
My brain raced: "Just think of the games I could write
with sixteen colors on the screen and the fast 68000 chip!"
A short while later, a 16-bit microcomputer with incredible graphics and half a million bytes of memory (the 800
only had 48,000 bytes total) was sitting in my living room.
At the same time, I found myself facing potential bankruptcy, as my financial situation was going from bad to
worse. Even though I was writing about three high-quality
games a year for the 800, the poor state of the games market and rampant piracy were destroying any chances I had
of continuing. So I compromised; I thought about doing
a business product for the ST.
I'd heard the ST had good possibilities as a business machine. In spite of that, there just didn't seem to be any business software available. One day at a computer store, I saw
dBase III for the IBM PC . It was touted as "the best database ever!" I'd never liked the PC , and thought even less
of dBase III, because they both seemed so cumbersome
and awkward . That night I began work on Regent Base.
As I worked the months slipped by. I saw a few other
ST databases show up: DB Master One, H&D Base, DBMAN, and Habaview.

The finished Regent Base falls into the same category
as H&D Base and DBMAN; they're procedural language
driven databases. To do anything with this type of database, the user must learn a programming language. With
the procedural language, databases are created, information within them is manipulated, and reports are generated. All three of these databases are very powerful.
Of the three databases above, Regent Base is the only
one that makes use of GEM. However, that doesn't mean
setting up a database is as simple as pointing and clicking the mouse, as in DB Master. Creating a table in Regent Base requires processing the following type of command from Regent Base's "Sequel Editor."

Create Table Videotapes
NaMe Char(29) ,NUMber Int(~)
This procedural command tells Regent Base to create
a new database table called Videotapes. In this new table,
there will be two fields: name and number. The name field
will be a character field twenty digits wide. The number
field is an integer field six digits wide, so it can hold integer values from 0 through 999,999.
H&D Base and DBMAN have similar commands to create a new database table. Once the table's been created ,
a procedure (program) must be developed to store and retrieve information within the database table.
With Regent Base, GEM objects are used to facilitate
this process. However, a procedural language program still
must be written. Once the procedural language program
is written and the GEM objects have been assembled, the
finished product is called a form. When a Regent Base
form is running, it looks just like any other GEM application you would expect to see on the ST. Its ability to create forms is what separates a procedural language driven
database from the rest.
Most beginners (who are used to DB Master or Hahaview) are staggered when they begin to see how hard it
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is to use a database with a procedural language. It is a
monumental task to start at the beginning and create a
working application using H&D Base, DBMAN or Regent
Base.
Because of this, I've begun writing a series of accessories for Regent Base, so the user who isn't interested in
programming can use an otherwise powerful database.
The first of the accessories is detailed in this article. The
Create accessory creates Regent Base database tables using the GEM system alone-no programming needed.
Database Create is a stand-alone program that can be
used on any Atari ST system. To run it , simply double click
on the CREATE. PRG file. Create can be us ed from a hard
disk or floppy disk, simply by copying the CREATE.PRG
and CREATE.RSC files onto the destination device.
When the program is started, a small dialog box will
appear, asking for the name of the database table to be
created. The name may be up to twenty charac ters long,
but the first eight characters must be different from those
of any other existing database tables. Type the name of
the new table, then press RETURN. The dialog box will
then disappear.
Create will then open a large window directly below
the menu bar. Within the window you will see a group
of choices , containing the three basic field types: Character, Numeric and Date. Below the choices will be a larger
area, labelled with the name of the table to be created .
To define a field , drag one of the objects from the
choices box onto the table area. Before the field is added
to the table, a smaller dialog box will appear, asking for
information specific to the type of field to be added.
Of the three types of fields, the Character field is the
simplest to define. Character fields hold any string of characters. When defined, the Character field is set to a certain maximum number of characters. The dialog box that
appears first asks for the name of the field to be typed,
then for the size of the field in characters.
The Numeric field can be of Integer or Decimal type.
An Integer field can hold any whole number (i.e. , no decimal point or fractions) and can be up to ten digits wide.
Decimal fields can hold any number or fraction. They can
be defined to hold up to ten digits to the left of the decimal point and nine digits to the right (i.e. , 9999999999.0
00000001). The dialog box that appears when a Numeric
field is defined asks which field type (Integer or Decimal)
to define.
The date field can be defined in one of four possible
ways: Normal, Long, Short or European format. The Normal Date field is displayed as 1/2/86. The Long Date version would appeal' as January 2, 1986. A Short Date would
be JAN 2 , 86, while the European Date field would show
2/1/86 when printed. The dialog box that appears asks the
user to click the selected Date field type.
When defining a new field, you must define the field
name. The name defined must be different from all other
previously defined names in the table being created. Once
the new field has been entered, the corresponding icon
will appear in the table area.

Next to the choices is a Trashcan icon. You can delete
fields within the table area by dragging the field's icon to
the Trashcan. The field will then be removed from the
table area. Please note: once a field has been dragged to
the Trashcan, it cannot be retrieved; a new field will have
to be redefined from the choices area.
Once the fields of the new table have been defined, and
appear in the table area, Database Create has enough information to assemble the procedural commands to generate the table. The output of Create is saved as a Regent
Base form. The new form may be run directly from Create, or saved and run later, either from the. menu program
or the Sequel Editor in Regent Base.
Either of these two options is called from the "Control"
option of the menu bar. The Control menu bar entry contains three selections: Save As A Form, Create Table and
Quit. Save As A Form creates a new Regent Base form containing the procedural commands necessary to create the
new database table. The form created can be loaded into
the Sequel Editor and processed .
The Create Table selection creates a new Regent Base
form, then automatically processes the new form using
the Regent Base Sequel Editor.
The Quit selection exits Create and returns to the GEM
desktop.
Database Create serves simply as a tool to a greater understanding of how Regent Base works and what can be
accomplished with Regent Base. Forms created by the program can be loaded into Regent Base's Forms Editor for
a closer look.
Future versions will include additional field types , the
ability to enter and exit through the central menu program ,
and the ability to edit existing database tables .
Database Create is not a solution to the major problem
of learning to use a procedural language for the first time.
A table defined using Create will physically exist. However, the form that actually manipulates the table's contents must be written in the procedural language.
The next accessory planned is a database table "Data
Entry" editor, which will allow direct (no programming
necessary) access to database tables output by Create. Next
will come a "Reports Generator," for instant reports based
on the contents of the database tables. H
Frank Cohen, the author of Regent Base, has been publishing software for the Atari line since his first program ,
"Clowns and Balloons," in 1982.
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Techmate version 1.1
SZABO SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 623
Borrego Springs, CA 92004
$49.95

by Douglas Weir

A famous Grandmaster is supposed to
have said that the ideal chess player would
play "like a book in the opening, like a magician in the middle game, and like a machine in the ending." If your machine is
the ST, then the software will have to be
a new release from Szabo Software. It's the
only chess program available for the ST series so far, but we're lucky- it's a very good
one.
Techmate-no, it's not the name of a
Silicon Valley dating service-runs in high
or medium resolution. You get three files
on the single-sided distribution disk. The
program seems to be written completely
in assembly langu age, and is thus smallless than 20K bytes. One of two data files,
each about 118K bytes in size, is us ed by
the program to run under color or monochrome. Techmate is totally mouse-driven .
Starting a game involves no more than a
co uple of mouse clicks.

A sample Techmate screen.

The game display is simple. Most of the
sc reen is filled by the chessboard. In high
reso lution , the pieces are drawn in the
stan dard S taunton style used for diagrams
in chess books, The color version (which
can be nUl from low or mediwn resolution)
uses slightly more stylized forms. In any
case, yo u won't be distrac ted by the di splay. The ri ght side of the screen is used
fOl' in formation . In the middle of this area
are two di gital clocks: one for the program,
a nd one for you. Each side is allotted a certa in ,Wl0Wlt of time for a game. You can
take as long as yo u wish to make a move,
provided yo u have time left on your clock.
[f you rWl out of time whi le it's yoW' move,
you lose.
However, it's very easy to change the
c lock settin gs, e ither befor e or during a
ga me. [f you rWl out , you ca n give yourself more time and reswne the game at the
cLll'rent position. The clocks register up to
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9999 seconds each , so you can allot up to
2 '/4 hoW's to either side, or both (if my long
division is correct) . The defa ult setting for
the clocks is 300 seconds (5 minutes) per
side. The initi al settings can be different
- in fact , I was able to obtain some of my
most sat isfying res ults against Techmate
by setting its clock to, say, 30 seconds, and
mine to 9000.
The level of ski ll at which the program
plays is determined by how much time you
give it , and so is co ntinuously variable.
There are no form al play-levels. If you set
Techmate's clock to one hour, it will play
better than it would if yo u gave it only five
minutes. It will also take more time for
each move (according to Szabo Software,
Techmate w ill typically take t/s oth of its
time remaining for the current move).
Techmate "thinks" on ly on its own time,
not its opponent's.
Techmate has a respectable repertory of
openings. As long as yo u stick to its
"book ," it will m a ke its moves almost instantaneously. However, its knowledge is
not encyclopedic . As Bl ack against 1. pK4 it will play 1 ... P-K4, 1 ... P-QB4 (Sicilian Defen se), 1 ... P-Q4 (Center Cowlter),
1 . . . N-KB3 (Alekhine's Defense), or a
King's Indian configura tion (with . . . PKN3 , .. . B-N2 , etc. ) In some cases, it will
continue for fi ve or six moves in a line before stal'ting to think for itself. Against the
King's Gamb it (1. P-K4, P-K4; 2. P-KB4) ,
it does not know abo ut the Falkbeer
Co wlter-G ambit (2 . . . P-Q4) . It had no
trouble finding Fool 's Mate aga inst 1. PKB3 and 2. P-KN4.
With its clock set to 900 seconds (15
minutes). Techmate was un able to checkmate with King, Bishop and Knight
aga inst a lone King. But it kept trying. It
does know about such principles as the
Opposition in Kin g-a nd -Pawn endings.
As you wou ld expec t, the program's
greatest stre ngth is in pure tac ti cal play
and short co mbin ati ons. I'm not a rated
ch ess p layer and so have no idea what
Techmate's ratin g at var ious levels might
be. I found it much stronger than my fouryear-old old Fidelity Chess Chall enger (one
of the "ded icated" chess computers) . In
five -minute games, Techmate is truly formidable.
For the reco rd , Techmate allows all the
lega l moves of chess. includ ing castling,
pawn captures en passant and pawn promotion. It recognizes (and , in the appropriate situati on , w ill play for) stalemate.
It w ill declare a draw a fter fifty moves if
no cap tW'es or checks have occurred. It
a lso recogn izes th e three-time repetit ion

rule : if a posi tion is repeated three times,
the game is legally drawn (provided one
of the players points this out). Perpetual
check falls into tllis category. If there is not
enough material left on the board for e ither side to win (for example, King and
Knight agains t King) , Techmate declares
a draw.
Techmate plays "touch-move." But it's as
easy to override this feature as it is to fiddle with the clock settings. At any timeyour move or not-you can click th e
mouse on the "Stop" box , and Techmate
w ill suspend opera ti on. You can now (a)
switch sides, (b) change the clock settings,
(c) "take back" as many moves as yo u
want-right up to the beginning of the
game, (d) start a new game, (e) make one
or more moves for White and/or Black, or
(f) quit the program altogether.
The moves on the chessboard are accomp8l1ied by a combination of visual and
audial cues. Whenever Techmate moves, a
pleasant bell sound is heard once, and the
"to" and "from" squares are highlighted
until yo u move the mouse. When it gives
check , you hear something like a gunshot
(this ca n be quite a surprise when unexpected). Other sounds are used to signal
illegal moves (which the program will not
execute), draws, checkmate, and so on. In
all these cases, a message is also displayed
in the upper right corner of the screen .
Techmate will not save a game. and yo u
C8l1l10 t get it to generate a listin g of moves.
But at the end of a game you ca n use its
"take-back" fea tme to go back over the
moves in reverse. I was intrigued to find
that , in more than one case where I went
back to an espec ially interes ting point ,
Techmate chose a different move in a n
identical position. This may have been due
to the clock's hav ing a slightly different setting the second time arowld.
My only serious complaint abo ut the
program con cern s its "Problem- Solving
Mode." The only way you can se t up a position (and th en let Techmate take Whi te
or Black and play on from thi s p oint) is to
start as if at the begiIming of a norm al
game, and then manually make th e altern ating seri es of moves th at will.generate
the desired positi on. There's no diffi culty
making the moves. but it would be much
ni cer to have a mode where one co uld just
place the p ieces where one wa nted them.
get rid of the wlwanted pieces, and pick
up play from there.
As for Techmate's style of play . .. in a
word, it's aggressive. II always looks for
cowl terplay. In posit ions w here it is forced
to defend, Techmate will selec t a pu rely

passive move only when nothing else is
available. It seems to readily see ahead a
move or so to potential pins, discovered
checks, and so on. In positions involving
fluid pav\'l1-play in the center it is especially effective, often brutally so. One quickly
lear ns to feel discouraged when Techmate
starts things off with ... PxP in a seemingly even position .

Szabo Software seems conunitted to supporting their product. I've already received
a hvo-page update describing a fix for a
slight bug , and containing news and hints
of future enhancements. A rumored "Bobby Fischer Mode," where the computer refuses to play unless the lighting is perfect
and you have $100,000 prize money on de posit with a tlllrd party, is not mentioned.

Techmate comes with a very well written eight-page guide. Techrnate is not copyprotected. I use it every day. I love it . Buy
it. H

Micro C-Shell
BECKEMEYER DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
592 Jean Street #304
Oakland, CA 94610
(415) 658-5318
$49.95

by Douglas Weir
Windows are better, I won't deny that.
Compare the nicest new GEM applications
to the menu-driven Gothic novels exported from the IBM world . It's no fun lurching blindly doV\'l1 the labyrinths of yet
another "Super Gee-Base" with nothing
but a sheaf of cryptic programmer's notes
(pardon me-they call them "User's Manuals") to show the way. At least with GEM,
relief from any situation is only a CloseBox away.
But there's an exception to this general
rule. Most of the programs and utilities
used by programmers-compilers, assemblers , linkers and whatnot-were written
to be used most conveniently from an oldstyle environment. When I used Megamax
C, I ignored all the GEM trappings. Instead
I renamed the compiler and other utilities,
and ran them all from DRI's command.tos
(a rudimentary command interpreter program). Still , there wasn't much one could
do from this shell , aside from get directories , rWl programs and exercise TOS's
random-bomb-blit routine.
With Micro C-Shell from Beckemeyer
Development Tools, that has all changed.
Micro C-Shell is a Unix-like command interpreter with both internal and external
commands. It is so Unix-like, in fact, that
you are well advised to consult one of the
many Unix guides available, to help you
understand some of the package's more abstruse points.
You start Micro C-Shell simply by clicking on GEMCSH .PRG from the desktop, as
you would any other program. GEMCSH
configures itself with the information contained in the text file login .sh , if one exists in the current directory, or it uses
default values. After that, you find yourself in a text-only environment that looks
just like Unix-at least to tIllS unpracticed
eye.
Abou t eleven commands are built in to
the shell program-for example, show text

file contents (cat), show directory (I s), copy
file (cp) , and so on. The single commands
are often much more powerful than they
appear at first glance. By using the "-R"
flag w ith the Is command, for example, you
can get a recursive listing of all subdirectories on a disk (incidentally, an explanation of this flag was left out of my printed
copy of the manual).
I cowlted another fourteen external commands. These are simply rWlJ1able programs (with .PRG or .TOS ex tensions) that
are loaded in and execu ted by the shell
program w hen you type their names. This
means the system is easily extensible by the
us er. If you want a new conunand, you just
write a program to accomplish it, then put
it in the proper subdirectory.
The external commands supplied include programs that will find differences
between two files , perform some simple
formatting of text files, send text files to
the printer, count the words in a text file ,
change the read/write flags on a file, etc .
One external command called CC.PRG lets
yo u nill the ORI C compiler and linker
from Micro C-ShelJ using batch files , with
a minimum of trouble and a fair amount
of fl ex ibility. Since it's an external command, 1 was able to delete it, rename my
Megamax compiler to CC . PRG and run it,
instead.
One internal command you won't find
on allY other Unix system deserves special
attent ion. By typing gem followed by a
program name, you can easily run GEM
applications from Micro C-Shell. This lets
me use the C-Shell , but use 1st Word as
a text ed itor. 1 did find a couple of peculiarities with the command when used to run
1st Word, however. First, you have to type
som ething like :

geM 1st_word x

(where x is just a dununy character-it can
be anything) to prevent 1st Word from trying to open a new file called 1st_word !
The second bug will be discussed below.
Other GEM programs worked fine when
ca lled via the gem command .

Just listing the separate commands gives
no idea of how flexible a system C-Shell
really is. You can run several commands
sequentially from one line of typed input ,
by separating the commands with a
semi-colon:
cd junk ; Is -1

cat readMe.*
This will move you to the directory jun k,
display a long listing of the directory's contents, and then show the contents of all
files in the directory wi th the name
readme, regardless of extension . The filename wildcards * and ? are accepted.
Micro C-Shell also allows conunands to
accept redirected input , and to redirect
their output to other commands. This is accomplished with pipes:
Is -1 junk I Ipr
The command Is outputs a long listing of
the contents of directory junk, but the output, instead of being printed to the screen
(i.e. , to standard output), is redirected via
a pipe (illdicated by I ) to the command Ipr,
which sends its input along to the printer.
Thus you get a printed directory listing .
Another example:

pr stUff.txt I Ipr
TIllS sequence will send a listing of stuff. txt
to the printer, complete with page breaks
and headings.
Piping is implemented with temporary
files, and this brings me to the other peculiarity in the gem command. The user
should specify in the login.sh file that all
temporary files be written somewhere safe
(I use a RAMdisk, which also speeds
things up), i.e., not to a directory, or even
to a disk, containing files to be edited.
Otherwise, I found that 1st Word often app ended the contents of a recently-piped
file to the file currently being saved after
an edit . I should point out that I could not
duplicate this problem with any other text
editors.
Other built-in features of Micro C-Shell
allow you to rename (alias) corrunands and
sequences (thus reducing the amount of
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typing necessary for often-used commands), and to recall previously-typed
command lines from a system-maintained
buffer (history) .
With Micro C-Shell, batch (shell) files
are very easy to use (you call them as you
would any other command), and they enjoy full access to all features of the shell
itself. Their syntax is in some ways similar to that ofC (hence the name). However, writing shell files can be something of
a dark art, and you won't get much help
from the documentation-the author
seems to have taken a sacred vow never
to give examples of anything. Beckemeyer's
MT C-Shell (to be reviewed in a future STLog) includes a long shell file used to install the system, from which you can glean
many useful hints, but with Micro C-Shell
I think you'll b e forced to refer to a Unix
manual if, like me, you aren't already familiar with shell files.
One of GEMCSH's external commands
is CSH. PRG, which in fact is ... Micro CShell (minus the gem cOl1Unand). Two
main uses for this command are given in
the manual. First, you can put it in the
"auto" folder of your boot disk and have CShell automatically run every time you
turn on the computer (that's the reason
why this version doesn't know about GEM,
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tory (i.e., the external commands) total
about 23SK bytes. This is the minimum
portion of the package you would want accessible from disk at all times (you could,
of course, delete from the disk the commands you don't use, making more free
space). Micro C-Shell can thus be used
conveniently in a floppy or hard disk environment.
My only real complaint with Micro CShell concerns the documenta tion , w hich
in some ways hearkens back to the worst
days of user-hostility ; even the official
Unix manuals seem friendlier. And th ere's
more than a little evidence that someone
neglected their proofreading duties. You 'll
have no trouble using most of the commands directly, but you 'll probably need
a secon d reference to figure out all the intricacies of history substitution and writing shell files .
Otherwise, I recommend Micro C-Shell
enthusiastically-for programmers and developers. To "applications-only" users. I
would say stick with GEM , wlless you hate
the mouse.
As mentioned above, Micro C-Shell's
repertory of external commands can easily be added to by the user. An example is
the Micro C-Tools package (to be reviewed
soon) , which I also recomm end . H

Starglider
by Jez San, Argonaut Software
RAINBIRD SOFTWARE, U.K., through FIREBIRD SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446
$39.95

by D. F. Scott

Dartmouth Star Trek (believed created
in 1965) is the root of a long family tree
which branches out like this: from Dartmouth Trek came Cambridge Trek-the
first real-time variation and the basis of Sega's arcade Star Trek-and the original
PDP-ll Space Wars vector-graphics game.
Space Wars was ported by Cinematronics
over to the arcades years later, and Atm'i
copied it with Cosmos. Though n ever released, Cosmos was changed so that the
asteroids became targets rather than obstacles, and we know where that part of the
tree leads, already.
Lance Miklaus popularized Star Trek
for the TRS-SOs, and Personal Software
[later VisiCorp) came up with a great realtime variation in Time Trek. Doug Neubauer put the Atari 400/S00s on the map
by adding first-person combat to the
scheme, while keeping the Dartmouth
Trek's sector grids and sensor scans-thus
creating Star Raiders, the first heavyweight champ. None of the seven years'
worth of vm'iations since have managed to
dethrone it, but now Jeremy "Jez" San has
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which isn't yet activated when the "auto"
programs are run). Second , you can call
CSH.PRG from within your own programs,
and thus use the shell's internal as well as
its external cOlmnands. You can also invoke copies of the C-Shell from within the
current shell (too much of this sort of thing
can lead to a species of user confusion
known as shell shock).
As yo u might guess from its name,
Micro C-Shell (and Unix, for that matter)
has a certain affinity to C, the programming language. Implementations of Unix
are usu ally written mostly in C, and I assume that this is true for Micro C-Shell,
as well . But there's no reason why one
couldn't use Micro C-Shell to build a system around another favorite la nguage. I
was able to work with the Personal Pascal package very easily. I ran the editor,
compiler and linker as separate programs
with no trouble at all. Without the GEM
overhead, every thing ran slightly faster.
Micro C-Shell contains just about everything you'd ask for in a reasonable system,
except for a format command - to get this
you must buy Beckemeyer's Micro C-Tools,
a companion p ackage.
Micro C-SheU comes on one si ngle-sided
disk . GEMCSH.PRG is about 67K bytes in
size. The programs in the \BlN subdirec-
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taken the best from each of them [Star
Wars, Battlezone, Red Baron), added a
dash of Bob Polin's Blue Max [where
you're most vulnerable while refueling, instead of most secure), and given us Starglider, whi ch may very well be the new
champ. Starglider is that good, right from
the opening soundtrack.
And so, ten billion years from now,
when archaeologists of the n ew human
civilization dig up remnants of the old, Wlcovering such treasures as the Taj Mahal ,
the Reagan Memorial , the ANALOG Building , and the infinite pile of loose leaf
papers under which rests D. F. Scott , they
will most likely deduce the following:
Ancient Em·th colonies were divided into
SxS sector grids. Within one of these grids,
mankind had harnessed a source of infinite energy calle d a starbase. In the outside world of never-ending combat , men
and women lost bodily energy rapidly, and
were often caught with their shields down.
The starbase (a structure marked by two
golden arches) was a place for rest and rejuvenation. From there, combatants could
emerge to face the robotic minions of doom
denoted in folklore only by the letter K.
Archaeologists will n ever realize that

what really happen ed was that everyon e
with an ST -meaning most of us , of
comse-was simply spending most of their
time playing Starglider.
In this game, you find yo m self in a firstperson attack scenario similar to that of
Battlezone. You have two main instruments: yow' forward viewscreen and yow'
radar, which seem to hold up in battle a
lot better than your ship. You fl y a rather
quiet sort of hovercraft. There me two ways
to control it: by keyboaJ'd a la Flight Simulator, or by mouse (which I prefer beca use
of its greater responsiveness ).
The mouse control is subtle and ingenious. The direction you're headed in is determined by the position of the mouse
relative to the center of your mouse pad
or roll-around area. The left button fires
yom lasers-more like a plasma beaJll, just
the slightest bit of time delay-and the
right button (held dOWll , followed by an
upward or downward movement of the
mouse) controls your speed . After about
three flights , the movements became insti nctive for me.
There is one minor bug, though. I've noticed that sometimes the speed automatically decays , and sometimes it stays con-

stant. Either way, the program is consistent throughout a game. I've learned to
compensate for this eccentricity.
The viewscreen employs simulated vector graphics of the first caliber, esp ecially
in the color version . Each target has a
sharp, c risp look. Some are capable of
changing shape, such as the high-scoring,
bird-shape d "Starglider" targets with flapping wings. The rate of frame-redraw with
up to s ix objects on the screen at once is
practically unnotice able, although a panorama c an contain up to two tanks, a miss ile lawlcher, three towers, one calmon,
three laser turrets, and maybe six lawlched
mi ss iles !
Starglider c ould have be en calle d "You
vs . T he Gala x y." Your ship moves over the
surface of a plane t reminiscent of Atari 's
Star Wars arcade game, though about ninety times more popula te d . This ship of
yours do esn't burn fuel , so much as eva pOl'a tes it. The shie lds are simple : as long
as yo u have shield en ergy, you live ; if not,
you w ill die. Mos t of your shields operate
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at the front of your ship-you'll be quite
likely survive a head -on collision with a
missile-but behind you it can get pretty
drafty.
Almost nothing suc cumbs to one laser
hit; it t akes about ten (!) hits to zap the
average target. Some are invulnerable to
lasers, but for these (luckily), you have
impact-destructible missil es (two is your
limit at any time ), which you guide by re mote TV camera toward the target. I love
'em.
Refue ling is self-service only. You have
to steal your fu e l by sitting on top of a n
e thereal power line that invisibly connects
three towers. The feeling is somewhat like
that of using the restroom in the middle
of a Who concert- you're likely to b e
molde d into something you weren't when
you came in.
Aside from a few h armless landmarks,
the only fri e ndly obj ects you'll find a re
your mi ss ile s ilos, where you 'll also c ollect shield and laser energy (but not fue lthey're not that generou s). Unfortunate ly

for you , someone in the Silo-Planning
Department decided it would be nice to
have the silos spinning around. Of course,
you don't spin around, so docking becomes one treacherous maneuver - half orbit , half sudden impact.
As I said before, Starglider borrows from
the best. The 100xl00 sector grid, although
seldom used, gives just enough of a hint
of the old Dartmouth Star Trek to make
a space game player feel at home.
The space game gives us an environm ent where our lives hang by a silver
thread of connected pixels, a world of splitsecond action rather than prudent decision-making . It's a world w e all need to
live in every once in a while. And we
couldn't pick a better place than the world
of Starglider, the latest d escendant in a
long and honorable line: the progeny of
programming genius and lightning-fast
reflexes. H

QMS KISS Laser Printer
QMS, INC.
P.O. Box 81250
Mobile, AL 36689
$1995.00

by Charles Bachand

Neve r hav ing b ee n exp os e d to a las er
pr inter be fore, I was content to use w ha tever pi ece of p r inter h ard w are was in the
offices a t any given time. And I've been
happy us ing these ANALOG P u blis hing
printers - even w ith the strange and som e w ha t lo ud no ises they m ake.
But , s in ce we've been us ing ST co mp uters (ja st) a nd I got my 2400-ba ud modem (even fas terJ- not to m ention the Atar i
20-meg hard d isk d rive (faster s tiIlJ - the
other pr inters ar e s tarting to seem like the
prove rbi a l tortoise. Unless there's a large
pri nter bu ffe r im pleme nted in har dware or
s oftwa re to gobble up the charac te rs, the
co mpute r is basica lly go in g to s it th ere
wh ile the docwl1ent or lis ting is p ut to paper. And wi th the length of some of the
listings I've enc ountere d , it's usu ally a
good idea to sche dule p rinting to coinc ide
w ith lLmch -crossing your fingers that you
do n't rWl o ut of pap er while d essert is being se rve d.
Fo r the mos t part, yo u don't have to worry abo ut pr int sp eed w ith a laser printer.
The KISS w ill output text at a ra te of s ix
pages per minute. Tha t's one shee t every
ten seco nd s ! [f yo u fi gure that your average docume nt is 58 lin es in length (ac tual ly 66 lines, minus 4 lines both on the top
an d bottom for a ni ce border effec t) yo u 're
p rinti ng 348 lines of tex t e ach minuteor 5.8 lines each and every second .

Ever since we at ST-Log move d up into
the hi gh-tech wo rld of laser pr inters , other printers in the office are be ing put to less
a nd less use. It's actu a lly ge tting qui e t
a rOLUld here. We've started noti cin g othe r
little noises, li ke the hum o f fluoresce nt
li g ht ing , the fa n in th e wa ter cooler d own
the hall, a nd eve n pe opl e b rea thing. A laser printer ca n r eli eve a m a jor sow'ce of
stress in the offi ce environment.
Comp are d to the d o t-m a tri x and d a isyw heel p rinters yo u m ay be more fa mili a r
w ith , the KISS is quite large. Meas uri ng
18.7" in w idth by 12 .25" in he ight by 2J "
in depth , thi s gives it a fo o tprint just a Iilti e bi gger than tha t of a Bro ther d a isyw heel (on e of our p rinters ga ther ing d us t
s in ce the KISS a rri ve d .) Most of th e KIS S
laser printer's size com es fro m its a dd ed
he igh t , w hi c h is du e to the lar ge am o un t
o f adde d h a rd wa re in the m achine . It's
about the size of a small offi ce photocopi er.
An d a laser prin ter is, in fac t , a glorifi e d photocop ier. It gels a lo t of its technol ogy from the new p erso na l pl a in-p ap er
copi ers, from Ca non and others, th a t a re
beg inning to appear in offi ce s upply a nd
d epartmen t s tores . In fac t , the KISS obta ins its non e lec tronic "copi er" equipme nt
from Cano n , as d o about 75 % of the other
laser prin ter m anufac turers.
A c opy in g m achine produces an im age
by shining li ght on to a pi ece of paper yo u
want copie d. Th.is li ght is the n re flec te d by the use of a mirror-onto a photose nsitive drum in sid e the copi er. The res l

of the p roce ss - whi ch involves c hemi cal
toner, static elec tr icity and h eat - is much
too involved to go into h ere. Le t's just say
that it goes "round 'n round ," and the copy
c omes out there.
We have the sa me things happening in
a laser printer as in a photocopier, w ith one
bi g difference: the light is not being reflecte d off of anything , but is generate d w ithin a solid-state laser. The b ea m from the
laser is p anne d ac ross the drum and , ultim ate ly, onto the pap er, by re fl ecting il off
of a set of rota ting mirrors w hile pulsing
the laser on and off. These "p ul sa tion s"
gen era te the light and dark areas that make
up the individual pixels on the p aper. The
laser used in this application is so accurate
tha t it ca n print text to a re soluti on of 300
d ots/ in ch. You 'd be hard -presse d -even
with a good m agnifying glass - to be able
to see the se indiv idu al dots.
S ince the KISS does not h ave to deal
w ith the actual hardware present in other
pri n te rs - ribbons , print-hea d s , d a isywheels, and the like- but, instead , can d o
pre tty much wha t it wants to a pi ece of p ap er, it is not limite d to act in g li ke, or
emula ting, any on e printer. In fac t , w ith
the c urrent soflwar e in the m achin e, it is
jus t as happy ac ting like a Di ablo 630 or
Xerox 1730 daisy-whe el , the Qume Spring
9/45, 9/ 55 and 11 Plus printers , or even an
Eps o n FX-80. Nor does it care w hi ch w ay
yo u prefer to orie nt the paper, s ince you
c an e asily s elec l betwe en either Portrait
(stand a rd verti cal orientation) or Land-
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scape (horizontal) modes of printing. The
only limitation is that you must use single
sheet paper-that trusty box of 9 If2 xU fanfold you've been keeping in the closet
won't do you any good here.
The Epson emulation seems to be the
most popular among users of the ST, since
tlus is compatible with the built-in screen
dump software. Our KISS has been set to
this mode ever since it arrived and is constantly being used to generate screen
dumps and program listings, for both the
Atari 8-bit and ST computers. As you can
probably tell from looking at the listings
in the magazine, the emulation software
does indeed work-with a only a few exceptions.
Some Epson commands don't work with
the laser printer, because they are hardware oriented toward "real" Epson printers, and-quite frankly-there's no real
need for them in a laser environment.
These unnecessary commands include disabling the paper-out sensor, skip-overperforation and selecting unidirectional
printing, among others. The KISS will accept these, as well as other unsupported
commands, but they will be ignored and
won't affect printing.
Another curious difference is seen when
printing in Superscript or Subscript mode.
Here the built-in software is only partially Epson compatible-text is correctly
printed a half line above or below the current line, but an Epson will also print this
offset text using a special half-height character set. The KISS uses the standard
character height, instead .
Conforming to Epson's method of handling graphics does not allow you to address the full 300 dots/inch resolution that
a laser printer can produce. The smallest

dot an Epson can make is 'h2 of an inch
high, and 4 laser-generated pixels must be
stacked one on top of the other to emulate
this.
Graphic information is stored in the
printer's 128K of page memory before being finalized on paper. There is nowhere
near enough memory here to handle a full
page of graphics at 300 dots/inch, but the
KISS will handle a full page emulating Epson's single-density graphics, or a half page
of double-density graphics.
Other, more expensive printers have upwards of 256K RAM to play with-allowing you that finer control-but the key
term here, as far as we're concerned, is
more expensive. With a price of $1995.00,
the KISS is currently the least expensive
of the laser printers.
There are literally hundreds of selectable options on the KISS, and all these are
accessible through the seven-key keypad
mounted on the front of the maclline. Tlus
method makes it fairly easy to change options, even though you must usually refer
to the manual to determine th e proper
codes. The on e option we tend to use
most - primarily because we have 8-bit
Ataris as well as STs hooked up to the
printer-toggles the control of interpretation of the carriage return character while
in Epson-emulation mode. Wlule most
control panel options are of the "set and
forget" variety, this particular one is constantly being changed.
Here is where any review of this printer
becomes a li ttle incoherent. There is literally too much one can say about the QMS
KISS. The printer has so many featuresis so fast , so quiet, can print with such
high quality ... etc. , etc. , etc.-that it's difficult to decide what to talk about next. Did

I mention the manual feed capability, or
the replaceable toner cartridge, or the
different paper sizes, or the built-in diagnostics and self-test capabilities? The KISS
has them all.
I'm begilming to run out of space here,
and our Managing Editor wants tlus review
on her desk "now!" So ... let's just take a
few more minutes here, to talk about the
user's manual.
To explain all these wonderful options
to the somewhat dumbfowlded new-user.
there is the more than 360-page loose-leaf
KISS owner's manual (Publication Number 1720486B-I wonder if they made that
up). The hefty (2 Ib., Z5 oz.) document explains everything there is to know about
the KISS printer. This is the second version of the manual, a tremendous ilnprovement over the original , which was a
strange and unruly mess that produced
confusion whenever it was referenced. The
new manual could still use a set of tab indexes to mark the beginning of each section of the manual. One of these days I'm
going to break down and buy a set.
And , last , for those who need readymade software to teach them how to use
this new-fangled machine, QMS supplies
1st KISS, a cleverly designed, self-paced
tutorial program, as well as PopSet, a program to allow you to program the KISS
printer from your computer. UnfortwlateIy, both of these pieces of software are for
IBM PC compatibles: they help us very little. Someday, we'll wake up and find all
the software in the world is ST compatible. Someday. Until then , we'll just have
to make do with what we have. And we
have a powerful ally, in the KISS laser
printer. H

Deep Space
by David H. Lawson, Garvan Corbett
PSYGNOSIS, LTD.
1st Floor, Port of Liverpool Bldg.
Pier Head, Liverpool, UK L3 1BY
$44.95

by D. F. Scott
In 1980, some friends of mine and I
would regularly gather around a TRS-80
Model I, each of us assuming a role in
playing what was then the premiere space
game : Lance Miklaus' Star Trek m. There
could be as many as eight of us huddled
around that small box at anyone time. Had
someone walked in then and handed us
Deep Space, there would immediately have
been eight pairs of bulging eyes and sixteen hands jammed together, with all of us
clamoring for keyboard space.
But that was six years ago. Since then,
we've found reasons to call Ultima IV
"blocky," Mercenary "slow," and Flight
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Simulator II "too easy." In short, we're
much pickier than we were. I'm among the
pickiest of our old group, so, with due respect to my good friends, I'd like to offer
a space-game connoisseur's view into Deep
Space.
The game scenario, iffamiliar, is also enticing: an offensive mission in a so-called
Strix fighter to clear the galaxy of Vexon
militant vessels, which plague the "home
territory" of four solar systems. Since the
player is allowed to choose his own mission plan, he is considered a "free lancer"
-an employee of The Agency, a sort of interstellar Impossible Missions Forcereceiving bounty money for the destruction of certain ships. The money concept
is important here; fuel , replacement parts

and arms cost money, and there are no lowinterest loans to be had in deep space.
Each solar system is connected through
a hole in hyperspace called a stargate; one
can travel to other star systems through i 1.
At the end of the stargate trail is the Vexon system itself, where our nemeses originate. There the hired gun-kamikaze that
he is-heads for the ultimate target: the
Vexon mothership, hovering in the starlittered screen like the universe's biggest
ball of lint.
The ship's implements are also familiar:
various scanners, an adequately verbose
ship's computer, and a choice of weaponry. On tlus familiar theme Deep Space
makes some unique and welcome variations. First of all, the first-person-oriented

viewscreen (a la Star Raiders) is in itself
"rotatable," like the gUIlllery pod of Star
Wars' Millenium Falcon . One may then
slide around the interior of the ship like
yolk in a glass eggshell , while the ship's
absolute movement remains unchanged.
Movement in general is controlled by the
cursor keys, the mouse or a joystick, all active at once. Ship's functions are accessed
through icons all over the lower portion
of the screen as pointed to by a GEM-like
arrow.

ious shades of grey, brighter shades depicting greater nearness to you on the Y,Zcoordinate plane. If that's difficult to comprehend now, imagine trying to figure it
out while being shot at by red nodules of
fire straight out of a Klingons' nightmare.
The second sector scan is a two-part,
two-square-inch projected map of the
whole solar system, shown as colored
microdots on a light-gray field-part one
being the X,Y-coordinate plane, part two

A new viewpoint
of a familiar
scenario type
greets the user in
Deep Spoce,
from Psygnosis, Ltd.

So this game has an established scenario, with interesting variations and nice features, and a respected manufacturerPsygnosis, Ltd., who gave us Brataccas.
Where could it possibly be deficient?
Speed. This game is in serious need of
a blitter chip. What's supposed to be deep
combat often ends up more like deep sleep.
True to the name of the game, any target
of importance is almost always very far
away-a dot deep in the distance. So your
Strix fighter is rarely in any danger by virtue of its position, except when caught in
the occasional meteor shower.
Realistic, perhaps, but realism never
made a good space game. To compensate
for the lack of positional strategy, single
targets are made quite dangerous. A fullyfueled, top-condition Strix fighter with
shields up can be completely defeated by
a few innocent meteors or a couple of blasts
from an enemy ship which, just a few
blinks of an eye ago, was only a twinkle
in that eye.
To measure the distance between things,
the game offers three (3) different kinds of
sensor scanners. One is a very-short-range
device projected onto your forward viewscreen-all ship's computer functions are
projected in a like manner. Your ship is
depicted on an X,Y-coordinate plane, along
with its magnetic scoops (to pick up prisoners in space for more cash, or to acquire
energy nodules-a nice idea). This scanner also shows surrounding objects in var-

the Y,Z plane. Trying to decode this map
would be like consulting a Rand McNally
Road Atlas left open on top of Mt. Everest
through a hand-held telescope from a boat
in the middle of the Pacific Ocean . You're
supposed to be able to point to the object
you want to head toward with a pair of
microscopic cross hairs, and the navigation system will then lead you there by
projecting a sort of square tUIlllel in the
right direction. About halfway to your destination , though-approximately the distance between Jupiter and the Sun-the
squares in the tUIlllel grow closer together, until you're left with one big red square
(apologies to Lenin). So much for navigational aid; where's Sulu when you need
him?
All the graphics in this game are based
on two principles: colored points or bitmapped "overlay" images. The latter technique proved superior for Brataccas, but
for a space game? First of all , the star-field
is a really good attempt at simulating
depth . If you can picture in your mind the
opening sequence from the movie Star
Trek II , you can imagine Deep Space. By
itself, it's brilliant; but when there are other objects on the screen, and when almost
all the scanners are on , so much is happening that the starfield jerks about wildly, as if you're being kicked through space
by a mad Vogon. Add a planet to the picture (planets are lighted on all sides, by the
way-an excusable piece of surrealism),

and you're no longer a visitor in space, but
a participant in a rather slow slide show
of the Apollo XIII mission. Depth goes out
the window. The starfield is one cause;
there are at least 100 little objects in it being moved around trigonometrically.
Unfortunately, when you get close
enough to an enemy ship to see its shape,
it doesn't look much like a ship anymore
-instead it seems part mirage, part something you built with Lego blocks when you
were a kid. There's a limited number of
stored bit-mapped images depicting the
target ship at various stages of rotation.
Deciding which image to show, and where,
can sometimes take a full second-and all
the while the program has to keep tabs on
that infinite starfield. Add to that one planet and one more target, along with all your
torpedo fire and the targets' barrage, and
you may be staring at an immobile screen
for periods of time way too long for a space
game.
The result of this deep deceleration is
that the game ceases to be tactical at its
most critical stages. You're either being
shot at, or you're completely safe, or you
might shoot blindly into space and by
chance hit something. I've won several battles without having the foggiest idea why.
This game tries to do too much.
A note to the manufacturer: Deep Space
should be streamlined-first by cutting
down on the number of stars, second by
reducing the number of scanners to one,
third by removing GEM mouse control as
an option and sticking to the faster IKBD
(intelligent keyboard) joystick control ,
fourth by consolidating all the computer
functions with a text readout to one item,
and fifth by reducing the number of redundant controls (like weapon selection) to
one, thus cutting down on UIlllecessary
screen activity. Maybe then there'd be
some room in the program code for decent
sound . Right now, it's a terrible racket of
beeps and more beeps.
This game has a great premise and an
excellent scenario-it just needs to go on
a diet. Get to work on it, Psygnosis; we're
counting on you. Forgive us our pickiness,
but after a decade of blasting away little
Ks with little Es, we deserve to be picky. H
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_____·L_IA
__r;..,•••The peop/e
who started/t aU
have done /t aga/n/
ST-Log is now an independent pUblication-the
first major monthly magazine for the Atari 8T
line of computers. From the publishers
of ANALOG Computing, it's
filled with the same kind of
honest reviews we're
known for, plus the
best tutorials,
utilities and
games you'll
find for
your
Atari .

More
01 everything.

As a monthly, ST-Log brings
you more news, more programs
-more of everything than any other
8T-oriented magazine now on the stands.
Whether you're an 8- or a 16-bit owner, you're
interested in what's good and what's not, what's
new and what's coming. ANALOG Computing ,
covering all Ataris, and ST-Log will bring you up to
date, with reporting you know you can count on .
ANALOG Computing and ST-Log-the Atarian's real resources.
FROM

1~~ijE~PGl

PO. Box 625, Holmes, PA 19043
TOLL FREE 1-800-345-8112 (in PA 1-800-662-2444)

Atari

The

ST

ITE 90'
TYPESETTER ELITE
••• This package •••••• Is a GEM
s spreadsheets,
based desk top
and screen
publishing package
put on their ear
that integrates text
graphics and IDEGAS
lIowlng vertical
like drawing toois and
matted files to be
allows for a full layted sideways
out page preview and
g continuous or
a what-you-see-isIe sheet paper.
what-you-get print
edibly useful for
out. TYPESETtER
se over sized
ELITE can handle
eadsheets or flow
Irt style programs. custom fonts and
icons; and ASCII files
e character sizes
can be loaded into
available. WRITE
is GEM based and TYPESETTER ELITE
pages. You ' ll be imIPorts Epson FX,
pressed with the high
M804, NEe
resolution and clarity
DWRITER and
of your printer output
npatible printers.
when it is driven by
TYPESETTER ELITE.

Line Up

.3....

RUBBER STAMP ST
A utility that
lets a user
manipulate pictures
from DEGAS and
other popular
graphics programs.
RUBBER STAMP ST is
useful for creating
Icons and printing
out repititious full
screen pictures .
graphic
address labels, index ,
Rolodex or other card
sized output. RUBBER
STAMP ST can add
text to pictures in
multiple sizes and
styles and can load in
fonts from DEGAS
and MEGAFONT ST.

P.O.Box 5228
Springfield, Ylrglnia 22150
(70.3) 644·8881
Order Number
(70.3) 569-8881
Customer Service
TELEX 269728 XLENT UR

MEGAFONT ST
PM INTERFACE
Is a GEM
Soup-up your
based driver that. will
printer output by
enhance the utility of
designing your own
Print Master. PM
fonts with GEM based
INTERFACE allows
MEGAFONT ST. Mix
Print Master to be
font styles to indicate
integrated with
italics or to provide
emphasis. Arrange,
DEGAS and the XLEnt
space, position and
Line Up of ST
.
Software. You can use
size text and graphics
PM INTERFACE to
in a document with
create new Print
MEGAFONT ST's click
Master graphics and
through " GEM "
borders using stored
menus. MEGAFONT ST
portions of DEGAS
embeds graphics, text
and other picture
and fonts in the same
file . Compatible with . files. PM INTERFACE
converts Print Master
DEGAS, NeoChrome
graphics into icons
and the XLEnt Line
that can be
Up of ST software,
manipulated by the
MEGA FONT ST also
XLEnt ST software
has a built in font
utility Line Up.
editor. MEGAFONT
supports SMM804.
NEC, PROW RITER and
EPSON compatible
printers.
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XLENT Software [U,K.] LTD
516 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock
Birmingham B8 .3HX
United Kingdom
(021) .327-6110
TEl.;EX 265871 (MON REF G)
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ST MUSIC BOX
•••••• A MIDI utility that lends
graphics support
and other administrative tweaking
support to your
composing. Allows
for changing key
and time signatures ,
inserts, deletes and
copies measures.
Prints high quality
sheet music with
the option of lyric
and graphic notation. Compatible
with an ST console
or a MIDI syn thesizer. ST MUSIC
BOX is another MIDI
progression from
the authors of the
Abacus book, Introduction to MIDI
Programing for the
Atari ST,

READER SERVICE #

ENTER A NEW WORLD of unprecendented depth and excitement with
Omnitrend's Universe II. It's quite unlike
any game you've ever seen before,
combining the thrill of role playing
with the depth of story possible only in
text adventures.

125
121
123
130

You are a free trader in a cluster of stars
known as the Local Group. Through
sharp trading, mining, passenger
transport, and orbital piracy,
you'll try to earn money
to fuel your ship, pay
your crew, repair
parts, acquire advanced technology, and perhaps
buy a new space-

107

138
115
122
104
114
124
117
109
118
136
134
127
132
102

crah .

Unknown to most
of your crew, you are
also an active deep-cover agent
for one of the governments in the Local Group. As the interstellar situation worsens, you'll be called upon to carry out covert
operations deep within enemy territory.

113
108
101
120
106
135
128

Universe II is available for the Atari ST, Apple II, MacintOSh, and IBM computers. Price: 569.95 . Also from
Omnitrend: Universe I for the Atari XUXE, Apple II, and
IBM computers. Price 559.95.

126
110
131
103
116
105
139
119
133
111
129
137

To order: contact your local dealer or caU
Omnitrend at 12031 658-6917
1'0. 80x 3, West Simsbury, CT 06092

CMNITRENO
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Alpha Systems
Artworx
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STIMULATION
FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST ST PUBLISHER
STupendous!
Karate Kid Part 11
Guide Daniel through fight after fight
against ever more powerful advesaries.
Then face the evil Chozen himself in
the Castle of King Shohashi, where
you must discover the secret of the
drum - or die! But the fighting isn't
all: Catch flies with chopsticks and
break ice with your bare hand in fullcolor, animated graphic sequences.
Daniel LaRusso faced the challenge and
became a hero. What will you do?
Color only.
$39.95

STaggering!
Shuttle 11
It's the 1990's and this new Shuttle can
take off and fly with the minimum of
controls. Decide the launch and landing details then take the seat of Flight
Commander for liftoff. Find a fualty
Satelite and go out with your jet pack
and haul it in. Then return to Earth .
Can you keep from burning up? Can
you land without crashing? Find out
now in this fantastic simulation!
Color only.
$39.95

STunning
Pinball Factory
Play great pinball and even design your
own screens. Place tabs, bumpers, and
ball traps to get the action just right,
then use the powerful drawing system
to put in the walls. Add flair with a
graphic logo. You can even set the
scoring, gravity, speed and elasticity!
Play the best pinball game you can
imagine ! .There are even tilt controls
to let you "bump" the m achine!
Color only.
$39.95

STriking!
Eight Ball
The poolhall favorite is here ! Realistic
graphics and ingeniously simple mouse
control make this one a sure bet.
Color or Monochrome. $29.95
Trivia Challenge
Nearly 4000 questions on International
Sport, The Arts, Pop Music, Science
and General knowledge. Arcade style
play keeps th e game quick . You can
even put in your V'Wl'i' l!i'~\."§!tl\o;)1j1§!\
Color or Mono chrome. $39.95

Dealer inquiries welcome · Visa and Mastercard accepted· Add $3.00 shipping and handling to each order.

Mli~h.won

576 S. TELEGRAPH, PONTIAC, MI 48053
ORDERS AND INFORMAT/oN(313) 334-5700
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THUNDER

,
NeW-'

ISGUR PORTFOLIO SYSTEM

The writer's assistant
"extremely fast and flexible . .. destined to make a
lot of noise!" - COMPUTES ST
3 PROGRAMS IN ONE!
CD SPELLING CHECKER 50,000 words
• Real-time mode: program alerts you when
you've made a mistake
• Stand-alone mode: have Thunder! check the
text after you've finished writing
• Select the correct spelling from a list of similar
words - Thunder makes the change instantly
(]) ABBREVIATION EXPANDER saves you thousands of repetitive keystrokes
• Simply enter a pre-set abbreviation and
Thunder! expands it to full form
G) DOCUMENT ANALYZER gives you a statistical
report including number of words, average
sentence length, FOG score and much more!

,
NeW-'

ONLY $199.95 *NOTCOPYPROl'ECTEIl

ONLY $49.95 *NOTCOPYPROTECTE!J

I*S TALK

TIMELINK

Powerful, easy telecommunications
.. complete telecommunications that offers you
three levels of user definable macros and a 50,000
word memory-resident spelling checker. "

Electronic calendar/diary system
"you 'll find Timelink indispensable!" - ST WORLD
Your essential tool for planning and record keeping!
• Windows for each day, week, month and year
- put any combination on the screen
simultaneously
• Instant and automatic updating between frames
• Built-in database capabilities let you keep track
of expenses, billable hours and other timely data
• Add/ Subtract, Time Between Dates and other
features help plan ahead

- PERSONAL COM PUTING

Takes the hassle and uncertainty out of
telecommunicating
• Multitude of exceptional features are clearly
organized on the GEM user interface
• Call up a HELP window for every major function
• Totally flexible data routing to any combination
of de\ices - disk to modem, modem to memory,
screen to modem . . .
• 50,000-word memory-resident, real-time spelling
checker to ensure error-free outgoing messages

ONLY $49.95 *NOTCOI'YPROTEtTEO
DEGAS

ONLY $49.95 *NOTCOPYPROTEcn:1l

Design and entertainment graphic arts
system
"If you want the best graphic arts package for
the Atari ST, get DEGAS!" - ANTIC MAGAZINE
• total flexibility: create and store your own
custom brush patterns, colors, fill patterns and
more
• powerful TEXT capability lets you combine
words and pictures
• choose the ideal letter size and weight from the
built-in DEGAS TEXT FONT - or design your
own font
• draw an accurate LINE, CIRCLE, DISK, BOX or
FRAME by simply setting two points - DEGAS
does the rest automatically
• MAGNIFY any picture or portion
• MOVE or COpy any figure, anywhere on the
screen
• advanced graphic design tools include
MIRROR, SHADOW, and AIRBRUSH
• works in all three Atari ST resolution modes

ONLY $39.95 *N01· COPYPROTF.CTf'n

NeW-I

Investment manager
"It is dangerous to look at any software package
and say, 'This is the one', but this olle comes very
close." - COMPUTERIZED INVESTING
Helps you manage any combination of investment
portfolios more efficiently - stocks, bonds,
options, commodities, mutual funds . For casual
investors and professionals.
• Designed by Lee Isgur, top Wall Street analyst
and v.P. of PaineWebber NY.
• Program updates your portfolios automatically
with the latest market data - pre-set for all
the popular on-line financial services
• Powerful features show you the most profitable
decisions: "Su~gest", "Raise Money",
.
"Gains/ Losses' and many more
• Analyze, compile and display your investment
data in new ways, to gain new insights

DEGAS ELITE

NeW-I

For those who want advanced features
The professional ST graphic package. All the
powerful design features that made DEGAS a
critical success. Plus, fantastic new capabilities.
"Degas Elite is state of the art software!"
- ANALOG

ADVANCED FEATURES:
• Up to 8 MULTIPLE WORK SCREENS let you
work on several pictures simultaneously
• CUT and PASTE between pictures in different
screens
• SCALE, FLIP and ROTATE whole pictures or
portions
• Incredible new advanced features including;
color animation, block move, text size and font
style, color fill patterns, new drawing capabilities, stretch, rotate and much , much more!

COMING SOON. PAPERCLIP ELITE!

ONLY $79.95 *NOTCOPVPROTECTEIl

BATTERIES INCLUOED , an ITM company, :lO Mural Street, RichmOJ,1 Hill, Ontario, Canada , L4B IB5 (416) 881·9941 , Customer Information (416) 881·9816

BATTERIES
INCLUDED

Jfyou carlt find this product at your local retailer, you may order it direct from us at the full suggested list price plus $5.00
for postage and handling. For product orders please call 1-800·387·5707 (US. only). With all Batteries Included products
you can always have the latest version of your program by returning the original disk and $ 10.00. Write to us for our full color catalog
of products for the APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI , ATARI ST, COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AND IBM SYSTEMS.
©1986 Batteries Included. APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI, ATARI ST, COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AND IBM are
registered trademarks respectively of APPLE COMPlffERS INC., ATARI CORPORATION, COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
INC., AND INTERNA:rIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC. Some features may vary with computer system used.
*All prices shown in US. funds. Retailers may sell for less.

If you can't find
this product at
your local retailer
call our toll-free
number to order:
1-800-387-5707

